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FOREWORD 
This report describes work performed under Contract NAS5-11193 for the 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. It cons ists of two parts. Part I presents the 
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ABSTRACT 
SWINGBY is a segmented two-body low thrust interplanetary swingby trajectory 
and performance optimization program. The program explicitly includes both planeto-
centric and heliocentric phases by linking together a series of two-body, low thrust 
trajectories that are alternately planetocentric and heliocentric. At the patch points, the 
position and velocity are continuous, although the gravitational acceleration is discon-
tinuous. Particular attention is given to the severe sensitivity problem inherent in 
swingby trajectories, and the program is des igned to greatly alleviate the problem. 
Wide flexibility is provided in selecting the performance index and in specifying boundary 
conditions. Provisions are also made for generating optimum single leg trajectories. 
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Vector of control parameters. 
Arbitrary set of unit vectors. 
Coefficients in polynomial expression for power variation 
with solar distance. 
Reference thrust acceleration, equal to the thrust evaluated 
at 1 AU divided by the initial spacecraft mass. 
Coefficient in equation for propulsion syst~m efficiency. 
Vector of parameters representing arbitrary functions of the 
boundary values of the state variables. 
Coefficients in the express ion for the initial spacecraft mass. 
Jet exhaust speed of the low thrust propulsion system. 
Constant appearing in the equation for the propulsion 
system efficiency. 
Eccentricity of the launch hyperbola. 
Eccentricity of the hyperbolic trajectory approaching the 
target planet pr ior to the retro maneuver. 
Unit vector in the direction of thrust. 
Scalar function defined by equation (88). 
Hyperbolic anomaly of the launch hyperbola at the sphere of 
influence. 
Scalar function defined by equation (157). 
Hyperbolic anomaly of the target planet approach hyperbola at 




















Right hand side of general first order differential equation 
before and after, respectively, an event which causes the form 
of the differential equation to change. 
General form of the vector of discontinuities in state variables. 
Element of G associated with the mass ratio. 
Planetocentric angular momentum vector at the closest 
approach point of the swingby planet. 
Step function, equal to one ins ide the swingby planet sphere 
of influence and equal to zero outs ide. 
Step function, equal to one if the switch function if) positive 
and equal to zero if the switch function is negative. 
Inclination of the heliocentric trajectory relative to the ecliptic 
plane. 
Unit vectors along the axes of an inertial Cartes ian coordinate system, 
[ directed toward the Vernal Equinox, k along the ecliptic North 
Po Ie, and f = k x r. 
Inclination of the launch hyperbola relative to the equatorial 
plane of the launch planet. 
Inclination of the approach hyperbola relative to the equatorial 
plane of the target planet. 
Variational Hamiltonian. 
Flag set equal to zero for optimal thrusting within swingby 
planet sphere of influence and equal to one for imposed coasting. 
Flag set equal to one if the low thrust propulsion system is to 
be jettisoned prior to the retro maneuver and equal to zero 
otherwise. 
Flag set equal to one if a retro stage is to be employed and 
equal to zero otherwise. 
Flag set equal to one if the loW thrust propellant tankage is to 
be jettisoned prior to a retro maneuver and equal to zero 
otherwise. 
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Tankage factor of retro stage. 
Structural factor of spacecraft. 
Low thrust propellant tankage factor. 
Swingby planet scientific package mass factor. 
Unit vectors along axes of Cartesian coordinate system associated 
with launch planet; ii is direction of launch planet North Pole, 
1, along the vector e k xii, and:iii = ii x t . 
e e e e e 
Unit vectors defined as above, except associated with the 
swingby planet. 
Unit vectors defined as above, except associated with the 
target planet. 
Inert mass of the retro stage. 
Net spacecraft mass. 
Initial spacecraft mass. 
Low-thrust propellant mass. 
Retro propellant mass. 
Low thrust propulsion system mass. 
Retro stage mass. 
Spacecraft structural mass (proportional to initial mass). 
LQw thrust propellant tankage mass. 




























Lagrange multiplier vector used to adjoin state variable 
discontinuities to the performance index. 
Heliocentric position vector of the swingby planet. 
Net conditioned power. 
Heliocentric position vector of the launch planet. 
Beam power of the propulsion system. 
Reference power of the propulsion system, evaluated at 1 AU. 
Heliocentric pos ition vector of the target planet. 
Vector function defined by equation (26). 
Heliocentric distance of the spacecraft. 
Hel iocentric pos ition vector of the spacecraft. 
Spacecraft position relative to thG; launch planet at exit from its 
sphere of influence. 
Radius of the launch parking orbit. 
Radius of the launch planet sphere of influence. 
Distance from the ce:nter of the swingby planet. 
Planetocentric pos ition vector of the spacecraft relative to 
the swingby planet. 
Radius of the swingby planet sphere of influence. 
Spacecraft pos i.tion relative to the target planet at entry into 
its sphere of influence. 








r Pericenter distance of the final orbit about the target planet. 
tf 
r ts Radius of the sphere of influence of the target planet. 
. s Dummy variable of integration. 
s Value of s at which the sphere of influence is crossed. p 
t Time. 
tf Arrival date at the target. 
t Date of departure from the launch planet. 
0 
t Time at the sphere of influence of a planet. 
s 
t Date of swingby. 
sw 
t Time within the sphere of influence of the target planet. 
=a 
t =d Time within the sphere of influence of the launch planet. 
U Vector of control variables. 
v Heliocentric speed of the spacecraft. 
V Heliocentric velocity of the spacecraft. 
v Characteristic speed required at the launch parking orbit 
c 
to achieve the specified launch energy. 
v Escape speed at the launch parking orbit. 
e 
v Same as v . eo e 
"I 
v Speed relative to the launch planet at exit from the sphere • I 
es 
of influence. 














x(s ) p 
-
x(s ) p 
y* 
Definition 
Speed relative to the swingby planet at closest approach. 
Incremental speed required of the retro stage. 
Speed relative to the target planet at pericenter of the approach 
hyperbola before the retro maneuver. 
Speed relative to the target planet at entry of the sphere of 
influence. 
Hyperbolic excess speed at the target planet. 
Hyperbolic excess velocity at the target planet. 
Hyperbolic excess speed at the launch planet. 
Vector of state variables. 
Cartes ian components of the final heliocentric pos ition. 
Limiting value of the arbitrary function x(s) at s=s as s 
approaches s from s > 6 • P 
P P 
Limiting value of the arbitrary function x(s) at s=s as s 
approaches s from s < s . P 
P P 
Specific propuls ion system mass. 
Ratio of instantaneous power to power at 1 AU. Also denotes 
heliocentric flight path angle in discussion of end conditions. 
Flight path angle relative to the launch planet at exit from the 
sphere of influence. 
Flight path angle relative to the swingby planet. 
Flight path angle relative to the target planet at entry into 
the sphere of influence. 
Derivative of the ratio of instantaneous power to reference power 

















Constant increment of science package jettisoned at the 
swingby planet. 
Total miss ion duration. 
First leg flight time. 
Second leg fl ight time. 
Propuls ion system efficiency. 
Derivative of efficiency with respect to jet exhaust speed. 
Magnitude of the vector A. 
Vector of variables adj oint to the state variables. 
Function defined by equation (66). 
Lagrange multiplier adjoint to the reference thrust acceleration. 
Lagrange multiplier adjoint to the low thrust jet exhaust speed. 
Vector of variables adjoint to the heliocentric position vector. 
Lagrange multiplier adjoint to time. 
Vector of variables adjoint to the heliocentric velocity vector. 
Magnitude of Ay . 
Lagrange multiplier adjoint to the mass ratio. 
Gravitational c·onstant of the sun. 














Gravitational constant of the swingby planet. 
Gravitational constant of the target planet. 
Ratio of instantaneous spacecraft mass to initial mass. Also, 
Lagrange multiplier used to adjoin function defining discontinuity 
time to the performance index. 
Function defined by equation (24) or, for the more general 
problem, by equation (49). 
Switch function, defined by equations (81). 
Time interval between the swingby passage point and the sphere 
of influence of the launch or target planet. 
Performance index. 
Augmented performance index. 
Partial derivative of ¢ w. r. t. reference thrust acceleration. 
Partial derivative of ¢ w. r. t. jet exhaust speed. 
Partial derivative of ¢ w. r. t. time. 
Partial derivative of ¢ W. r. t. arrival hyperbolic excess speed. 
Partial derivative of ¢ w. r. t. departure hyperbolic excess 
speed. 
Partial derivative of ¢ w. r. t. mass ratio. 
General form of the end condition constraints. 
Angular pos ition of spacecraft measured in the osculating 
heliocentric trajectory plane from the line of ascending node 


















Angular pos ition of the spacecraft at the launch planet sphere of 
influence, measured in the planetocentric trajectory plane from 
the line of ascending node, positive in the direction of motion. 
= w - y . 
es es 
Angular pos ition of the spacecraft at the swingby passage point 
measured in the osculating planetocentric trajectory plane from 
the line of ascending node, positive in the direction of motion. 
Angular pos ition of the spacecraft at the target planet sphere of 
influence measured in the planetocentric trajectory plane from 
the line of ascending node, positive in the direction of motion. 
Longitude of the ascending node of the heliocentric trajectory 
on the ecliptic plane measured eastward from r. 
Longitude of the ascending node of the planetocentric launch 
hyperbola on the launch planet equatorial plane measur1ed 
eastward from :t . 
. e 
Longitude of the ascending node of the osculating planet~centric 
trajectory relative to the swingby planet on the planetlis equatorial 
plane measured eastward from :t . p 
Longitude of t~e ascending node of the planetocentric arrival 
hyperbola on the target planet equatorial plane measured 
eastward from it' 
Denotes that ( ) is evaluated along first and second trajectory 
leg, respectively. 
First, second, and third time derivative of (), respectively. 
First and second derivative, respectively, of () w. r. t. s. 








The fact that significant performance gains may be achieved with the use of 
swingby (gravity-assist) trajectories for certain ballistic interplanetary and solar 
system missions has been known for some time. These gains may either be realized 
in terms of increased scientific payload for a given mission duration or, conversely, 
in terms of a reduction in flight time at little or no cost in payload. Swingby missions 
to nearby planets that appear particularly promising include Mercury probe missions 
past Venus 1 and short-duration round-trips to Mars employing a swingby past Venus 
on either the out-bound or homebound legs. 2,3 Because of its great mass, Jupiter 
has received much attention as a potential swingby planet for such missions as out-of-
the-ecliptic, sola~ and deep space probes, 4,5 6 7 and flybys of the outer planets. ' 
The extent to which the use of swingby trajectories are applicable to interplanetary 
and solar system missions employing electric propulsion can only be conjectured at 
the present time, because no concerted effort has been made to assess the performance 
,I 
of this particular combination of trajectory profile and propulsion system. The singular 
contribution to this subject is by Flandro~ who showed that significant performance 
gains may be achieved for Jupiter swingby missions to the outer planets by using solar 
electric propulsion on the Earth-Jupiter leg. He obtained the low-thrust swingby tra-
jectories by linking the appropriate post-Jupiter ballistic continuation trajectory to an 
optimum low-thrust Earth-Jupiter flyby trajectory. This is probably not the optimum 
swingby trajectory; however, for solar electric propulsion, it may be a good approxima-




with that of low-thrust direct flights to a specific destination. However, his data were 
compared to the author's unpublished low-thrust flyby trajectory data to the outer 
planets for the same launch vehicle and specific propulsion system mass. This 
comparison indicated that a payload gain of 30-50 percent or, conversely, a reduction 
in mission duration of 25 percent, may be achieved through the use of the Jupiter 
swingby for low-thrust missions to Uranus or Neptune. 
The potential attractiveness of low-thrust swingby trajectories has not been 
overlooked in the past. The present absence of definitive information on the subject is 
simply due to the fact that it is an exceedingly difficult problem,and no computer 
programs capable of treating the problem are currently available. The generation of 
optimum low-thrust trajectory data for direct flights from Earth to a specific destina-
tion is no simple task, and introduction of the dynamics and the effects of an i.ntermedi-
ate planetary encounter greatly magnifies the complexity and increases the dimen-
sionality of the problem. 
In this report, the necessary groundwork is laid for the development of 
a patched-conic low-thrust swingby trajectory optimization computer program. The 
problem to be treated is explicitly stated and formulated for solution by an indirect 
method of optimization. The Pontryagin Maximum Principle is then applied to yield 
the necessary conditions that must be satisfied by the solution to the problem. Through-
out the formulation of the problem and solution, care is taken to assure maximum 
flexibility in choosing the type of mission, the mode of operation, and the variety of 
boundary conditions. 
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PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Des ired Program Features 
The problem we seek to solve is that of finding an optimum low-thrust trajectory 
employing a gravitational assist from an intermediate planet. We wish to obtain the solu-
tion of this problem within the framework of a patched-conic formulation. That is, two-
body motion is assumed throughout the mission with planetocentric motion assumed 
within a planet's sphere of influence and heliocentric motion outside. At the sphere of 
influence the trajectories in the two reference frames are patched so as to maintain 
bontinuity in both position and velocity. 
To provide as much flexibility as possible in the operation of the program, a number 
of program options and features are desired. Among these are the following: 
1) Permit optimal thrusting or imposed coasting within the sphere of 
influence of the swingby planet. 
2) Allow specification of constraints on the swingby trajectory in terms of 
passage distance, passage speed, and/or inclination to the planet's equator. 
3) Permit end conditions compatible with missions to non-specific space points, 
such as distance or inclination out-of-the-ecliptic, heliocentric distance, 
etc., as well as flyby and orbiter missions to any of the planets. 
4) Incorporate a sufficiently general propulsion system model to permit simu-
lating either nuclear-electric or solar-electric propulsion with high thrust 
maneuvers at each end. 
1-13 
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5) Relate Earth-launch conditions to capabilities of specific launeh vehicles. 
Thrusting within the spheres of influence of either the launch or target planets will not 
be permitted; however, motion and time within the spheres are included in the formula-
tion. 
Propuls ion System Characteristics 
The low thrust propulsion system model will assume constant jet exhaust speed 
(i. e., constant specific impulse) for both nuclear and solar electric systems. For solar 
electric systems, the net conditioned power will be taken as a function of the heliocentric 
distance, i. e. , 
p (r) = p y(r) 
c 0 
where p (r) is the net conditioned power at a distance r from the sun, p is the net 
c 0 
conditioned power at 1 AU, and y represents the variation in power as a function of 







with the a. being a set of input constants satisfying the constraint 
1 
4 
·~oa.=l 1= 1 
It is possible that the right side of (2) may be negative for certain values of r. 
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For nuclear electric propuls ion systems, the same formulation will be employed; 
however, we will impose the identity 
The overall efficiency, TI, of the propulsion system will be taken as a function of the 
jet exhaust speed, c. The specific form assumed is 
11::: ~-~ 
2 d2 c + 
where band d are input constants. Thus the jet, or beam, power, p., of the pro-
J 
puls ion system is 
P. = TIP = TlYP = ym a c/2 J coo 0 





mass. The mass of the propulsion system, m , is assumed to be linearly proportional ps 
to the power at 1 AU, i. e. , 
m = Otp ps 0 (7) 
where Ot denotes the specific mass of the propulsion system. 
Spacecraft Mass Components 
In addition to the propulsion system, the spacecraft is assumed to be comprised 
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of low-thrust propellant and tankage, structure, retro propulsion system, and a mass 
package that is jettisoned upon approach of the swingby planet. The masses of these 
various systems will be denoted mp and m
t 
for the propellant and tankage, respec-
tively; m for the structure, m for the retro propulsion system, and m for the 
s r x 
package jettisoned at the swingby planet. The spacecraft mass in excess of these items 
will be termed net spacecraft mass and denoted m . Then the initial spacecraft mass 
n 
is written as the sum of these components as follows: 
m =m +m +m+m +m +m +m 
o ps p t s r x n 
The initial spacecraft mass is equated to the payload of the specified launch vehicle, 
which is related to the launch energy (departure hyperbolic excess speed). Since the 
launch vehicle payload capability may be closely approximated with a simple exponential 





m = b e - b (9) 
o 1 3 
where I 2 2 
v =Vv d +v 
C 00 e 
with v ood being the departure excess speed and ve the escape speed from a 185 
kilometer circular orbit, and b1, b2, and b3 are input constants representing a 









t t p 
where to and t f denote initial and final times, respectively, m is the propellant 
flow rate of the propulsion system, and k
t 
is a specified proportionality factor. The 
structure mass is linearly proportional to the initial mass, i. e. , 
(11) 
(12) 
m = k m (13) 
s s 0 
with k being a specified constant. The retro propulsion system is comprised of 
s 
propellant, m , and inert mass, m., which are evaluated as follows: pr 1 
-v Ic 
m = (m - m - m - j m _j m ) (l-e r r) pr 0 p x ps ps t t 
m. =k m 
1 r pr 
where j and jt are input flags, equal to one if the low thrust propulsion system and ps 
tankage are to be jettisoned prior to the retro maneuver and equal to zero otherwise, 
(14) 
(15) 
v is the velocity increment to be supplied by the retro stage, c is the retro jet exhaust 
r r 
speed, and k is a specified constant. The mass of the science package jettisoned at 
r 
the swingby planet is written 
m = Am +k m 
x x x 0 (16) 
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where both Am and k are specified constants. 
x x 
.Equations of Motion 
The two-body equations of motion of the spacecraft outs ide the sphere of influence 
* of any planet may be written: 
.. ao'Y _ _ R 









where a, c, and 'Yare as defined previously, R is the heliocentric pos ition vector, 
o 
r = I R I, II is -the ratio of instantaneous mass to initial mass, eT is a unit vector in 
the direction of thrust, ~ is the gravitational constant of the sun, and h is a step (] 
function,equal to one if the low thrust propulsion system is on and zero if the propulsion 
system is off. Within the sphere of influence of the swingby planet, two.body motion 
relative to the planet is assumed and the acceleration may be written 
where we define 
a 'Y 
•• . 0 
R = (1-] ) h -p c (] II 




e -~ -T P 3 
r p 
*Upper case letters denote vectors, lower case letters with bars denote unit 




Ii =R - P p 
with II being the gravitational constant of the swingby planet, r = /R /, and P .~ P P 
and P are the pos ition and velocity, respectively, of the swingby planet. The flag 
j is input, equal to one if imposed coasting within the sphere of influence is des ired 
c 
and equal to zero otherwise. Finally, we make the assumption that, within the sphere 
of influence, 
.. 
.. .. .. 
R =R + P p 
where P is the acceleration of the swingby planet as obtained irom whatever 
ephemeris model is being used. P, P and P are functions only of time. 
The equations (17) and (19) may be combined by introducing the Heaviside 
step function h with properties p 
where 
h - {1 if P > 0 
p ·0 if P < 0 
p= r - r ps p 
with r being a specified value representing the radius of the sphere of influence ps 
of the swingby planet. That is 
a y 
••• 0 - R 
R = (1-J h ) h - e - '" - - h Q 














Also, we may writl~ 
R 
Q = ~ ---E.. p 3 
r p 
R .. 
-IJ - - P 3 
r 
a y 
V = - (l-j h ) h -2_ 
c p (J C 
Consequently, equations (25) and (27) represent the complete set of equations of 
motion and are valid throughout both the heliocentric and planetocentric phases of the 
"-.. 
trajectory. 
Expanded State Equations 
Our problem is to determine the optimum direction of eT as a function of 
time and the conditions under which h switches optimally between zero and one~ (J 
subject to the condition that the spacecraft pass within the sphere of influence of the 
swingby planet. We also seek optimum values of selected boundary conditions as 
well as certain propulsion system parameters. Two optimization criteria are of 
particular interest-maximum net spacecraft mass and minimum miss ion duration. 
This optimization problem begins upon leaving the sphere of influence of the launch 
planet and terminates upon entry into the sphere of influence of the target planet. 
(26) 
(27) 
This would be a standard problem in the calculus of variations were it not for the 
express and implied constraints imposed at an intermediate point of the problem (i. e. , 
at the time of swingby). Variational problems with intermediate point constraints are 
treated classically using a technique known as the Denbow transformation. The purpose 
1-20 
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of the Denbow transformation is to convert the original problem with intermediate point 
constraints into one with only end-point constraints. This is accomplished by separating 
the path into a series of segments, the end-points of which are the end and the intermediate 
constraint points of the original problem. A dummy variable of integration is then intro-
duced which is linear in time but scaled such that the time duration of each segment 
corresponds to the interval [0,1J of the dummy variable. Finally, a complete set 
of state variables is introduced for each segment, and equations of motion are developed 
with the dummy variable as the indepAndent variable of integration. The standard varia-
tional calculus approach may then be applied to the expanded set of equations of motion. 
We will employ this general approach by separating the total mission into two 
segments, the first corresponding to the launch-to-swingby planet trajectory and the 
second corresponding to the swingby-to-tar.get planet trajectory. Specifically, the point 
at which the two segments are separated is the point of closest approach of the swingby 
planet. A slight deviation from the standard application of the Denbow transformation 
will be pursued because we wish to commence the integration of both trajectory segments 
at the swingby planet and proceed in both directions to the launch and target planets . 
. It is thought that this approach will help to reduce the sensitivity of the boundary value 
problem and thereby facilitate convergence. 
In pursuit of our objective, we introduce the notation of pre-subscripts 1 and 
2 to distinguish between variables associated with the first and second trajectory segments, 
respectively. Now, eliminate the second-order differential equations in favor of first-. 
order equations by introducing the velocity vector, V, in the state; i. e., 
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R = V 
1 1 
v = (l-j h) h 
1 c 1 P 1 a 
'II = - (l-j h) h 
1 c 1 P 1 a 
for the first segment, and 




for the second segment. To convert these equations to the dummy independent variable, 
which will be denoted s, it is necessary to specify the relationships between time on 
each segment and s. Let 1 t sand 2 t s represent time on the first segment at the 
sphere of influence of the launch planet, and time on the second segment at the sphere of 
influence of the targ\\'",t planet, respect ively, and denote t as the time of closest 
sw 
,approach of the swingby planet. Then, since we wish to integrate in both directions from 
the swingby closest approach point, we specify that s = 0 corresponds to the closest 
approach point of both segments and s = 1 corresponds to departing the launch planet 
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sphere of influence on the first segment and entering the target planet sphere of influence 
on the second segment. Denoting It and 2 t as time along the first and second segments, 
respectively, and defining the parameters 
T = t - t 
1 sw 1 s 
T = t - t 2 2 s sw 
then time on each segment is related to s as follows: 
t=t - Ts 
1 sw 1 
t=t + TS 
2 sw 2 
Denoting derivatives with respect to s with the prime, one obtains by inspection 
Furthermore, since 
t' = - T 1 1 
t' = T 2 2 
() = d 1( )/d t 1 1 
-














ately obtained from the chain rule; i. e. , 
. 
R' = R t' = - T V 1 1 1 1 1 
• [. ao 1'" - IJ ] V' = V t' = - T (l-J h) h e - - R- h Q 
1 1 1 1 c 1 pIa 111 1 T 3 IIp 1 
l r 
. ao1 '" II' = II t' = T (l-j h) h 1 1 1 1 cl pIa c 
(34) 
. 
R' = R t' = T V 
2 2 2 2 2 
Equations (32) and (34) constitute the complete set of equations of motion; equations 
(32) are included because time must now be considered as a state variable since it has 
been replaced as the independent variable of integration but still appears explicitly in 
(34) through the ephemeris terms in Q. 




To maximize the flexibility and usefulness of the program, it is desirable to 
provide for as many and as varied boundary conditions as possible. The possible varia-
tions in the coordinate systems and specific parameters in which one may wish to express 
boundary conditions are astronomical. Consequently, it is necessary to decide at the 
outset upon the types of mission~ that the program is to be capable of treating and to 
define a reasonable set of parameters that will be of interest for each mission. 
We are specifically interested in unmanned scientific missions, originating at 
the Earth, which swing by a planet enroute to some ultimate destination. Therefore, 
there are three points along the trajectory where the imposition of boundary conditions 
will be of general interest. The first point is, of course, at Earth departure, the second 
is at the swingby point, and the third is at the final destination. The specific boundary 
conditions provided for are listed in Appendix A. The considerations given in selecting 
these are indicated in the following paragraphs. 
The assumed sequence of events in the Earth.departure phase is as follows: 
1) The launch vehicle places the spacecraft in a 185 kilometer altitude circular 
parking orbit about the Earth. 
2) At the appropriate point in the parkil'.g orbit, the upper stage of the launch 
vehicle injects the spacecraft onto an escape trajectory with an excess 
speed v
ood . 
3) The spacecraft coasts to the sphere of influence of the Earth where the 
, 
, I 
electric engines are turned on and the first hel iocentric segment then begins. 
The initial time of the problem (i. e., launch date) will be taken as the time of injection 
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of the spacecraft onto the hyperbolic escape trajectory, even though the optimization 
problem does not commence until several hours later when the spacecraft reaches the 
sphere of influence. We are interested in boundary conditions at the sphere of influence 
where a total of eight degrees of freedom exist, six to define geocentric position and 
velocity, one to define mass, and one to define tinle (time is the one degree of freedom 
necessary to convert from geocentric to heliocentric position and velocity). Of these 
eight, two are used in specifying the radii of the parking orbit r and the sphere of 
eo 
influence r ; two others, v d and time at the sphere of influence t , will be 
es to 1 s 
made available as independent parameters of the problem which may be fixed or optimized; 
and one, the initial mass ratio is, by definition, required to be unity. The remaining 
three degrees of freedonl are left open and will be determined as an output of the 
solution. The specific equations representing the constraints at Earth are given in 
(A. 4) with j.t denoting the gravitational constant of Earth and P (1) denoting the 
e e 
position of Earth at time 1 t(1). Note that the second of equations (A. 4) is required 
because we have introduced a new variable v tod which is not independent of the state 
variables. The optional constraints on time at the sphere of influence and departure 
excess speed are represented by the first of equations (A. 8) and (A.9). It may be 
helpful to note at this point that the required equality of 1 t(1) and the independent parameter 
1 ts is not expressly written in the Appendix A. This is not an oversight but simply a 
recognition that the required equality is trivially satisfied on all trajectories because 
it is used as the stopping condition of the numerical integration. A similar situation 
exists at the target between 2t (1) and 2ts. 
If it is desired to fix the launch date (i. e., the date -of departure from the 




within the Earth's sphere of influence, starting with injection from the parking orbit, 
and is computed as follows: 
t d = (Il /v d3) (e sinh f - f ) 




e = 1 + r v d /JJ 
e eo CX) e 
(36) 
At the swingby point, there are a total of sixteen degrees of freedom -- eight 
related to each of the two segments. Half of this total are used in the simple statement 
that the state is continuous at the swingby point. These are represented by equations 
(A. 1) in Appendix A. Because of the desire to provide the capability of fixing such 
swingby trajectory parameters as radial dist~.nce, speed, and inclination, it is helpful 
to introduce the polar coordinates of the planetocentric position and velocity at the 
swingby point. Of the six coordinates required, three are, of course, the passage 
distance r , the passage speed v , and the inclination to the swingby planet's p p 
equator i . A fourth coordinate, whose choice is convenient, is the flight path angle p 
y. which, by definition, is zero at the passage point. The fifth and sixth coordinates, p 
which are chosen somewhat arbitrarily, are the angle n defining the orientation of p 
the line of ascending node of the swingby trajectory and equatorial planes relative to the 
autumnal equinox of the swingby planet, and the angle w defining the angular pos ition of p 
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that y. is zero is equivalent to the first of equations (A. 3). The latter five equations 
p 
in (A.3) provide a mathematical definition of the other five polar coordinates. In 
these equations, the unit vector Ii is a specified vector representing the normal to the p 
swingby planet's equatorial plane in the direction of the planet's spin about its polar 
axis, and k is the unit vector normal to the ecliptic in the direction of the celestial 
north pole. The autumnal equinox of the swingby planet is defined as the direction 
along (kxn). Because we have chosen to employ planetocentric rather than heliocentric p 
coordinates as independent parameters of the problem, the six equations represented by 
(A. 2) are required to relate the two coordinate systems. The options of constraining 
the passage distance, speed and/or inclination are represented by equations (A.6), 
while similar options for mass ratio and time of swingby are represented by (A.7). 
At the destination, there again are eight degrees of freedom and the manner in 
which these are used as boundary conditions will depend upon the particular type of 
mission under investigation. For example, if the ultimate destination is a planet, 
it is most convenient to write the boundary conditions in planetocentric coordinates. 
On the other hand, for space probe miss ions, the only meaningful coordinate system 
in which to express the boundary condiMons is heliocentric. Specifically, we are 
primarily interested in providing boundary conditions that are consistent with four 
basic types of missions. These are the planetary orbiter, the planetary flyby, the 
deep space or solar probe, and the out-of-the-ecliptic missions. Associated with each 
of these miss ion types are parameters of common interest that will be made available 
as boundary conditions. 
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For planetary orbiter and flyby miss ions, the point at which we must concern 
ourselves with the eight degrees of freedom is the point of entry of the target planet 
sphere of influence. The sequence of events within the sphere of influence is basically 
the mirror image of that at Earth departure. For orbiter missions the spacecraft 
coasts from the sphere of influence to the pericenter of the planetocentric hyperbolic 
trajectory, where a chemical retro stage is employed to inject the spacecraft into an 
elliptic capture orbit. The flyby missions are identical except no retro maneuver is 
performed. In either case, the parameters of primary interest are the final pericenter 
distance rtf' the radius of the sphere of influence r ts ' and possibly the arrival 
excess speed v . Since these are direct counterparts of the primary parameters 
coa 
at Earth departure, the equations of constraint at the target for planetary missions are 
very similar to those for Earth departure and are given in (A.5) where iJt denotes the 
gravitational constant of the target planet. The optional constraints on the independent 
L~ 
parameters, v and 2t are represented by the latter of equations (A.8) and (A. 9), 
coa s 
respectively, while the optional constraints on final mass ratio and arrival date are given 
in (A.13) and (A. 15), respectively. In (A. 15), the parameter t ,which is the coa 
time within the target planet's sphere of influence to the point of closest approach, is 
computed in a manner analogous to that of tcod in equations (35) and (36). That is, 











-1 [ ts aoa ] 
= cosh (1 + -) /e 
t ~t t 
For purposes of computing the retrO' propellant requirements for planetary orbiter 
missions, the assumed retro maneuver will be comprised of an impulsive thrust 
maneuver at the pericenter of the planetocentric approach hyperbola. Thus, the retro 
velocity increment, v , may be written 
r 
where r is the apocenter distance of the desired final capture orbit. This valUfd of 
ta 




Boundary conditions of solar and deep space probes are generally stated in terms 
of a final solar distance with possible limitations on either time or mass. For extra-
ecliptic missions, the boundary condition is more than likely to be inclination to the ecliptic 
with possible constraints on radial distance, mass, and/or time. For such conditions, 
it is most convenient to work in a polar coordinate system. However, there also exist 
many problems which fit in either of these categories for which Cartesian coordinates 
are more appropriate. Examples include problems for which the final space state (i. e. , 
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position and velocity) is completely specified or extra-ecliptic missions for which a 
specific component of position or velo('ity normal to the ecliptic plane is to be achieved. 
Consequently, the capability of expressing end conditions in either Cartesian coordinates, 
as represented by equations (A. 18) - (A. 20), or polar coordinates, as represented- by 
equations (A. 21), will be provided. 
Certain optional constraints are required for all types of missions. These 
include constraints pertaining to the engine parameters, such as equations (A. 10) and 
(A. 11), and to the net spacecraft mass, given by (A. 12). The individual segment 
flight times and the total mission duration are also parameters of interest for most 
missions and are provided as optional constraints through equations '(A. 16) and 
(A. 17). Of course, since there is no sphere of influence at the destination for probe 
and extra-ecliptic missions, the time interval t is taken to be zero. 
ooa 
Starting Conditions 
Given a set of planetocentric polar coordinates of the spatial state at the 
swingby point, one must then transform to the ecliptic Cartesian coordinate system 
in which the integration is performed. This is quite easily accomplished after first 
forming a planetocentric equatorial Cartesian coordinate system with unit vectors 
.t , iii' , and Ii along the orthogonal axes. Recall that n is along the polar axis of p p p p 
the swingby planet and is input in, the ecliptic Cartesian coordinate system with unit 
vectors i, j, and k. Providing n is not input collinear with k, then define p 
kx:n 
t = P p Ikxn I p 
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That is,:t is defined to be directed towards the autumnal equinox of the swingby p 
planet. Tf n is i.nput such that p 
[kx~ I = 0 p 
then we will arbitrarily set 
'.' 
- -t = - i 
P 
Finally, the right-handed set is completed by defining 
m =n xt p p p 





H (0) = r [(COSW cosO -sinw sinO cosi ).[ + (cosw sinO +sinwcosO cosi )m 
2p p P P P P pp P P P P P P 
+ sinw sini ii ] p p p (44) 
2R (0) = v [-(SinW cosO +cosw sinO cosi ) i -(sin~t sinO -cosw cosO cosi ) iii p p p p p p pp p p p p p p 
+ cosw sini ii ] p p p (45) 
which yield 2Rp(0) and 2R (0) in the ecliptic system since l, iii , and Ii are p 'p p p 
known in that system. The final step required is to convert from the planetocentric 
ecliptic to the heliocentric ecliptic by simply adding the position and velocity of the 
swingby planet, i. e. , 
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R(O) = R (0) + P(O) 
2 2 P 2 
(46) 
Clearly, continuity cons iderations at the swingby point coupled with the identities 
(47) 
. 





To outline the necessary conditions that must be satisfied by the solution to the 
optimization problem at hand, it is helpful to first restate the problem in a general 
form. To this end, let the state at any point s in the interval [0, 1J be denoted 
X(s), and require that X(s) satisfy the differential equations 
X(s)' = F1 [X(s) , U(s) , A , sJ 
X(s)' = F2 [X(S) , U(s) , A , sJ 
o s;s s;s 
p 
s <s S;1 p 
where the prilne denotes derivatives with respect to s, U(s) is a vector of control 
variables, and A is a vector of control parameters. The point s=s p is determined 
from the constraint 
The superscript minus implies the limit as s approaches s from the left. At p 
s=s ,we also admit the possibility of a discontinuity in the state of the form p 
+ -X(s ) - X(s ) = G (B) p p 
where B is a vector denoting parameters related to the boundary conditions of the 
problem. The boundary conditions are expressed in the general form 







Except at s=s , X(s) is required to be a continuous and piecewise-differentiable p 
function of s, while U (s) is required to be piecewise-continuous and differentiabl~ ex-
cept at a finite number of points. The problem to be solved is that of choosing 
U(s), A, and B so as to rrlinimize the function 
¢[X(I) , A, BJ (52) 
subject to the satisfaction of the constraints (51). 
To verify that the original problem is contained in the more general problem 
stated above, note the following observations. The sixteen state variables of the 
problem (i. e., the position and velocity components, mass ratio and time on each of 
the two segments) are represented by X(s). The dummy variable s and its range are 
taken to be the same as in the original problem. The control variables, thrust direction 
and the switch step function h , are contained in U(s) , whereas A includes the engine 
a 
parameters a and c. The cross ing of the sphere of influence occurs at "'s=s at 
o p 
which time the governing equations of motion switch from F 1 to F 2' The value of 
s is determined by the satisfaction of (49), which is equation (24) in the original p 
problem. The capability of accounting for jettison in g a mass package at the swingby 
planet is provided through (50). All boundary conditions specified in the preceding 
section are contained in the general set given by (51), and the general form of ¢ covers 
both net spacecraft mass and time, which are the pri.mary performance indices of immedi-
ate interest. Note that the assumption to minimize ¢ does not restrict the generality 








mized. The vector B is introduced with the intention of using its elements, which would 
be functions of the initial and/or final values of one or more of the state variables, as 
independent parameters in the solution of the boundary value problem. It may be argued 
that, since the intercepts of the swingby planet sphere of influence may not occur at the 
same value of s on the two segments, there should be one additional equation repre-
sented in (48) covering the range s I <s < s 2 where sand s 2 denote the two 
. p p pI p 
values of s where the crossings occur. Technically this argument is correct; however, 
because the equations of motion for the two segments are completely uncoupled, the 
corner conditions at the two points of discontinuity are also uncoupled. Consequently, 
the general equations to be derived for one point of discontinuity may then be applied to 
the crossings independently. 
The general approach to the solution of the problem stated above may be found 
in most textbooks of optimization theory employing the indirect method. The approach 
employed here is simUar to that of Reference 9. We begin by writing the augmented 
function ¢* by adjoining to ¢ the constraint equations (48) - (50) through the intro-
______ --duction of a set of Lagrange multipliers as follows: 
+ -¢* = ¢ + v p + N· [Xes ) - xes ) - G (B) ] p p 
-
s I 
+ J P A· (X' - F ) ds + J A· (X' - F ) ds 
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where II, N, and A(s) are the multipliers. We then seek the necessary conditions 
for which ¢* is a minimum, i. e., for which 
d¢* = 0 (54) 
Proceeding formally, one may write 
s - of 1 of 1 of 1 
+ J p A· [OX' - - OX - - OU - - OA ] ds 
o oX oU oA 
+ II + of 2 of 2 of 2 A· [OX' - - OX - - OU - - OAJ ds oX oU oA s (55) p 
and noting that 
(56) 
OX = dX - X'ds (57) 
and 
s s 
J 2 of J 2 of s1 A OA IiA ds = ( s 1 (A CIA) ds ) dA (58) 
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then (55) may be rewrit~en 
-
. o¢ s P of! 1 of 2 o¢ oG 
d¢* = [- - f (A --) ds - f (A -) ds J. dA + [- - N - ] . dB 
oA 0 oA. s + oA oB oB 
P 
- -s s 
f P [OF f P of 1 - Jl. + A --.l.] . ox ds - A - OU ds o oX 0 oU 
- + Because the variations in X(s ), X(s ) and s are independent, the satisfaction p p P 
of (54) requires that the coefficients of these variations be zero, i. e. , 
+ N - A(s ) = 0 p 









Noweliminate N from (60), multiply the first of equations (60) by 'X,I(S -), and p 
add the latter of (60) to obtain 
.' . 
- + (+ - ) l) p' (s ) + A (s ) X' (s ) - X' (s ) = 0 p p. p p 
Solving for II and substituting into the first equation of (60) then yields the jump con-
ditions in the adjoint variables A (s) at s = s . p 
A parameter that will be of particular interest shortly is the variational Hamiltonian 
j defined 
j(s) = A (s) • X' (s) 




A, B, X(O) and X(1) are not totally independent but are related through the differen-
tial form of equations (51), i. e. J 
(64) 
Consequently, these constraint equations (64), combined with the collection of remaining 
terms outside the integrals in (59), i. e. , 
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together lead to the particular necessary conditions known as transversality conditionso 
These conditions are formed by eliminating from (65) as many differentials as there 
are equations in (64)0 The differe.ntials remaining after this is done are totally 
independent and, setting their coefficients to zero individually, produces the trans-
versality conditions. In writing (65) we have employed the relationship 
s 'OF 
A =-JP A--.! 
A 0 cA 
1 
ds - f + 
s p 
Finally, we are left with the integral terms in (59) and, since the variations in state 
and control variables are independent, the satisfaction of (54) requires that the in-
(65) 
(66) 
dividual integrands be zero. This, of course, leads to the well-known necessary conditions 
known as the Euler-Lagrange, or adjoint, equations. 
of 
A' = - A--.! 
'Ox 
and the optimal control equations 
o ~ s ~s 
p 
+ 





of 1_ o ;S;s ;S;s A- -0 
oU P 
oF2 + A- =0 s <s ;S;1 
oU P 
In terms of j, the variational Hamiltonian defined in (63) , these equations may 
equivalently be written 
AI = _ oj 
oX 





The satisfaction of the preceding conditions assures the satisfaction of (54). The 
trouble is that the solution of (54) is not generally unique since any extremum of ¢* 
(and therefore ¢), whether it be a minimum, maximum or saddlepoint with respect to 
the control parameters and variables, will satisfy (54). Furthermore, to this point in 
the formulation of the general solution, the class of admissible control variables has 
been implicitly limited to be continuous, unconstrained functions of s. In the original 
problem, h represents a control variable that is both constrained and discontinuous. 
a 
Hence, it is necessary to admit as possible solutions a larger class of control variables, 
Both of these problems are analyzed in detail in both Referenees 9 and 10~, 




problems is given by what is now known as the Maximum Principle. Basically this 
principle states that, out of all admissible controls which result in the satisfaction 
of all end and transversality conditions, the control which minimizes the function ¢ 
is that which results in the maximum value of the variational Hamiltonian j at every 
point along the path. This principle does not require that the maximum of j be a 
stationary maximum; thus in the case of h , one simply selects the particular value (] 
which yields the larger value of j. 
In summary, the necessary conditions that ¢ be a minimum are that: 
1) The control is chosen to maximize the variational Hamiltonian. j, which 
depends on the adjoint variables, A, that are governed by the differential 
equations (69), 
2) The control parameters and open boundary conditions are chosen to satisfy 
the transversality conditions (65) subject to the constraints (64), 
3) The adjoint variables may be discontinuous at points of imposed discon-
tinuity in the derivatives (i. e., at s=s ) and the jumps are given by (62). p 
It may be helpful to note at this point that the use of the Maximum Principle 
yields a local minimum of ¢ with respect to the control variables but not necessarily 
with respect to the control parameters and open boundary conditions. With respect to 
these parameters, ¢ may be a maximum, a minimum, or a saddle point. 






the motion providing the dummy variable s Goes not appear explicitly in the state 
equations. This is easily shown as follows. Differentiating (63) yields 
jl = AI • XI + A· X" (71) 
But, from (69) and noting that 




oj = A oX' 
oX oX 
then 
ax' oX' oX' oX' jl = - A-- X' + A- XI + A- = A-
oX oX os os (73) 
rrhus, since X' does not contain s explicitly.in the problem of interest, we must 
have 
j' = 0 (74) 








Optimal Control Equations 
To determine the optimum thrust direction along the path and the points at which 
the engines are switched on or off, one must first consider the variational Hamiltonian& 
j. Denoting A as the variable adjoint to any state variable x, the variational x . 
Hamiltonian for our problem is 




a 2 Y 2'" ~ (A· e -- A,}-.l!..(A. R) 
'" 2 V2T c 2 32 V2 2 r 
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The division of j into two terms, one term associated with each of the two trajectory 
segments, serves to emphasize the fact that the equations are completely uncoupled; 
therefore, the maximization of I j and 2j indepen.dently is identical to the maximiza-
tion of j. Because of the particular form of (73) and (74), it is possible to maximize 
I j with respect to 1 eT and 1 hO', and 2j with respect to 2€T and 2h (J' simply by 
inspection. Since the coefficients 
and 
are both non-negative, then it is seen that I j is maximized with respect to 1 e
T 
by choosing e diametrically opposed to A, and j is maximized with respect 1 T I-V 2 
to 2eT by choosing e aligned with A. That is to say, we choose e such 
2 T 2 V 1 T 
that 
A . e =- A 
1 V 1 T 1 V 
where2\r= 12 'V I· After incorporating these results in the expression for j, the 
conditions for switching hand 2h between their permissible values of zero and 1 0' 0' 
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then the optimal choices for hand h are clearly 
1 a 2 a 
I o if a< 0 h = 1 >0 1 a II if 1 a 
h - {O if a < 0 
2 a 1 if ~a>o 
Upon substituting these results in (73) and (74), one then obtains 
a y . 
j = (1 - j h) h ~ a - A . V + lL ( A . R) + h ( A . Q) - A 
1 c 1 pIa 1" 1 1 R 1 3 1 VII pI 1 1 t 
lr 
a 2 Y 
j = (1 - j h) h ~ a+ A . V - J:.. ( A . R) - h ( A . Q) + A 
2 c 2 P 2 (] 2" 2 2 R 2 3 2 V 2 2 P 2 V 2 2 t 
2r 
Euler-Lagrange Equations 
The Euler-Lagrange equations (69) for the problem of interest here may be 
written by inspection using (72) and (77) with (20), (21), and (26) recalling that 












r . ao1 ~ ~ 3~ Ii = - T1(1-J h) h -- (] R + - A - - ( A . R) R 
1 R 1 '- c 1 P 1 (] 1111 r 1 1 r3 1 V r 5 1 VII 
1 1 
[ 
~p 3~p ~ 3~ l "1 
+h - -- A·R R-- A+- ·RR I 1 P 3 1 Ay 5 (1 VIP) 1 p 3 1 V 5 (1 AV 1 ) 1 J ' 
r r r r 
1 pIp 1 1 
a y 
A' = T(1-· h) h ~ A 




It = - T {(I-j h) h 02 (] R _.J!:... A + ~ (A . R) R 
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where y denotes dy/dr. Anticipating a desire to optimize the engine parameters 
a 0 and c, and the time increments 1 rand 2 r, it is convenient to introduce at this 
point the concept of adjoint variables associated with each of these parameters, as implied 









1 7" 0 7" 
1 
which, using the initial conditions 




Aa (0) = AC (0) = 1 Ar(O) = 2A r(0) = 0 
o 
lead to the integrals that are needed in the first term of the transversality condition 
(65). Using (76) and (83), equations (85) become 
y Y 
AI = - 7" (l-j h) h 1- a - 7" (l-j h) h ~ a 
a
o 
1 c 1 pIa 111 1 2 c 2 P 2 a 211 2 
a .y a 2Y 
AI = r(l-j h) h ~ A - r(l-j h) h ~ A 
c 1 cl pIa 2 1 II 2 c2 p2 a 2 2 II 
A I = - j 
1 r 1 
A I = - j 








Junlp Conditions at Sphere of Influence 
The equations for the jump conditions are given in general form by (62). 
It is interesting to note that, in the second term on the right hand s ide of (62), the 
quantity 
1 + + -f = A (s ). (X' (s ) - X' (s )) 
p' (s -) p p p 
p 
is a scalar. Therefore, it becomes clear that any particular element of A is dis-
continuous at s=s only if p is an explicit function of the state variable to which p 
that element of A is adjoint. For our problem, p is a function of Rand t; 
hence, we may expect discontinuities only in AR and '\ . 
To evaluate the scalar f for each of the two segments, it may first be noted 
from (24) that 






J _.,~.,":~.';;"':"';';'C ';;l"',Ii.JWfp, r~.-J 
+ - ao2Y v' ( s ).... v' ( s ) = - T J" h 2 2 P 2 2 P 2 c2 (J c 
,f 
where + -V ( s ) = V ( s ) + m 1m IIp IIp x 0 
the expressions for the two scalars If and 2f become 
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1 1 P 1 
at=: .r 
i 1 P 
for i = 1 or 2, then the discontinuities in the adjoint variables may be written 
f 
+ .- 1 
A (s ) = A (s ) + - lRp lRlp lRlp r 1 p 
f 
+ - 1 . A ( s ) = A ( s ) - -- ( R . P) Itlp Itlp r 1 pI 1 P 
+ , _2f 
2A R(2 S ) = '. ·~R(2s ) + - 2Rp p .. , p 2rp 
f 
+ , - 2 . 
A(S)= A(S )-- (R' P) 
2 t 2 P JJ t 2 P 2rp 2 p 2 
It is interesting to note that, although the adjoint variables may be discontinuous, 
the last of equations (60) ind .,late that the variational Hamiltonian j is continuous at 
s= 1 s p and s= 2 s P . It is a s,'ilple extens ion to prove that 1 j and 2j are also con-







Undoubtedly, the most complex and tedious aspect of the application of the 
necessary conditions is that of developing the transversality conditions. To a large 
extent, the flexibility of a trajectory optimization program is measured by the 
variety of combinations available in specifying (or not specifying) boundary conditions. 
Since each combination of open and fixed boundary conditions generally leads to a 
different set of transversality conditions, the number of potentially interesting sets is 
exceedingly large. Consequently, the transversality conditions developed here will 
be limited to those concomitant with selected problems of the missions discussed 
previously in the PROBLEM FORMULATION section, for which the specifiC boundary con-
ditions permitted are listed in Appendix A. 
As stated previously, the transversality equations are obtained from the simul-
taneous solution of equations (64) and (65). Since A and B appear in these equations, 
it is necessary to first define the elements of these two vectors. In the development of 
the necessary conditions, the vector A was included to encompass any engine parameters 
which one may wish to optimize. For the problem at hand, such engine parameters are 
the initial thrust acceleration a and the jet exhaust speed c. The vector B was in-
o 
tended to represent independent parameters of the boundary value problem which are 
not state variables. Specifically, we shall include in B the hyperbolic excess speeds, 
v QC) and v QC)' at departure from Earth and arrival at the destination, respectively. 
d a 
Additionally, B shall include the polar coordinates of the planetocentric position and 
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velocity at the closest approach point. These are r , v, i, n, and w. Note p p p p p 
that only five coordinates are required since we have defined the point of interest to 
be the closest approach point, which implies flight path angle (and true anomaly) 
is zero. 
The vector G of discontinuities in the state variables contains, for the problem 
of interest here, all zero elements except for the one associated with mass ratio on the 
first segment. Furthermore, this one nOD-zero element is a function only of one ele-
ment of B, the departure excess speed v ODd. Denoting the non-zero element of G 
as g , then 
II 
m Am 
_ x x 
+k g -- = II m m x 
0 0 
such that 
Ogll Am dm x 0 
--- -
<Wad 2 dv m CDd 
0 
where the derivative dm oldv CDd is obtained by differentiating the curve fit of the 
launch vehicle performance data. Finally~ upon noting that 1 All is continuous at 









The performance index ¢ is permitted to reprf.;sent either the negative of 
the net spacecraft mass or the total mission duration. Since 
o¢ o¢ o¢ 
d¢ =. Q\ • dA + oB . dB + oX(1) . dX(1) 
the contribution of the performance index to the various terms in (65) is found by 
forming the total differentials 
d¢ == - dm 
n 
if net spacecraft mass is to be maximized, or 
d¢ == d (~t ) 
m 
if mission duration is to be minimized. Considering first the case of maximizing 
net spacecraft mass, note that the mass of the low-thrust propellant may be written 
m == m (1- 11(1» - m p 0 2 x 







-v /c Ola c 1 
-j (1+k ) (1-e r r) {m [ 11(1) (1+j k) -j k (l·-k ) -j ~ J'+j k ~m } 
r r 0 2 t t t t x ps 211 t t x 
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where j is input one if a high-thrust retro maneuver is to be performed and zero r 
otherwise. Differentiating (102) and changing sign~ then gives the desired result 
-v Ie da 
- dm = m [l-j j (l+k) (l-e r r)] [~ + (1:. - !t.) dC] 
n ps ps r r a c 1'1 
o 
1 -v Ic dm 
- - {m -k Am [l-j j (l+k ) (l-e r r) J} --2 dv 
m;) n txt r r dV
aod aod 
-v Ic 
. (l+k) v err Jr r aoa 
+ -------------------
O!a c 
{ m [211(1) (l+jtkt) - jtkt(l-k ) - j -20 ] +jtkt ~m }dV /,---2----- 0 ; x ps 1'1 x ao a 
c A/v + 2~t/rtf r aoa 
(103) 
where 'If denotes drrdc which is obtained from the differentiation of (15). 
Proceeding to the case of minimization of the mission duration, one immediately 
obtains from the definition of & , i. e. , 
m 
~ t = 2t (1) - t (1) + t d + t 
m 1 ao aoa 











With some alegebraic manipulation, the two partial derivatives indicated in (105) 
are obtained by differentiating equations (35) - (38) in the fornl 
otc:cd t=d 2 f' '1 
= - 3- + -~---L(e coshf -l)r -(e -coshf)r J' 
oVcod v=d v d
2 esinhf e e es e e eo 
= e e 
(106) 
ot t 
=a =a ~-=-3--+ OV v 
=a =a 
Denoting ¢ as the partial derivative of ¢ with respect to any parameter 
x 
x, where ¢ represents either of the two permissible performance indices and 
¢ is the coefficient of the differential dx in the appropriate equations (103) or 
x 
(105), expand the general equation (65) in terms of the parameters of the problem 
at hand, 1. e. , 
r A 'd R+ A 'd V+ A d 11+ A d t+ A 'd R+ A ·d V+ A d 11+ A d tJ1 L.1--a 1 l-'V 1 1 II lIt 1 2-'R 2 2 V 2 2 II 2 2 t 2 0 
~m 
+ (¢ + A ) da + (¢ + A ) dc + (¢ + A (s) x 
a a 0 c c v d 1111p 2 o 0 = m 
o 
+ A (1) d T + A (1) d T 
1 T 1 2 T 2 
where, from the solution of the latter two of Equations (87), 
A (1) = - j ; 2A,~'(1) = -2j 1 T 1 , 
and where, by definition 
dm 
dv 0 ) dv =d 
=d 
(107) 
We now seek to derive, for all specific problems of interest contained in the class of 
problems stated in the problem formulation, the various transversality conditions 
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arising from the mutual satisfaction of equation (107) and the differential form of 
the appropriate (i. e., appropriate for a given problem) set of constraint equations in 
Appendix A. 
To begin, consider the boundary conditions at the swingby point, i. e., at 
s=O. Letting x represent anyone of the eight state variables, it may be seen from 
(A. 1) that 
(108) 
Since (A. 1) is always applicable, we may employ (108) to eliminate the differentials 
d
1
x(0) from (107). Once this is done, terms of the form 
(109) 
appear in (107), and it is helpful from the standpoint of abbreviating notation to 
introduce 
A = 1A (0) + 2A (0) 
xx x 
(110) 
That is, the lack of a pre-subscript 1 or 2 will imply the sum and it will be under-
stood that we are considering the point s=O. Now remove from equation (107) the 
terms pertaining explicitly to the point s = O. Using the notation indicated in (110), 
these terms are written 
- A . d R(O) - A . d V (0) - A d &1(0) - (~ + j - j) d t 
R 2 V 2 &I 2 t1 2 2 0 (111) 













H Ii !I [I 
; I 
In general, this expression may not be equated to zero because it is possible for the 
variations in 2t(0) to be related to variaVons in uther dates through the constraints 
(A.16). However, we may replace the variations in the heliocentric position and 
velocity with those referenced to the swingby planet through the use of (A. 2), i. e. , 
d R(O) = P(O) d teO) + d R (0) 
2 2 2 2 P 
(112) 
Upon substituting (112) into (111), collecting term.s, and noting that there are no 
. 
additional constraints involving R (0) and R (0) other than (A.3) and none involving p p 
211(0) other than the first of (A. 7), one obtains 
A . d R (0) + A . d R (0) = 0 (113) 
R 2 P V 2 P 
Furthermore, in the absence of both the constraints (A. IS), we have the additional 
condition 
(A . P(O) + A . P(O) + A + j- j)d teO) = 0 (115) 
R2 V2 t 122 
If 211(0) is specified through the first of equations (A. 7), then (114) is identically 
satisfied, since d
2
11(0) is zero. But if 211(0) is left -open, then (114) can only be 
satisfied if the coefficient of d
2







A = A (0) + A (0) = 0 
v 1 v 2 v 
Similar arguments lead to the result that, if the swingby date 2t(0) is not fixed and 
if the conditions leading to (115) are met, 
(116) 
(1 AR (0) + 2AR (0»· 2P(0) + (1 Ay(O) + 2Ay(0» . 2P(0) + 1 At(O) + 2\(0) +1 j-2j = 0 (117) 
The constraint equations (A. 3) are equivalent to the equations (44) and (45) which 
. 
define 2Rp (0) and 2Rp (0) in terms of the five independent polar coordinates r
p
' v p' 
i , n, and w assuming i' =0. By differentiating (44) and (45) and introducing p p p p 
the angular momentum at the swingby point, defined by 
. 
H = 2R (0) x R (0) p p 2 p (118) 
one obtains 
-
r n . R (0) 
d R (0) = ...!.. 2R (O)dr +...E. 2R (O)d w + (0 X
2
R (O»dO + p 2 ~. H d i 
2 p r p p p v p p p p p p r p v pS lDlp P P 
(119) 
- . 
v n . R (0) 
d it (0) = ~ 2R (0) dv _...E. 2R (0) d w + (n x 2R (0» d (1 + p 2 ~. H d i 
2 P vp P p rp p p p p p rpvpslDlp p p 
which may be substituted directly into (113). Because of the independence of the 
resultant differentials, the satisfaction of (107) requires that 
,..... 
(11 • 2R (0») d r = 0 
R P P 
. (A . R (0» d v == 0 
V 2 P P 
(120) 
[ (ii ·2R (0» (AR · H ) + (n ·2R (0» (AV· H ) ] d i = 0 P P P P P P P 
As before, the satisfaction of (120) is achieved either by fixing the independent 
parameter, which means the differential is zero, or by leaving the independent parameter 
open and forcing the coefficient to zero, which yields the transversality condition. Thus, 
the transversality conditions which must be satisfied if wand/or 0 are left unspecified p p 
are, respectively, 
(121) 
The other three transversality conditions 






are impc?sed if r , v , and/or i, respectively, are left unspecified. 
, p p p 
C:onsider now the transversality conditions arising from the fact that the state
l 
at Earth departure, is not entirely specified. Collecting the terms within the square 
brackets of (107) that pertain to the Earth.departure phase, we have 
(123) 
We first note that the third term in (123) may be eliminated immediately because 
the requirement that 111(1) always equal one implies that the differential d
1
11(1) 




d V(1) = d it (1) + P (1) d t(l) 1 eel 
expression (123) may be rewritten 
where R (1) represents the geocentric position of the spacecraft and P is the helio-
e e 
centric position of Earth, both evaluated at date 1 t(l). The bracketed term in (125) 
may be combined with appropriate terms on the left side of (107) such that, if there are 
no constraints placed on the launch date, the fi.rst segment flight time, or the total 
mission duration, then one must have 
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Consequently if t(1) is not fixed, we are left with the transversality condition 
1 
. 
Turning attention to the first two terms of (125), we seek to write R (1) and R (1) 
e e 
(and hence dR (1) and dR (1)) in terms of the two fixed parameters rand r 
e e eo es 
and the independent parameter v cod. Of course, three additional parameters are 
necessary to uniquely define R (1) and R (1). An example of the three additional 
e e 
. 




angle defining the velocity heading. However, since the physical problem is independent 
of the particular choice of the three additional parameters, the transversality conditions 
associated with any specific set of three must be equivalent to those for any other set. 
To make use of this fact, first consider any vector X which is written in terms of 
its magnitude x and a series of angles Q, {3, y, --, which define the orientation of 
X relative to a fixed coordinate system. Let these angles be defined such that they 
- - -represent rotations about the unit vectors a, b, c, - - -, respectively. Then, in 
general, dX may be written 
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Applying this result to our problem, we first note that if one is given r , r , and 
eo es 
v cod.'. the dynamics of the motion at the sphere of influence are also known. That is, 
the speed v and flight path angle i' are computed 
s es 
v = jv d2 + 21J /r 
es co e es 
y = cos-1 [r j d2 + 21J /r 
es eo co e eo 
/r v l 
es es J 
Consequently, denoting as Q, a , and a the three independent angular rotations 1 2 3 
. 
required to specify R (1) and R (1), we may write 
e e 




R (1) = R [v ,')I aI' a 2, a 3 ] e e es es, 
Note that r is not included as an argument of R since it is always fixed. Now, 
es e 
since aI' 0!2' a 3 are completely arbitrary, for convenience we select them to be 





















and from (129) 
where 
vcod 
dYes - v dv cod 
es 
2 2 
I" V (v -v ) 
d -' eo cod eo es d 
'Yes - 2 . v cad 
v v (R·R) 
eo es e e 
v = Jv d2 + 2/J /r 
eo ca e eo 
(132) 
(133) 
Upon substituting (131) into the first two terms of (125), collecting and rearranging 
terms, and setting the coefficients of d~l' d~2' and d~3 to zero, one obtains 
the vector of three transversa.lity conditions 
-
(134) 
where 0 is the null vector. An additional term involving dv cod arises from the first 
two terms on the right side of the latter of equations (131). Forming the dot product 
of AV(l) with these two terms, employing the relations (132), and adding to the term in-
volving dv cod in (107), one obtains an expr~ssion whioh, if there are no constraints on the 
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Then, if v cod is left open, one is left with the transversality condition that the 
coefficient of dv cod in (135) must vanish. 
Proceeding immediately to consider the transvcrsality conditions at the destina-
tion for planetary missions, recall that the independent parameters of interest are 
direct counterparts at the two ends, and that the options available for specifying or 
leaving open the spatial end conditions at the two points are identical. Hence, the 
form of the transversaUty conditions are identical and we may simply write them 
down. Because three degrees of freedom are left open in defining the planetocentric 




(l) respectively, at 2t (1.) , 
we require that 
Alternate forms of the transversality conditions (134) and (136) are presented in 
Appendix B which possess properties more amenable to solution by numerical means 
(136) 
than those given above. Hence, the conditions as given in Appendix B are recommended. 
H v is not specified and there are no constraints involving t or net 
coa coa 
spacecraft mass, then the condition 
(137) 
must be satisfied. If the final mass ratio is not fixed and the net spacecraft mass is 










and if there are no constraints involving t(1) 
2 
For probe and extra-ecliptic rnissions, the transversality conditions associated 
with final mass ratio and time are the same as for planetary missions with 
ot 
coa. 00 
t = - = P (1) = P (1) = 0 




whereas those associated with the spatial coordinates are different but are considerably 
simpler. For example, if the final boundary conditions are expressed in the Cartesian 
coordinate system, any component of the position or velocity that is left open gives 
rise to a transversality condition requiring the vanishing of the variable adjoint to 
the open component. That is, if 2x(1) is left open, then 
is a transversality condition to be satisfied. If a retro stage is permitted, it will be 
assumed that the direction that the retro incremental velocity is imparted will be 
left open. Defining the vector 
v = V(1) - V 
coa 2 f 
with magnitude v , we see from (128) that 
coa 
V 





(143) . "i , 
, 
-where a and b are unit vectors about which the two independent rotations a and 
1 
~ , which define the orientation of V , are made. Then forming the dot product 2 =a 
and imposing the condition that the coefficients of d~l and d0!2 must vanish inde-
- -pendently if (107) is to be satisfied, we see that since a and b are arbitrary we 
must have 
which implies V =a must be collinear with 2AV(1). Substituting this result into the 
first term on the right side of (144) and adding to the term containing dv in 
=a 
(107) yields for v unspecified 
=a 
The ambiguity in sign arises because (145) requires that V either be aligned with 
=a 
or opposed to 2AV(1). The correct sign is dependent upon the sign of ¢v . Since 
=a 
2AV(1) is non-negative, the correct choice of sign is the opposite of the sign of 
{] 45) 
(146) 
¢v . For maximizing net spacecraft mass, ¢v is positive; hence the negative sign 
=a =a 
is chosen in (146). For minimum mission duration, ¢ is zero and the choice of 
v 
=a 
signs is immater ial. 
If polar coordinates are employed for end conditions of probe or extra-ecliptic 
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employed for the conditions at Earth. However, because of potential interest in the 
four parameters r, v, y, and i at the final point, we will select two specific 
additional" parameters consistent with these to complete the set of six needed to uniquely 
define 2R (1) and 2 V(1). In particular, we select the osculating elements 0, defining 
the longitude of ascending node, and w, defining the angular position in the plane of 
motion relative to the ascending node~ The four angles involved represent rotations 
.about four unit vectors as follows 
y: 
2 V(1) x 2R (1) 
12 V(1) X2R(1)i 




kX(2R (1) x 2 V(1» 
IkX(2R (1) x 2 V(1»1 
k 
2R (1)X 2 V(1) 
12R (1) x 2 V (1) 1 
= a 
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(148) 
Thus, the transversality conditions, caused by leaving open any of the six polar parameters 
r, v, /", i, 0, and ware given by the coefficients of the appropriate differentials 
in (148). 
Providing there are no constraints imposed on either the reference power or 
the net spacecraft mass, the transversality conditions which result in optimum thrust 
acceleration and jet exhaust speed are written by inspection of (107), i. e. '} 
yields the optimum a , 
o 








yields the optimum c. 
¢ + A = 0 
c c 
The preceding constitutes a complete list of the transversality conditions for 
the original problem in the absence of any constraints (A. 11) - (A. 17). The effect 
of introducing anyone or more of th.ese constraints will now be discussed. 
It will be assumed that, if the reference power is constrained in the form of 
(A. 11) at least one of the two engine parameters, a and c, will be left open. If 
, 0 
a is open, we eliminate da from (107) using the equation 
o 0 
dm 
da = - a [(..!.. - 'If) dc + .1-.- 0 dv d l 
o 0 c 1'1 m 0 dv ClOd ClO-' 
Multiplying this expression by the coefficient of da in (107) and adding the two 
o 
resulting terms to the corresponding terms in (107), it is immediately seen that the 
effect of fixing the reference power is to eliminate the two conditions (149) and (150) 
in favor of the one condition 
¢ + A -a (¢ + A ) ( ..L - .!t ) = 0 









mo dv ClOd 


















to the coefficient of dv d in (135). If a is fixed, then (149) is no longer applicable, 
= 0 
and dc is eliminated from (107) using 
( 1 * )-1 1 dmo dc = - c - ~ m dv dv =d 
o =d 
and the effect of fixing reference power is to eliminate (150) while adding the 
term 




The specification of net spacecraft mass is meaningful only if it is not the 
performance index. Therefore, we will assume that (A. 12) will only be employed 
if mission duration is to be minimized. We will also assume that, if m is fixed, 
n 
the final mass ratio 2"(1) will be left open so that d2"(1) may be eliminated from 











( l-j f) ps r 
om ( 1 * ) ( 
---2!=-m - _11- 1-j f) Oc ps c 11 ps r 
om n = ..!-. [m _ k Am (1 _ j f ) ] dm 0 
OV =d m 0 n txt r dv =d 
om 021J~1> = rno [ (1 +kt> - (1 +jtkt> frJ 
where 
-v /e 
f = j (1 +k ) (1-e r r ) 
r r r 
If the reference power is fixed, the net spacecraft mass is independent of both a 
o 
and c. Consequently, the right .. hand side of the first two of equations (156) are then 








[ m +m -ktAm -f (j m -jtktAm ) ] 0 n ps x r ps ps . x dv =d 
1-72 
(156) 
, .... )., 
(157) 
(158) 
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Thus, solving for d2V(1) yields 
om om om om om 
[ n n n n J n d Vel) = - - da + - dc + - dv + - dv / -2 oa 0 Oc Ov d cod Ov coa 02V(1) o co coa 
Since ¢ () is zero when ¢ is mission duration, the only term in (107) containing 
2V 1 
(159) 
d2V(1) is the one with the coefficient 2Av(1). Upon multiplying (159) by 2AV(1), sub-
stituting into (107) and collecting terms, it is seen that the effect on the transversality 
conditions of fixing m is to add the term 
n 
to the left side of (149); to add the term 
to the left side of (150); to add the term 
om om 
A n / n 
2 v(l) av- 0 V(l) 
cod 2 
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to the left side of (137). Furthermore, the transversality condition (152) and the 
additive terms (153) and (155), which arise when reference power is fixed, must 
be modified when m is fixed. The modifications are made by simply replacing 
n 
with the terrrl (160) and by replacing ¢ with (161). Note that both ¢ and 
c a 
o 
¢ c are zero when ¢ is mission duration. 
.. 
Finally, consider the effects on the transversality conditions of apecifying various 
dates and/or flight times through equations (A. 14) - (A. 17). First, it may be noted 
that the only parameters other than times that are involved in equations (A. 14) - (A 17) 
are v d and v . Consequently, only the transversality conditions associated with CXI CXla 
the dates and the excess speeds can be affected, and these effects are completely 
independent of those associated with fixing either the net spacecraft mass or the 
reference power. 
If it is desired to prescribe the launch date, then from (A. 14) 
(164) 
and the transversality condition (127) is eliminated in favor of an additional term to 




Similarly, prescribing the arrival date as per (A. 15) results in the elimination of 
(139) while adding the term 
(166) 
to the left side of (137) providing, of course, that the arrival excess speed is left 
open. Note that (166) is zero for probe and extra-ecliptic missions because of (140). 
Fixing the flight time of the first segment implies that 
at 
d teO) - d t(l) + 0 ClOd dv = 0 
2 1 vClOd ClOd 
where the identity between 1 teO) and 2t (0) has been employed. If, in addition, the 
launch date is specified through (A. 14), one obtains the simple result 




which is, of course, equivalent to fixing the swingby date. Whenever alternate choices 
of speCifying constraints are available, the preferable choice is the one that elnploys the 
specification of independent rather than dependent parameters, because that choice 
reduces the dimenSionality of the boundary value problem. If both launch and swingby 
date are left open, d1 t(l) may be eliminated from (107) using (167), and the results 
are 1) to replace equations (117) and (127) in favor of their difference, and 2) to add 
the term (165) to the coefficient of dv ClOd in (135). Similarly, speCification of the 
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second segment flight time with open swingby and arrival dates results in replacing 
'hl\ 
equations (117) and (139) with their difference, and in adding the term (166) to the 
left side of (137). If both segrnent flight times are constrained, the three transversality 
conditions (117), (127), and (139) are replaced with the sum of (127) and (139) 
less (117), the term (165) is added to the coefficient of dV
eod in (135), and the 
term (166) is added to the left side of (137); 
Providing both la;,,~nch and arrival dates are left open, a constraint on total 







eod + Ov eoa dVeoa = 0 oVeod eoa 
Therefore, after eliminating d
1 
t(l) from (107) using (169), one finds that the effect 
on the transversality conditions is to eliminate (127) and (139) in favor of their sum, 
to add the term (165) to the coefficient of dV
eod in (135), and to add (166) to the 
left side of (137). Various combinations of fixed mission duration with fixed segment 
flight times or dates are equivalent to problems treated above, and the transversality 




APPENDIX A - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Planetary Miss ions 
For missions involving the use of an ephemeris to define the position and 
velocity of the destination as a function of time, the following boundary conditions 
must be satisfied. At the swingby point (s=O) 
lR(O) - 2R (O) = 0 
(A. 1) 
1"(0) - 2"(0) = 0 
t(O) - t(O) = 0 1 2 
which assure continuity; 
R~)- P~)- R ~)=O 2 2 2 P 
(A. 2) 
which relate heliocentric and planetocentric Cartesian components of spacecraft 
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p 
12R (0) I - r = 0 p p 
12R (0)1- v = 0 p p 
(2R (0) x 2R (0» . ii - r v cos i = 0 
P P P P P P (A. 3) 
2
R (0) . n - r sin i sin w = 0 p p p p p 
2
R . (kx~ ) - r Ikxn I (cos 0 . cos W - sin 0 sin W cOB i \= 0 p p p p p p p P P' 
which relate the planetocentric Cartesian coordinates to the polar coordinates used 
as independent parameters of the problem. All of these equations are satisfied trivially 
(1. e., inputs are chosen such that the equations are satisfied). At Earth departure, 
the constl'aint equations are 
11R(1) - P (1) I - r = 0 
e es 
~ 211 
. 2 ""e I ( R(l) - P (1» x (lV(l) - P (1» I - r v d + - = 0 1 e e eo co r 





The first three equations of (A. 4) assure compatibility with the assumption of 
ballistic transfer from the low altitude Earth parking orbit to the sphere of influence, 
while the latter results from the definition of II. At the destination, the constraints are 
I R(l) - P (1) I - r ~= 0 2 t ts 
=0 
=0 
which assure conlpatibility with the assumption that the spacecraft coasts from the 
sphere of influence to the pericenter distanc~ rtf where the high thrust maneuver, 
if there is one, is performed. 
To provide program flexibility, a number of constraints are optional. Among 
these are most of the independent parameters, such as the polar swingby parameters, 
r - r = 0 p p 
v - v = 0 p p 
i - T = 0 p p 
,.., 
0-0 = 0 p p 
,.., 








the masl::! ratio and time at swingby 
11(0) - Ii = 0 2 sw 
t(O) - t = 0 2 sw 
the times at the sphere of influence 
-t(1) - t = 0 
1 1 s 
-t(1) - t = 0 2 2 s 
the depar ture and arrival excess speeds 
v - v = 0 
c:od c:od 
v - v = 0 
c:oa c:oa 
and the engine parameters 




where the tildes denote the desired values. Of course, being independent parameters, 










Other optional constraints which may be of interest in specific problems 
include the reference power 
aa cm /211-1> =0 
000 
the net spacecraft mass 
m -fu =0 
n n 
the final mass ratio 
V(I) - iI = 0 
.2 f 
and certain date and flight time parameters such as launch date 
arrival date 
t(l) - t - t = 0 l=d 0 
individual segment flight times 
-
1 t(O) - 1 t(l) + t=d - Atl = 0 
-t (1) + t - t (0) - At = 0 












and total mission duration 
t(l) - t(l) + t + t - ~t = 0 
2 1 =d =a m (A. 17) 
Certain combinations of the optional boundary conditions above are mutually exclusive 
becau:s:e they are not independent. An example would be the combination (A. 14), (A. 15), 
and (A. 17). A careful examination of equations (A. 7) - (A. 17) will uncover several 
other examples. Of course boundary condition (A. 12) is not permitted if the net 
spacecraft mass is to be maximized; likewise, (A. 17) is not permitted if mission 
duration is to be minimized. 
Probe and Extra-ecliptic Missions 
For any mission for which the destination is not given by an ephemeris, the 
permissible boundary conditions are identical to those in the preceding paragraphs, 
with the exception of equations (A.5) which are replaced. It shall be understood, 
•• 
however, that the time interval t is zero. 
=a 
In place of equations (A. 5), a number of optional final condi tions will be 
permitted. Among these win be the indi.vidual Cartesian components of final position 
x(l) - x = 0 
2 f 
(A. 18) 
z(l) - z = 0 2 f , 
i 
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and/or velocity (assuming no retro maneuver) 
x(1) - x = 0 
2 f 
Y(1) - Y = 0 2 f (A. 19) 
z(1) - z =' 0 
2 f 
If a retro maneuver is permitted, then (A. 19) is replaced by the single equation 
I V (1) - V I - v = 0 2 f coa (A. 20) 
In the latter case, the retro incremental velocity is taken to be equal to v . The 
coa 
remaining boundary condition possibilities that are of particular interest in this type 
of problem include the following polar coordinates: 
(A. 21) 
-1[ [2R (1) x [kx (2R (1) x 2 V(1» J} . (2R (1) x 2 V(1» ] 
tan \2R (1) x 2 V(1) I tkx (2R(1) x 2 V(1» ] . 2R(1.) - Wf = 0 
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APPENDIX B - ALTERNATE BOUNDARY AND TRANSVERSALITY 
CONDITIONS FOR PLANETARY MISSIONS 
Consider the vector transversality condition (136) that must be satisfied upon 
entry into the sphere of influence of the target planet, i. e. , 
R x A + R x A := 0 (B. 1) t 2-~ t 2-V 
with all quantities being evaluated at s=l. An important observation that may be 
. 
made from this equation is that, if it is to be satisfied, the four vectors Rt' Rt' 
2AR and 2Ay must all lie in the same plane. Consequently, for the converged 
solution, the vectors 2~ and 2Av define the plane of motion of the hyperbolic approach 
trajectory relative to the target planet at the time of entry into the target planet I s 
sphere of influence. Thus, if we define the unit vector 0t along the planetocentric 






t 1Rt x t\ I 
then for the converged solution we will have 
(B. 2) 
(B.3) 
If one is given the vectors 2AR and 2,AV at the sphere of influence, then the direction 
of the planetocentric angular momentum vector (and hence the inclination of the hyper-
bolic trajectory relative to the ecliptic plane) is known except for the ambiguity in signs. 
Once this ambiguity is resolved, then the inclination of the planetoceutric hyperbola. 
relative to the ecliptic plane is 
-1 -it = cos (iit · k) 
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where k is the unit vector normal to the ecliptic. Furthermore, the ascending node 
of theplanetocentric hyperbola on the ecliptic plane relative to the vernal equinox direc-
tion is given by 
-1 - - -1 - -o ::: cos (t· i) = sin (t· j) t t t 
-
where i is the unit vector in the ecliptic plane in the direction of the vernal equinox 
and f completes the right-handed Cartesian coordinate system; it is a unit vector 
in the ecliptiC plane in the direction of the subject ascending node and is given by 
(B.5) 
(B. 6) 
Thus, except for the ambiguity in the sign of n1' the optimal orientation of the planeto-
centric hyperbolic arrival trajectory is known. There remains only one degree of 
freedom in specifying the POSitiOll' and velocity of the spacecraft at entry of the sphere 
of influence. Let this degree of freedom be represented by the angle w
ts 
between 
t1' the direction of the line of nodes, and Re .the planetocentric pos ition vector at 
entry of the sphere of influence. The optilnum value of this angle may be obtained by 
solving for the root of the nt - component of the vector equation (B.1). That is, we 
seek the value of w which results in the satisfaction of 
ts 
(B. 7) 
Rewriting the cross product terms 
(B. 8) 
ii x Rt = - v L
r 





and r ts ' vts ' and 'Yts are the (known) planetocentric radial distance, speed, and 
flight path angle, respectively, at entry of the sphere of influence. Then, through the 
use of double angle formulas, substituting (B. 8) into (B.7) and rearranging terms, 




"is = tan 
r (A. m ) - v [cos 'Y. ( A .:e,) - sin y (A . ill ) ] 
ts 2 - ""R t ts ts 2 V t ts 2 - -V t 
r ts (2 AR' it) + vts [Siil 'Yts (2'\,' it) +cos 'Yts (2~' mt ) ] 
Clearly this equation for is yields two solutions, one differing from the other by 
7T radians. Consequently, there are two ambiguities, one associated with the choice 
(B. 10) 
of n and the other with W , that must be resolved before a unique set of parameters 
t ts 
representing the pos ition and velocity upon entry into the sphere of influence can be 
defined. Once these ambiguities are resolved (or a choice is made for numerical 
testing), the planetocentric position and velocity at the sphere of influence may be 
evaluated as follows: 
+ cos Wts s in it k ] 
where 
~ 
W ;;;;w "'"y. ts ts ts 
The combination of the three end conditions (A. 5) and the three components of (136) 
may then be replaced with the six equations represented by 
R(l) - R - P (1) = 0 2 t t 
. . . 
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The equations (B. 14) are recommended over the combination of (A. 5) and 
(136). The reason for this is that the functions involved in equations (A. 5) are basically 
quadratic, non-negative quantities, the desired roots of which are frequently difficult 
to isolate numerically because they lie near the bottom of a trough. The equations 
(B. 14), on the other hand, contain functions which behave linearly over considerably 
larger changes in the independent parameters in the vicinity of the solution and, hence, 
are more amenable to numerical solution. 
The physical end conditions and associated transversality conditions that must 
be satisfied at exit from the launch planet sphere of influence for swingby mission are 
identical in form to those for the target planet. Hence, an alternate set of boundary 
conditions may be written for departure from the launch planet that are identical in 
form to those given above for arrival at the target planet. Specifically, the alternate 
conditions may be written 
R(l) - R - P (1) = 0 1 e e 
. . . 
R(l) - R - P (1) ~-= 0 
1 e e 
. 
where Rand R are the planetocentric pos ition and velocity of the spacecraft at 
e e 
. departure of the sphere of influence and are given by the equations. 
(B. 15) 
R =r [(COSW cosO -sinw sinOcosi)i +(cosw sinO+sinw cosO cosi)j 
e es es e es e e es e es e e 
where 
+ sin w sin i k ] 
es e 
(B. 16) 
R = v [-(Sin w cos 0 +cos W sin n cos i ) 'f -(sin W cos W cos W cos () cos i )f 
e es es e es e t es es es e e 
_ - l 
+ cos wes sin i e k j 
n = ± 
e 
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(B. 17) 
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e Ikxn I 
e 
m =n x t 
e e e 
-1 - -i = cos (n· k) 
e e 
-1 - - -1 - -(1 = cos (t· i) = sin (t· j) 
e e e 
r (1 A . m ) -v [cos y (l A .:t ) - sin y (A . itTI ) ] 




· .t ) + v [s in y (A .:t ) + cos y (A . ~n ) ] 
es e es es 1 -V e es 1 -V e 
w = w -y 
es es es 
Note that again two ambiguities appear in the equations for st1lecting the optimum 
position and velocity vectors. 
(B. 18) 
There is insufficient information available at this point to resolve the ambiguities 
that have arisen above. Before any decisions are made, it is important to understand 




and n e. Clearly these represent uncertainties in the sense of the planetocentric 
motion at the target and launch planets, respectively. That is, the uncertainty is as to 
whether the motion is posigrade or retrograde in each of the two cases. It so happens 
that there will exist a locally optimum solution for each case; hence, the ambiguity in 
the choice of solutions. At the launch planet, the choice is clear; one must pick the 
posigrade orbit from launch vehicle payload considerations. It is also likely that posi-
grade orbits at the target planet would also be desirable. However, this may not 
necessarily be true, particularly if a notable payload advantage is available with the 
locally optimum retrograde solution. 
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Once the direction of motion is chosen, there remains at each terminal the 
ambiguities in the selections of wand w . The important point to remember 
ts es 
regarding these choices is that one of the two possible choices for each variable 
represents a local optimum while the other is merely a saddle point solution. That 
is to say, given the best poss ible choice of all other parameters, of the two poss ible 
choices of the w at one end, the one choice is the best one could possibly make and 
the other is the worst choice. At the present time there is no known mathematical 
proof available as to which solution is optimum. However, past expertences with many 
numerical examples have indicated that the appropriate choice is the one that results 
in a planetocentric velocity vector that is nearly diametrically opposed to the prinler 
vector (the other solution makes them nearly aligned). This information is offered at 
this point merely as a suggestion rather than a rule; consequently the user should 
exercise care to investigate this anlbiguity for each mission application . 
. " 
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APPENDIX C - AIJTERNATE PROCEDURE FOR PROBLEMS 
WITH IMPOSED COASTING WITHIN SWINGBY PLANET'S SPHERE OF INFLUENCE 
Due to the extremely rapid and large fluctuations that are known to occur in 
certain of the adjoint variables in the close proximity of a planet, a very sensitive 
relationship exists between the end conditions at the launch and target planets and the 
guesses of these adjoint variables at the passage point. Consequently, there exists a 
correspondingly sensitive boundary value problem that has exhibited extremely poor 
convergence qualities. A method has been developed, however, which greatly allevi-
. 
ates this difficulty in problems in which coasting flight is imposed within the sphere 
of influence of the swingby pla.net. 
If thrusting is not permitted within the sphere of influence, a given set of the 
six passage conditions r , v , i , () , W • and t completely define the spacecraft 
- p p p p p< p 
path within the planetocentric phase. This also implies, of course, that the behavior 
of the adjoint variables within the sphere have absolutely no effect on the planeto-
centric path. As a consequence, it is possible to completely disregard the adjoint 
variables within the sphere by simply moving the point at which the adjoint variables 
are guessed from. the passage point to the crossings of the sphere of influence. That 
is to say, rather than guess two sets of adjoint variables (one for each leg) at the 
swingby point, one instead guesses a set for the first leg at entry of the sphere and 
another set for the second leg at exit of the sphere. The spacecraft states at entry 
abd exit are easily written as explicit functions of the state at passage using the 
standard conic equations for ballistic motion in an inverse square central force field. 
Therefore, one may start the optimization problem at the swingby planet's sphere 
of influence on both legs by simply defining s = 0 to represent entry of the sphere on 
the first leg and exit of the sphere on the second leg. In this way the consideration 
of the behavior of the adjoint variables in the sphere of influence i.s con",lpletelyavoided, 
and the new independent parameter,s(same functions, but evaluated at a different point) 




---------------------------------------------~-------~~- - -~-p 
The implementation of the above technical approach is relatively siInple. 
The state and adjoint equations remain unchanged except for the simplification that 
results upon recogniz ing that the step function h p is identically zero throughout the 
interval s = 0 to s = 1. The only significant changes are the expressions for the 
boundary conditions at s = 0 and the concomitant changes in the transversality 
conditions. 
To obtain the new boundary conditions at s = 0, define 
2 2 







e = 1 + P cop 
p /Jp 
such that the time t and the travel angle ¢ between the passage point at a 
cop ~ 
distance r and the sphere of influence at a distance r are given by p ps 
where 
t = /Jp (e sin h f - f ) 
cop 3 P P P 
v 
cop 
¢ =cos-1[!L(e+1)-1)/e ] ps \r p p ps 
2 
r v 
f = cos h -1 [ (1 + ps cop ) Ie] 
p /Jp p 
Then the speed v and flight path angle y at exit of the sphere are obtained ps ps 
from the equations 
2 2 
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pt-
1 I e sin ¢ ) 
- tan - p ps 
Yps - " 1 +e cos ¢ p ps 
The planetocentric positions .R (0) and velocities .R (0), i = 1 or 2, may then 
1 p 1 P 
be written 
.R (0) = r { Lr cos (w + ¢ ) cos n - sin (w +- ¢ ) sin n cos i ] ~ 
1 P ps - p ps p p ps p p p 
+ [cos (w + ¢ ) sin n + sin(w + ¢ ) cos n cos i ] m 
- p ps p p ps p p p 
+ sin (w + ¢ ) sin iii} p ps p p 
.R (0) =v {-[sin(W +l/; ::"y ) cosO +oos (W +¢ :')1 )sinO cosi l/ i 
1 p ps P ps ps P P ps ps P P -, P 
[ - + - + ]-- sin(w + cjJ -')I ) sin n - cos (w +¢ -y ) cos n cos i m p ps ps p p ps ps p p p 
+ cos (w +1/; ~y ) sini ii } p ps ps p p 
where the upper sign applies for i=l and the lower sign for i=2. This convention is 
- -
also employed throughout the remainder of this appendix. The unit vectors t, m , 
- p p 
and n are as defined in equations (40) - (43). The actual boundary conditions for p 
the state are then given by 
. V(O) = P (t +- t ) + .R (0) 
1 p ~p 1 P 
.R(O) = P(t + t ) +.R (0) 
1 P ~p 1 P 
.t(O) = t + t 




-------------------~- -~ ~-~~ - - --p 
1v (0) = V + m 1m 1 p x 0 
v (0) = V 
2 2 P 
The general form of the transversality condition remains essentially unchanged 
from (107) except that the second term in the coefficient of dv GOd ' which arose due to 
the discontinuity in mass at s = 1sp' is absent. Since the point at which the mass 
is discontinuous now occurs at s=O rather than s, the equivalent of this term arises 
1 p 
directly from the quantity A (0) d1V (0) contained in the bracketed term. We concern 1 V 
ourselves here only with those terms in (107) pertaining to the boundary s = 0, since 
all other terms and conditions remain unchanged from the main text. That is, we 
desire to derive the appropriate equations which will replace (116), (117), (121), 
and (122). 
where 
The differentials of the boundary conditions above are written 
d.V(O) = P (t +t ) (dt +dt ) + d.R (0) 
1 p GOp P GO P 1 P 
. - -d.R(O) = P(t +t ) (dt +dt ) + d.R (0) 
1 P GOp P GO P 1 P 
d.t(O) = dt + dt 
1 P GOp 
~m dm 
x 0 d II (0) = d V - - -
1 P 2 dv d m GO 
o 
d II (0) = d V 
2 P 
n xH 
d.R (O)=(ii x.R (O»dO+(lP.~ x.R (O)\.i +h1 (Hx.R (O»(dw+d¢ ) 
1 P P 1 P P 1 S In 1 1 P / p P 1 P P ps 
P P P 






doR (0) = 
1 P 
. -
oR (0) n xH 
1 p d v + (ii x oR (0» d n +( p 0 ~ 
v ps P 1 P P h sln 1 ps p P 
+ hI (H x oR (0» (d W :; d,p :: d y ) 
p P 1 P P ps ps 
. 
x oR (0) d i 
1 P P 
But since t ,v ,,p and y are functions only of r and v (assuming 
oop ps ps ps P P 
r is a specified constant), it is possible to write for dx~ where x represents ps 
anyone of the four parameters above, 
ox ox dx=- dr +-dv 
. or p ov p 
p p 
and thereby eliminate all differentials except those of the state at swingby. The 
equations for the indicated partial derivatives are: 
ot IJp r r (e coshf -1) r ~ = ~--·Lr L (e +1) sin hf -3t + ps P 0 hfP (2 - --E. (e +1) cos hf )] 
or 2 2 v P P cop v e s m \ r p p p r v oop oop p p ps p cop 
ot v 2r 2r. r 
oop = -.£ [_P sin hf -3 t + p~ (e cos hf -1)(1-,...£. cos hf )] 
ov 2 v P oop v e sm hf p p '\ r p p v cop oop p p ps 






r v p ps 




2 o~ r v 
ps = (COS l/J - 2 ..E. ) ----=p~__:__ 
o r ps r IJ e sin l/> p ps p p ps 
o l/> ps = 
ov 
2r v r 
p p (COS l/> - --E. ) 
p IJ e s in l/J ps r p p ps ps 
o y cot Y. 
ps = PS 
or r p p 
o y cot 'Y 




( IIp 2 




Extracting from (107) only those terms pertaining to the boundary s = 0, 








d 1A dv d - (lA +2A ) d II 
v cod II co II II P 
H 
- h: · [2RpX2'\+2RpX2'k\RpXl,\\RpXl'\ ] d Wp 
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p. .:, 
- ii o[ R x A + R x A + R x A + R x A ] d n p 2 P 2--Y 2 P 2--:a 1 PI-V 1 P 1 R p 
-
n xH 
p . p. 0 [ R x 1\ + R x A + R x A + R x A Jd i h SlUl 2 P 2 V 2 P 2 RIp I-V 1 p 1-11 p p p 
ot= 
- J [ A 0 P (t +) + A 0 i? (t +) + A - j - A 0 P (t - ) _. A 0 i? (t -) - A - j ] P 
l 2 V ps 2 R ps 2 t 2 1 -V ps 1 R ps 1 t 1 0 v 
P 
ov H 0')1 
1 [ 0 0 ] ps p [0 0 ] ns +- 'R+ oR - __ 0 Rx -Rx ~ 
v 2~2PI~lP ov h 2P2~lPI~ ov ps' p p p 
ot 
- {[ A 0 P (t +) + A . i? (t +) + A - j - A 0 P (t - ) - 1\ 0 i? (t -) - A - j ] = P 
2 V ps 2 R ps 2 t 2 1 -V ps 1 R ps 1 t lor 
. p 
ov H 0')1 
1 [ 0 0 ] ps p [ ] ps +- oR+ oR ___ 0 Rx -Rx -
v 2~ 2 p I'\r 1 p or h 2 P 2\r 1 p 1 \r or ps p p p 
where all adjoint variables and state variables appearing on the right hand side are 
evaluated at s=O, and where the notation 
t = t - t ps P =p 
+ t = t + t ps p cx:p 
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t , '1,1 
F· 
has been employed. 
The first term on the right hand side of the equation above is added to the 
other terms in (107) containing dv ood and replaces the similar term containing 
fA './1 s p) that was discarded earlier. The coefficients of the remaining seven differ-
entials constitute the new transversality conditions that were sought. Note that the 
condition associated with mass ratio remains unchanged while those associated with 
t , W , 0 , and i differ slightly due to the fact that the state at s=o on the two p p p p 
legs is no longer equal. The conditions associated with r and v contain a number 
p p 
of new terms due to the dependence of the state at entry and exit of the sphere of 
influence on those two parameters. 










SWINGBY PROGRAM USER'S MANUAL 
Introduction 
SWINGBY is the name given to the segmented two-body low thrust swingby 
trajectory optimization program. SWINGBY is a program conceived to yield optimum 
low thrust trajectory and performance data for missions incorporating a swingby of 
an intermediate planet enroute to the desired destination. It is designed to accomplish 
this in a manner which minimizes the effects of the high sensitivities of the problem on 
the behavior of the boundary value problem. The program is also suitable for gener-
ating ballistic swingby trajectories in the patched-conic mode. 
This manual provides the user with the necessary instructions and inform.ation 
to operate the program. The manual contains a general prograrrl description, a 
statement of the major program capabilities, features and options, a deta.iled descrip-
tion of the prograrn inputs and outputs, a summary description of the individual sub-
routines which comprise the SWINGBY program, a statement of the program machine 







General Program Description 
The SWINGBY program is des igned to generate optimal low thrust interplanetary 
trajectories incorporating a gravitational assist (swingby) of an intermediate planet. 
With the appropriate choice of inputs, the program can also generate standard trajec-
tories with no swingby maneuver. A patched conic trajectory formulation is employed 
such that the overall mission trajectory is comprised of a series of appropriate 
planetocentric and heliocentric arcs which are connected or linked together at the 
spheres of influence of the planets. Continuity in both position and velocity is maintained 
at these patch points, although a discontinuity in gravitational acceleration will exist 
across any sphere of influence. 
Swingby trajectories are strongly dependent upon the relative angular positions 
and motion of the planets involved. An analytic ephemeris of each planet is included 
in the program and is used to determine the position and velocity of a planet on any 
particular date of interest. In the ephemeris the elements of the planetary orbits are 
expressed as quadratic functions of Julian century relative to an ecliptic reference 
frame of date. 
The indirect method is used in generating the optimal trajectories; i. e., the 
solution is taken to be that which satisfies the Necessary Conditions as derived by the 
application of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle. To obtain an optimal trajectory it is 
necessary to solve a set of non-linear ordinary differential equations representing the 
motion of the spacecraft simultaneously with a like set of equations which are adjoint 
to these equations of motion. During thrust phases these equations are solved by 
numerical integration using a fourth-order Runge Kutta technique. The independent 
variable of integration is the generalized universal anomaly f3 defined implicitly 
through the equation 
. n 
f3 = IJ/r 
where IJ is the gravitational constant of the attracting body, r is the distance of the 
spacecraft from that body and n is an input constant. For coast phases a closed form 
solution of the differential equations is used and is evaluated at constant intervals of a 
universal anomaly defined implicitly by the equation 
~= Jii/r 
The technical approach employed in calculating the trajectories takes cognizance 
of the high sensitivities of the post-encounter leg to the conditions at swingby. To Inini-
mize the effects of these sensitivities in solving the boundary value problem, the com-
putation of all trajectories is begun at the closest approach point of the swingby planet. 
The Earth-to-swingby planet leg j s integrated backwards starting in the planetocentric 
reference frame at the closest approach point. The integration proceeds to the sphere 
of influence of the swingby planet at which time the motion is switched to the heliocentric 
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reference frame. The backward integration then continues to the time at which exit 
from the Earth's sphere of influence is desired. The swingby planet-to-target leg is 
integrated forward in the same manner to the des ired time of entry of the target 
planet sphere of influence (or simply to the final time for area missions). Thus, the 
dependent parameters of the boundary value problem include conditions at both Earth 
departure and target arrival, and the independent parameters are basically the conditions 
at closest approach of the swingby planet. 
Because the above formulation still exhibits rather serious sensitivity problems, 
an alternate formulation is also available in the program as an option. In this alter-
nate formulation, which has proven to greatly alleviate the sensitivity problem, the 
optimization problem begins at the entry and exit points of the sphere of influence. 
This is accomplished by prohibiting the use of thrust within the sphere of influence such 
that the planetocentric motion of the spacecraft is strictly two-body and the behavior 
of the adjoint variables inside the sphere may be completely ignored. The physical 
passage conditions are still employed as independent parameters of the boundary value 
problem, but the adjoint variables at passage are replaced by the same variables 
evaluated at the sphere of influence. 
The mission profile is based on the assumption that the spacecraft departs 
from a low altitude orbit about the launch planet with a velocity in excess of that 
necessary for escape from the planet's gravitational field. The initial mass of the 
spacecraft is a function of the hyperbolic excess speed at departure and is evaluated 
through a formula that approximates the performance of a specified launch vehicle. 
The option is provided for including in the miss ion profile a high thrust retro maneuver 
at the target. A choice of end conditions representative of a wide variety of planetary 
orbiter and flyby missions as well as area missions are available. 
The low-thrust propulsion system is assumed to be power-limited with constant 
jet exhaust speed. The propulsion system efficiency is written as a function of the jet 
exhaust speed while the power is assumed to be a polynomial function of the solar 
distance. Imposing the condition that power be constant is an input option. 
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SWINGBY Program Capabilities 
In addition to the analytic ephemeris mentioned in the preceding section, the 
program contains for each planet a set of constants including the gravitational constant, 
the equatorial radius, the radiua of the sphere of influence, and the ecliptic longitude 
and latitude of the North Pole. The assumed values of these constants are presented 
for all nine planets of the solar system in Table 1. Because of the uncertainty of many 
of these parameters, the capability of overriding the built-in values by input is pro-
vided. Any combination of the nine planets in the solar system may be assigned as 













































































The program also contains a complete set of constants which characterize 
the low thrust propulsion system. Those presently stored in the program are repre-
sentative of expected solar electric propulsion technology in the mid-to late-1970's. 
To facilitate the study of changes in technology or of other types of propulsion systems, 
the capability of overriding by input all of the built-in propulsion system constants is 
provided. The assumed form of the variation in power with solar distance is 
I 1 9 -i /2)' n 
1'\1= I - .(;0 a. r 
, \ lnr:: 1 
r 
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where 'Y denotes the ratio of power at any distance r to power at r = 1 AU, a are 
a set of constant coefficients representative of a particular type (and design) of ~ power 
source, and m and n are a pair of exponents introduced to provide more flexibility 
in writing 'Y. The efficiency 17 of the propuls ion system is written 
bc2 
TJ= 2 2 
c +d 
+e 
where c is the jet exhaust speed, and b, d, and e a:i:e a set of coefficients repre-
sentative of a particular propulsion system. 
The spacecraft is divided into a number of mass COITlpOnents including low thrust 
'propellant, propulsion system (proportional to power at 1 AU), tankage (proportional 
to propellant), structure (proportional to initial mass), swingby planet science package, 
and retro stage, Any mass remaining is termed net spacecraft mass. A complete set 
of proportionality factors is built into the program and the option is provided for 
overriding any or all of them. The retro stage is itself divided into two components, 
the propellant and the inert mass. The latter is assumed to be proportional to the 
retro propellant. The swingby planet science package is a mass component that is 
jettisoned upon entry of the swingby planet sphere of influence. Mathelnatically) it is 
expressed as the sum of a constant r.aass increment and an amount proportional to the 
initial mass. 
The initial mass m· of the spacecraft is calculated using the equation 
o 
-v /b 
b c.2 b m = e -
o 1 3 
where v is the velocity of the spacecraft at departure of the parking orbit and\ 
c 
bl , b2, and b3 are three constants which represent the performance of the prescribed launc1i vehicle. Currently, there are stored in the program, sets of the three coefficients 
representative of 24 existing and potential launch vehicles. These coefficients were 
computed us ing a least squares curve fit to launch vehicle performance data contained 
in Reference 11. Of course, the data are valid only for cases for which the Earth is 
the departure planet. In those cases involving departures from planets other than Earth 
or for launch vehicles other than those included in the library or for cases in which the 
initial mass is independent of launch vehicle capability, a feature which permits user 
specification of the three coefficients is provided. 
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An option is provided permitting one to employ a high thru~t retro stage at the 
target. The magnitude of the velocity increment cancelled by the stage may be fixed 
or opti.mized, but the direction is always optimized. For planetary missions the 
increment is always imparted at the closest approach point to the target such that the 
injection point lies on the apsis of the final planetocentric orbit. Input flags are made 
available which provide the options as to whether or not the low thrust propulsion system 
and/or tankage are to be jettisoned prior to the retro maneuver. 
The switching on and off of the electric propulSion system is generally determined 
by the switch function~ a variable arising in the solution of the opthnization problem. 
The switch function nominally governs the operation of the propuls ion system in the 
heliocentric phases and within the sphere of influence of the swingby planet. However, 
thrusting i~ not permitted within the spheres of influence of the launch and target planets. 
An option is also provided which permits one to override the switch function and impose 
coasting when within the sphere of influence of the swingby planet. In heliocentric 
phases coasting is arbitrarily imposed for solar electric propulsion systems when the 
solar distance is less than about 0.47 AU. This is because the stored coefficients 
used in the mathematical representation of the power ratio y lead to negative values 
of y at distances less than this critical radi.us. This is, 'of course, a phYSically un-
real izable situation and is rectified s imply by setting y equal to zero. With the option 
of inputting a new set of coefficients for y, one must also input the value of the critical 
rad ius, if any. 
The most difficult part of generating optimum swingby trajectories is, of 
course, the solving of the two point boundary value problerrl. The basic philosophy 
of the iterator used to solve this problem is given in Reference 13. This iterator is 
extremely versatile and has been found to possess very strong convergence properties 
for low thrust trajectory applications. For boundary value problems in which the 
number of dependent and independent parameters is equal, the iterator is basically a 
Newton-Raphson technique. If there are more dependent than independent parameters, 
the iterator will yield a (weighted) least squares solution. And, if there are more in-
dependent than dependent parameters, one has the option of using the degrees of free-
dom to extremize any specified function. Much of the versatility of this iterator is due 
to the fact that any function that is available as a dependent parameter is also available 
as a performance index when operating in this latter (optimize) mode. In this optimize 
mode, the iterator has been found to have a sizable radias of convergence, but the rate 
of convergence is somewhat slow since it is a direct parameter optimization technique. 
Nevertheless, it has frequent utility because it permits one to consider a new or different 
performance index on a moment's notice with absolutely no reference to any associated 
transversality conditions. One additional feature that is available with this iterator is 
the capability to declare an interval constraint for any dependent variable. Unlike a 
normal constraint for which the variable is driven to the center of a specified tolerance, 
the interval constraint requires only that the variable be within specified bounds. If 
this condition is satisfied 1 the iterator operates as if the dependent variable were not 




turbing the nominal trajectory and employing finite differences. 
A total of 30 independent parameters are made available in the program for 
possible optimization or specification. These include the spacecraft positiQ» and 
velocity relative to the swingby planet, the mass ratio and the time at swingby, the 
times of exit from the launch planet's sphere of influence and entry into the target's 
sphere, the hyperbolic excess speeds at the launch and target planets, and the reference 
thrust acceleration and jet exhaust speed. The remaining 16 independent parameters 
consist of two complete sets of adjoint variables (Lagrange multipliers), one set to 
begin the backward integration of the first leg and the other to begin the forward integra-
tion of the second leg. Of course, not all of the 30 available independent parameters would 
be flagged for anyone case. A feature is included which attempts to reduce as much as 
possible the number of independent parameters (and hence the order of the boundary 
value problem) for all swingby trajectories. In any case where a degree of freedom is 
left open in specifying the state of the spacecraft at swingby, there results a trans-
versality condition involving the state and the two sets of Lagrange multipliers, that 
must be satisfied by the solution. Each such transversality condition is used to elimi-
nate one of the multipliers of the first leg as an independent parameter. This feature 
is not available when using the alternate formulation discussed in the preceding section. 
The planetocentric pos ition and velocity of the spacecraft at swingby is expressed in 
terms of the radius, speed, flight path angle, inclination, nodG angle, and angular 
position relative to the node. Of these the flight path angle is always taken to be zero 
because this is essentially the definition of a swingby or closest approach point. The 
remaining five position and velocity parameters are optionally available as independent 
parameters. 
Although a maximum of 34 dependent parameters are computed. for anyone case, 
a great many more parameters are actually available for use in the boundary value 
probleln. In many instances the same core location is used for several mutually ex-
clusive dependent parameters. The specific choices for a particular case are selected 
by input flags. The first six dependent parameter possibilities consist of a combination 
of physical constraints and transversality conditions associated with the exit of the 
sphere of influence of the launch planet. These conditions are compatible with the speCified 
sphere of influence radius, the specified radius of the circular parking orbit, and the 
assumption of ballistic transfer from the parking orbit to the sphere of influence along 
a trajectory with energy defined by the departure hyperbolic excess speed. The second 
set of six dependent parameters relate to the position, velocity, and/or associated trans-
versality conditions at the target and several forms of the constraints are available. 
Under one constraint mode setting, the target is assumed to be a planet or other finite 
body moving along a specified ephemeris, and the available dependent parameters are 
identical in form to the first set of six associated with the launch planet. There are 
two other target constraint modes, both of which are included for use in area missions. 
The two modes differ in that one permits speCification of the constraints in Cartesian 
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coordinates and the other in polar coordinates, In both of the latter two modes, one 
specifi.es through an input trigger whether the constraint is the coordinate itself or the 
associated transversality condition. Other potential dependent parameters include the 
mass ratios at launch and at the target, the launch date, the target arrival date, the 
first and second leg flight tim.es, the total miss ion duration, the reference power, the 
net spacecraft mass, and a host of transversality conditions associated with the follow-
ing quantities: final mass ratio, launch date, arrival date, launch excess speed, arrival 
excess speed, reference thrust acceleration, jet exhaust speed, and passage distance 
speed, inclination, node angle, angular position, mass ratio, and time. The transver-
sality conditions provided are sufficient to treat either maximum net spacecraft mass 
or minimum miss ion duration. The choice of either of these performance indices is 
made by input flag, and the appropriate selection of terms in the transversality con-
ditions are made automatically. 
A program feature which facilitates the computation of several optimal trajec-
tories over a range of values of some parameter is available. When this feature is 
flagged, the entire set of independent parameters that resulted in the solution for one 
value of the parameter being varied is used as the first guess for the next value of 
the parameter. The alternative to this feature is to input a set of independent parameters 
for each case. 
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SWING BY Input and Output 
INPUT 
Inputs to SWINGBY are given through the namelist feature of the IBM Fortran 
IV programming language. The input namelist is named MINPUT, and every input 
required or used in the program is declared by name in the list. The general form for 
ass igning an input value to a quantity is, simply 
NAME = VALUE 
where NAME is the name ass igned to the variable and is included in the namelist, 
and VALUE is a numerical or logical quantity consistent in form (i. e., logical, integer, 
or real) with NAME. Unless otherwise specified, all MINPUT names commencing 
with the letters I-N represent integers, whereas all names commencing with the letters 
A-H or o-z are double precision floating point numbers. All input data sets must 
begin with the characters 
&MINPUT 
commencing in card column 2 and followed by at least one blank, and end with the 
characters 
&END 
Preceded by at least one blank if data is contained on the same card. Card Column 1 is 
ignored on all input cards. Multiple data assignments on a single card is permissible 
if separated by commas. A comma following the last VALUE on a. card is optional. 
The order of the input data assignments is arbitrary; i. e., they need not be in the 
same order as listed in the namelist. In fact, there is no requirement that any specific 
input parameter be represented in the input data set. If no value is included in the 
inputs for a particular parameter, the default value, if any, is used. If there is no 
default value, the value used is that which happened to be in the particular core location 
assigned to the parameter at the time of execution. For other details regarding the 
nameli.st feature, the reader is referred to the IBM System/360 Fortran IV Language 
Manual. 
A number of the SWINGBY program inputs relate principally to the control of 
the program operation. These are: 
IPFM Performance index flag governing the computation of the 
transversality conditions. 
IPFM = 0 Optirnize mode (See BY array input description) 
= (1)* Net spacecraft mass is to be maximized 
= 2 Mission duration is to be minimized 
*Poss ible input values enclosed in parentheses denote default values. 
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Logical constant indicating whether or not there is to be a pre-
encounter trajectory leg (i. e., standard or swingby trajectory). 
FRWD = . TRUE. No pre-encounter (backward integrated) 
trajectory 
= (. FALSE. ) Both pre- and post-encounter trajectories 
Flag indicating whether independent parameters at end of one case 
are to be used as first guesses for next case. 






Do not update 
Update 
Not used for input 
Not used for input 
Maximum number of iterations permitted in 
attempting to satisfy point and interval con-
straints. If zero, no upper limit imposed. 
Default value is o. 
Number of nominal trajectories that use the 
sam~ partial derivative matrix. If NSET(4)=0 
or 1, a partial matrix is generated for every 
nomin~l. For NSET (4)=n>1, a partial matrix 
is computed for the first nominal and for every 
nth nominal thereafter. Default value is zero. 
NSET(5) Maximum number of iterations permitted after 
entering optimize mode. If zero, no upper limit 
is imposed. Setting NSET(5)=1 causes iterator 
to be bypassed. Default value is zero. 
Flag for printing final trajectory as a function of time. If flagged, a 
standard printout block is printed for each computed point along the 
path. The printing is done as the point is computed; hence, the pre-
encounter trajectory, if any, is printed backward. 
MPRINT = (0) 
1 
Do not print 
Print 
Print selection flag. Permits selection of amount of printout desired 
on each case. 






Print only the case summary 
Print switching point summary of final trajectory 
Print MINPUT and case setup 
Print trajectory summary on each iteration 
Print partial derivative matrix each iteration. 
Print trajectory summary on every perturbation 
trajectory. 
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Combinations of options obtained by sum m ing; options des ired. 
D<.'fault value is :l. 
H<.'mote input terminal printout flag; (unit 11). 
IPRl1 ::..; (0) 
1 
No output on unit 11. 
Trajectory summary information and iterator 
messages written on unit 11. Frequency at 
which the summary information is printed is 
dependent upon input value of LONG. Summary 
data cons ists of valucs of independent and 
dependent parameters. 
Remote input tormina"l printout flag (unit 12) 
IPR12 = (0) 
1 
No output on unit 12. 
Caso summary information, including case 
number, disposition (whether or not converged), 
and number of iterations required, is written on 
unit 12. 
Note that job control cards must either define or dummy out 
units 11 and 12. 
Flag defining frequency at which trajectory summary data is to 
be written on unit 11. Not used if IPRII = O. 
LONG = (0) 
1 
2 
Summary data written for final trajectory 
of case only. 
Summary data written for all trajectories 
except perturbation trajectories. 
Summary data written for all trajectories. 
Flag for optional output of all independent parameters of the final 
trajectory for each case in namelist format. 
MPUNCH = (0) 
n 
Not output 
Independent parameters are written on the 
output class as defined in the job control 
cards for unit n. 
Flag for initiating an automatic adjustment of the input perturbation 
step s,izes to improve the accuracy of the partial derivative matrix. 
While successively increasing and/or decreasing the step size of 
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a given independent parameter, the a1 orithm monitors the 
va iation of the elements of the appropriate partial deriv tive 
matrix column. The algorithm ultimately selects from all step 
sizes tested the particular size that appeared to provide the most 
stability to the lea~t stable element in the column. This adjust-
ment is performed before attempting to converge on an optimum 
trajectory. The feature has shown only limited success and is 
retained primarily to provide the interested analyst the frame-
work within which he may test other algorithms with a minimum 
of effort. · The flag also is used for the somewhat unrelated 
feature of bypass ing the primary iterator, MINMX3, in favor of 
a standard Newton-Raphson search procedure. 
KPART = (0) 
n > 0 
<0 
Normal MINMX3 operation. 
Initiates automatic adjustment of perturbation 
and allows a maximum of n iterations to 
se .ct the best value for each independent 
parameter. 
Invokes Newton-Raphson search procedure . 
In this mode the input step sizes 0 x are 
multipHcatlve rather than additive (1. e. , 
x t = x (1 + ox) rather than x t= per nom per 
x + <5 x as is employe in MINMX3) . 
nom 
Flag for invoking the alternate formulation which initiates the 
optimization problem at the sphere of influence rather than the 
paS6 ge point (see Appendix C of Part I of this report). This 
feature is available for both swingby and standard trajectory 
options . 
ISPHER - (0) Use original ormulation which starts problem 
at passage. 
Us alternate or ulation. 
A jo nt var able propagatio flag. Given olution to problem 
u i g th ISP ER =1 option, this flag initiat procedu e hlch 
propagat t djoint varia les, startin at th phere of influence , 
down to the a age oint assuming no thru t i rmitted. The 
values of th adjo nt vari bles a pas age are th n automatically 
loaded nto he B ra to b com independent p r meters for a 
problem itb ISPHER = 0 Iteration on this problem then begins 
automatically. Either optimal thrusting or imposed coasting is 
perm tted in this problem. The ·nput value of ISPHER is 
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ignored when us ing this feature and is set to zero internally. 
Propagation is performed from both entry and exit of the sphere 
of influence to the passage point if FRWD = . FALSE., and only 
from exit to the closest approach point otherwise. 
ITOP = (0) 
1 
Do not propagate. 
Propagate, ITOP is set to zero upon 
completion of the propagation. 
Flag indicating the manner in which end conditions at the launch 
and (if applicable) target planets are evaluated. 
IMPAC]~ = (0) 
1 
End conditions represent a point on the 
sphere of influence of the appropriate 
planet and are evaluated as described in 
Appendix B of Part I of this report. The 
ambiguities noted there are resolved with 
the input IPICK array (see below). 
Desired final position is taken to be that 
of the planet while the velOCity is that of the 
planet plus the hyperbolic excess velocity 
applied in the direction dianletrically opposed 
to the primer vector. The sphere of in-
fluence radius of the planet is assumed to be 
zero. 
2 Same as IMPACT=1 except the excess 
velocity direction is left open. 
Flag which permits SWINGBY to emulate a two-body heliocentric 
low-thrust trajectory optimization program such as HILTOP 
(Reference 12). The only difference between SWINGBY operating 
in the MULAT mode, and HILTOP is that in SWINGBY the adjoint 
variables must be scaled to satisfy the mass ratio transversality 
condition, a requirement that is circumvented in HILTOP. This 
feature is available only for standard trajectories (1. e., FRWD=. TRUE. ). 
MULAT = (0) 
1 
Use segmented two-body formulation. 
Use heliocentric two-body formulation. 
Other features pel~taining exclusively to spheres of influence or 
swingby capabilities are not available with this option. 
Option flag used in conjunction with emulation mode which, given a 
periapse distance and inclination, permits the computation of the 
periapse speed, the longitude of node and the argument of periapse 
of a launch hyperbolic trajectory that is consistent with the launch 
excess velOCity of the converged emulation mode trajectory. These 
values ~re then loaded into the appropriate locations of the BX array 
for use on the next case which is not to use the emulation mode. Two 
solutions exist for the launch hyperbola for which the difference in 
performance will generally be ins ignificant. 
LOC = (0) 
±1 
Bypass computations 
Perform computations. One of the two 
arbitrary solutions is selected through the 
choice of sign. 
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Array of flags permitting the user some flexibility in controlling 
the operation of the program. The first four elements of IPICK 
are used to resolve the ambiguities ariSing in the computation 
of end conditions using the IMPACT = 0 option. 
IPICK (1) = (0) 
1 
IPICK(2) = (0) 
1 
IPICK(3) = (0) 
1 
IPICK(4) = (0) 
1 
Posigrade motion about launch planet. 
Retrograde motion about launch planet. 
Launch excess veloeity n.early aligned with 
primer vector. 
Launch excess velo(lity nearly diametrically 
opposed to primer vector (this is generally 
the correct choice). 
Posigrade motion about target planet. 
Retrograde motion about target planet. 
Arrival excess velocity nearly aligned 
with primer vector. 
Arrival excess velocity nearly dia:metrically 
opposed to primer vector (this is generally 
the correct choice). 
The fifth element of the array is applicable only if ISPHER = 0, 
and provides flexibility in the use of the transversality conditions 
at swingby. 
IPICK(5) = (0) Any applicable transversality conditions 
resulting from open passage conditions are 
treated as end conditions in the boundary 
value problem. 
1 Those applicable transversality conditions 
are solved for selected adjoint variables 
(using subroutine FSTLEG). Both the adjoint 
variables and the transversality conditions 
are thereby removed from the boundary value 
problem, reducing its order by an amount 
equal to the number of transversality con-
ditions involved. 
IPICK(6) is not used at the present time. 
Job time terminator. Prior to commencing the integration of any 
trajectory, the time remaining for the job is determined using the 
IBM utility REMTIN. If the remaining time, in seconds, is less than 
ITF, control is immediately transferred from the iterator to the MAIN 
program where the last trajectory is then integrated with appropriate 
flags set to get the desired summary printouts. The default value is 5, 
which will be adequate to get the summary printouts for most cases. 








Exponent of r in the differential equation defining the implicit 
relation between time and the universal anomaly. Default value 
is 1.5 for which the universal anomaly becomes what is referred 
to as the regularized variable. 
Universal anomaly integration interval in heliocentric thrust phases. 
Default value is 0.03125. 
Universal anomaly integration interval in planetocentric thrust 
phases. Default value is 0.00390625. 
Universal anomaly step size during heliocentric coast phases. 
Default value is 0.125. 
Universal anomaly step size during planetocentric coast phases. 
Default value is .0078125. 











Launch planet number for swingby missions. Not used if FRWD = 
. TRUE. Should be set equal to 3 (Earth) if any of the 
launch vehicles are flagged (see MBOOST below). 
MOPT1 = 1 Mercury 
2 Venus 







10 Arbitrary body 
Swingby planet number for swingby missions or launch planet 
number for standard missions (i. e., if FRWD = . TRUE. ). 
Possible settings are identical to those listed above for MOPTl. 
Default value is 5. 
Target planet number. Not used for area missions (i. e., if 
MODE >1). Possible settings are identical to those listed above 
for MOPTl. Default value is 6. 
These six parameters are the orbital elements of the arbitrary 
body (planet no. 10). The six elements, in the order listed, are 
semi-major axis, eccentri.city, inclination relative to the ecliptic 
plane, longitude of ascending nooe, argument of perigee, and date 
of perihelion passage. The st~mi;·'·'major axis is expressed in AU, 





INPF LG (I) 
1=1, ---, 16 
days from the reference date (see MYEAR, MONTH, MDAY, and 
HOUR below). The elements must correspond to elliptic orbits. 
The default values for these elements, in the order listed, are 
(1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.) . 
Input flags indicating whether input or built-in solar and planetary 
constants are to be used. Each flag is checked individually such 
that any combination of built-in and input constants may be used. 
A flag setting of zero indicates the built-in value of the associated 
constant is to be used; a non-zero setting indicates the input value 
is to be used. Default values of the flags are all zero. The 
specific solar or planetary constant associated with each of the 

















Sun's gravitational constant 
Launch planet gravitational constant 
Launch planet radius 
Launch planet sphere of influence radius 
Longitude of launch planet North Pole 
Latitude of launch planet North Pole 
Swingby planet graVitational constant 
Swingby planet radius 
Swingby planet sphere of influence radius 
Longitude of swingby planet North Pole 
Latitude of swingby planet North Pole 
Target planet gravitational constant 
Target planet radius 
Target planet sphere of influence radius 
Longitude of target planet North Pole 
Latitude of target planet North Pole 
Of course, if FRWD=. TRUE. ~ INPFLG(2) - INPFLG(6) and the 
associated constants are not used, and INPFLG(7) - INPFLG(11) 
pertain to the launch planet. If the arbitrary body (planet no. 10) 
is assigned as the launch, swingby, or target planet, then the ele-
ments of the corresponding set of five input flags should each be 
set to one and the associated constants should be input. 
:Following are the input solar and planetary constants associated with the input flags 
INPF.LG(I). The correct input units of each parameter is stated in parentheses. The 






Sun's gravitational constant (m3/sec2) 3 2 
Launch planet gravitational constant (m / sec ) 
Radius of launch planet (km) 
Radius of launch planet sphere of influence (km) 
Ecliptic longitude of launch planet North Pole (deg) 
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EcliptiC latitude of launch planet North Pole (deg) 
Swingby planet gravitational constant (m3/sec2) 
Radius of swingby planet (km) 
Radlus of swingby planet sphere of influence (km) 
Ecliptic longitude of swingby planet North Pole (deg) 
Ecliptic latitude of swingby planet North Pole (deg) 
Target planet gravitational constant (m 3/ sec2) 
Rad ius of target planet (k:m) 
Radius of target planet sphere of influence (km) 
Ecliptic longitude of target planet North Pole (deg) 
Ecliptic latitude of target planet North Pole (deg) 
Virtually all the program computations are performed us ing internal units with 
distance expressed in AU and time in taus. The conversion con~tants between the 
internal units and the MKS system depend upon two parameters - the sun's gravitational 
constant and the length of the AU in meters (or kilometers). Since the capability of 
overriding the sun's gravitational constant is provided (thru EMSUN above), it is 
necessary to compute the conversion constants using the input values. For complete-
ness, the capability of specifying the AU is also available as follows: 
AUKM Factor for converting distances from AUto kilometers. 
Default value is 1. 49598 x 108• 
The default value of the sun's gravitational constant is given in Table 1. Additional 
reference quantities used in conversion constants which are available as inputs are: 
ER 
GRAV 
Equatorial radius of the Earth, in kilometers. 
Default value is 6378.165. 
Reference acceleration of gravity at the Earth's surface. 
in m/sec2• Default value is 9.80665. 
All dates input to the program are expressed in days measured from an input 
reference date. This reference date may either be input as a calendar date in terms of 
year, month, day, and hour or as a modified Julian date. The lnodified Julian date is 
simply the actual Julian date less the number 2400000. For example, the Julian date 
corresponding to noon of 1 January 1970 is 2440588.0; hence, the modified Julian date 
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The numbers in parentheses are the default values. If MYEAR is input 
equal to zero, the reference date is assumed to be given in terms of the modified 
Julian date, the value of which is given by HOUR. Thus, a set of inputs that is equiva-
lent to the default reference date is MYEAR;::: 0 with HOUR;::: 40588. O. In the latter 
case, MONTH and MDAY are not used. 
A sizable number of inputs relate to the specification of the launch vehicle, pro-
pulsion system, and spacecraft performance and characteristics. 
MBOOST Launch vehicle identification number. If input equal to zero, 
parameters B1, B2, and B3 must be input (see specifications 
below). Permissible settings and corresponding launch vehicles 
are: 
MBOOST;::: 0 User specified vehicle 
1 Atlas (SLV3C)/Centaur 
2 Atlas (SLV3C)/Centaur/Burner II (2336) 
3 Atlas (SLV3X)/Centaur 
4 Atlas (SL V3X)/ Centaur /Burner II (2336) 
5 Atlas (SLV3X)/Centaur I 
6 Atlas (SLV3X)/Centaur I/kick 
7 Titan III C 
8 Titan lIT C/Burner II (2336) 
9 Titan IIIX/Centaur 
--(10) Titan III X (1205)/Centaur 
11 Titan ill X (1205)/Centaur/Burner II (2336) 
12 Titan III X (1207) 
13 Titan lIT X (1207)/Centaur 
14 Titan ITI X (1207)/Centaur/Burner II (2336) 
15 Titan III X (1207)/Centaur I 
16 Titan III X (1207)/Centaur I/kick 
17 SIB/Centaur 
18 SIC/SIV B/Centaur 
19 SIC/SIV B/Centaur I 
20 SIC/SIV B/Centaur I/kick 
21 Saturn V 
22 Saturn V / Centaur 
23 Saturn V / Centaur I 
24 Saturn V /Centaur I/kick 
The formula used to esti.mate the launch vehicle performance (see preceding section) has 
been found to be about as accurate as one can read the performance data from the graphs 
in Reference 4. The vehicles with the Burner II and Kick upper stages have been included 
because they represent the most probable alternates to electric propuls ion upper stages. 
With the proper inputs, the program can be forced to operate in the coasting mode 
throughout the mission, thereby yielding the performance requirements for an all hIgh 
thrust vehicle in the same reference frame that low thrust performance is evaluated. 
If MBOOST is entered zero, then also input the following 





Coefficients corresponding to b1 , b2, and b3, respectively, 
appearing in the equation for launch vehicle performance given in 
the preceding section. Bl and B3 have units of kilograms while 
B2 has units of meters per second. Note that setting Bl to zero 
makes the initial mass independent of the launch excess speed and 
equal to -B3. Default values of Bl, B2, and B3 are all zero. 
The built-in representation of the power variation with distance is, for distances 
greater than 1 AU, characterized by an exponential decay asymptotically approaching 
zero at large distances. At distances less than 1 AU, I" peaks with a value of about 
1. 4, and abruptly drops off to zero as the distance is decreased. Theoretically~ this abrupt 
drop in I" may be eliminated by rotating the solar arrays to reduce the planform area ex-
posed to the sun. An option is available to simulate this operational procedure. The 








Flag indicating whether built-in power profile curve is to be used 
or overriden. 
MSOLAR = (0) 
1 
Use built-in values. 
Use input values. (Note: BJ(I), RPOI~ RPMI, 
and PMI must all be input). 
Coefficients corresponding to the a. in the equation for I" given 
in the preceding section. Used only if MSOLAR = 1. Default 
value of BJ (1) is 1.; all other BJ (I) are O. (Note: the built-
in values of the 10 coefficients used in evaluating 'Y if MSOLAR=O 
are .627, 5.3054, -10.0376, 7.1073, -2.0021, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 
respectively. ) 
Peak value of power ratio. Used only if MSOLAR = 1. Default 
value of PMI is 1. When MSOLAR = 0, the peak power ratio 
value is 1. 396328511. 
Solar distance in AU at which the input power profile attGfins its 
peak value of PM!. Used only if MSOLAR = 1. Default value is O. 
The ra.d ius at which the power ratio peaks when MSOLAR = 0 is 
0.6652595436 AU. 
Solar distance in AU below ,which the function 1", as evaluated using 
the coefficients BJ (I), is negative. Used only if l\1S0LAR = 1. 
Default value is O. The distance at which I" is zero when MSOLAR= 
o is 0.469382496793 AU. 
Flag indicating that at solar distances below the distance at which 
the peak power ratio is attained, the solar arrays are to be tilted 
so as to maintain the peak value. If this option is flagged, the 
distance at which the power goes to zero is set to zero. 






BI, DI, EI 
MSHLD = (0) 
1 
Do not tilt arrays; allow power degradation 
Tilt solar arrays; maintain peak power at 
small solar distances. 
Parameter corresponding to the exponent m in the equation for 
y given in the preceding section. Default value is 2. 
Parameter corresponding to the exponent n in the equation for 
y given in the preceding section. The prefferable method for 
setting power equal to a constant is to set ENN = O. To get a 
solution for solar electric propulsion given a constant power 
solution, or vice-versa, one may simply generate a sequence of 
solutions for various values of ENN between zero and one. De-
fault value is 1. 
Flag indicating whether built-in or input coefficients are to be 
used in evaluating the propulsion systmn efficiency. The built-in 
values of the coefficients b, d, and e appearing in the equation for 
'17 in the preceding section are 0.769, 14300. m/sec, and 0., 
respectively. 
MEFFIC = (0) 
= 1 
Use built-in coefficients 
Use input coeffic ients 
Input coefficients corresponding to b, d, and e, respectively, 
in the equation for '17. Used only if MEFFIC = 1. The units of 
DI are m/sec. Default values are 1., 20000., and 0., respectively. 
Most of the mass components compris ing the spacecraft are evaluated through 






Specific propulsion system mass in kg/kw; i. e., the ratio of 
propuls ion system mass to reference power. Default value is 
30 kg/kw. 
Structure factor, the ratio of structure mass to initi.al spacecraft 
mass. Default value is O. 
Tankage factor, the ratio of tankage mass to low thrust propellant 
mass. Default value is 0.03. 
Mass increment in kg compris ing a portion of the scientific 
package jettisoned upon entry of the swingby planet sphere of 
influence. Default value is O. 
Swingby planet scientific package proportionality factor, ratio of 
remainder of scientific package (in excess of DELMX) to the 
initial spacecraft mass. Default value is O. 
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EKR Retro inert factor, ratio of retro stage inert weight to retro 
propellant weight. Default value is O. 1. 








Flag indicating whether a high thrust retro stage is to be used in 
attaining the specified end conditions at the target. A retro stage 
is required for planetary orbiter missions. 
JR = (0) . No high thrust retro stage 
= 1 Retro stage is to be used 
The following parameters are used only if JR = 1. 
Specific impulse of retro stage, in seconds. Default value is 300. 
Planetocentric distance, in target planet radii, to the point of 
injection into the capture orbit about the target planet. Used only 
if MODE=l (See MODE below). Default value is 2. 
Planetocentric distance, in target planet radii, of the apsis of 
the capture orbit 180 degrees from the injection point. Used 
only if MODE =1. Default value is 38. 
Propuls ion system jettison flag 
JPS = (0) 
= 1 
Tankage jettison flag 
JT = (0) 
= 1 
Electric propuls ion system is retained as part 
of the spacecraft through the retro maneuver. 
Electric propulsion system is jettisoned prior 
to the retro maneuver. 
Low thrust propellant tankage is retained 
as part of the spacecraft through the 
retro maneuver. 
Low thrust tankage is jettisoned prior to the 
retro maneuver. 
Two additional, and very important, option flags are 
JC Planetocentric phase coasting flag 
JC = (0) Thrusting permitted, if indicated optimal 
by the switching function, within the swingby 
planet sphere of influence. 





= 1 Thrusting within the swingby planet sphere 
of influence not permitted. 
If FRWD = . TRUE. this option is available for launch planet. 
This flag is ignored if ISPHER = 1. 
Target type flag 
MODE = (1) 
= .2 
= 3 
Target is a planet or other body with a 
prescribed ephemeris. 
Target is represented as a point or area in 
Cartesian ecliptic coordinates. 
Target is represented as a point or area in 
polar ecliptic coord inates. 
All input information pertaining to the individual independent parameters is 




For each independent parameter, five pieces of information are 
required by the iterator. The subscript I relates to these 
five items; J relates to the individual independent parameters. 




Trigger indicating whether Jth parameter is 




Not an independent parameter. 
Use as independent parameter 
Input value of Jth parameter. Must be input 
regardless of trigger setting except as noted 
for individual parameters below. If trigger 
is on (i. e., B (1, J)=1), input value is used as 
initial guess of independent parameter and is 
varied at each subsequ.ent iteration. If trigger 
is off, the pa~ameter is not used as an indepen-
dent paralneter. 
Perturbation increment used to compute partial 
derivatives. Used only if trigger is on. Units 
are same as that of the paralneter. 
Maximum change to Jth parameter permitted 
in a single iteration. Should be a positive quan-
tity. Used only if trigger is on. Units are same 
as that of the parameter. 








(cont. ) BX(5,J) Weighting factor. Should be a pos itive quantity. 
A guideline for selecting these weights is to 
estimate the uncertainty in how well you think 
you know a given independent variable. Then 
set the weighting factor equal to the inverse 
square of the uncertainty, where the uncertainty 
i.s expressed in the same units as the variable. 
The smaller the value of the weighting factor, 
the more the importance given to the associated 
variable by the iterator. 
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Swingby planet passage distance, in kilometers. 
If FRwn = .• TRUE., radius of parking orbit 
about launch planet. In latter case, if launch 
planet is Earth and built-in launch vehicle per-
formance is used, then set BX(2, 1)=6563.365. 
Planetocentric speed at swingby, in m/sec. If 
FRWn = . TRUE., planetocentric speed at 
departure of launch planet parking orbit. 
Flight path angle at swingby, in degrees. 
If FRWn = . FALSE. and IPFM > 0, both 
BX(1, 3) and BX(2, 3)musLhe set to zero. For 
other settings of FRWn and/ ~;IPFM~_ the flight 
path angle at swingby (launch if FRWD~:TRUE. ) 
may be an independent parameter. It must be 
recognized, however, that if the flight path 
angle at swingby (launch) is not zero, the 
other position and velocity inputs no longer 
apply to the closest approach point. 
Inclination of planetocentric swingby trajectory 
to equator of swingby planet, in degrees. Input 
value should lie between limits of ° and 180 
degrees. If FRwn = . TRUE., parameter is in-
clination of departure trajectory relative to 
launch planet equator. 
LongUude of ascending node of planetocentric 








J = 10 
J ;:; 11 
J = 12 
J = 13 
plane measured eastward along the equator from 
the planet's autumnal equinox, in degrees. Input 
value may lie in any of the four quadrants. If 
FRWD=. TRUE., parameter refers to the launch 
planet. 
Angular position of spacecraft at swingby (launch 
if FRWD=. TRUE.) measured in the osculating 
orbit plane in the direction of motion from the 
ascending node, in degrees. If the input flight 
path angle is zero (i. e., BX(2, 3)=0.), this 
angle is also the planetocentric argument of 
periapse. Input value may lie in any of the 
four quadrants. 
Mass ratio at the time of swingby. Should be ~ 
positive value less than or equal to one. If 
FRWD=. TRUE., mass ratio at departure of 
lalllch planet parking orbit and should be a 
fixed value equal to one (i. e., BX(l, 7)=0. , 
BX(2, 7)=1. ). 
Time of swingby in days from reference date. 
If FRWD=. TRUE., time of departure from 
launch planet parking orbit. 
Time of exit from sphere of influence of launch 
planet, in days from reference date. Backward 
integration is terminated when this time is 
reached. Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. 
Time of entry into sphere of influence of target 
planet (if MODE ~ 1), in days from reference 
date. If MODE> 1, final time of problem. 
Forward integration is terminated when this 
time is reached. 
Hyperbolic excess speed at launch, in m/sec. 
Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. 
Hyperbolic excess speed at target, in m/ sec, 
if MODE = 1. If MODE=2 and JR=l, velocity 
increment of retro stage, in m/sec. Not 
used if MODE=3. 
Reference thrust acceleration in m/sec/sec. 
Equal to thrust generated at 1 AU (or Simply 
the thrust for constant power systems) divided by 
initial spacecraft mass. 
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(cont. ) 
J = 14 
J = 15 - 22 
J = 23 - 30 
Jet exhaust speed of low thrust propuls ion 
system J in m/sec. 
Initial Lagrange multipliers for starting the 
backward integration of the adjoint equations for 
the first leg. Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. Order 
of the multipliers in terms of increas ing J J is 
as follows: x, y, and z components of the primer 
(i. e., the adjoints to the velocity); x, y, and z 
components of the time derivative of the primer 
(i, e., the negative of the adjoints to the position); 
the mass ratio multiplier; and the time 
multiplier. If IPICK(5) = 1, IPFM > 0, and 
ISPHER = 0, certain of the initial multipliers 
for the first leg are computed internally to 
satisfy a like number of transversality con-
ditions involving the state variables and the 
two sets of Lagrange multipliers at the 
swingby point. The spec ific multipliers 
computed are as follows: 
If BX(1, 6)10., compute BX(2, 15) and set BX(1, 15)=0. ; 
If BX(1, 5)10., compute BX(2,18) and set BX(1, 18)=0. ; 
If BX(1, 2)10., compute BX(2, 16) and set BX(1, 16)=0. ; 
]f BX(1, 1)~O., compute BX(2, 19) and set BX(1, 19)=0. ; 
If BX(l, 4)~., compute BX(2, 17) and set BX(1, 17)=0. ; 
If BX(1, 7)~., compute BX(2, 21) and set BX(1, 21)::zO. ; 
If BX(1,8)10., compute BX(2,20) and set BX(1,20)=0. 
No inputs are necessary for these multipliers which '').. 
are computed internally. If inputs are made, the 
value of the multiplier and the trigger setting will 
be overridden. 
Initial Lagrange multipliers for starting the 
forward integration of the adjoint equations on 
the second leg (or the only leg in the case of 
FRWD=. TRUE.). The order of these multi-
pliers, in terms of ascending values of J, 
is the same as that stated above for the first 
leg. It should be noted that there is no con-
version from input to internal units for the 
Lagrange multipliers. Hence the input values 
of the multipliers are cons istent with the in-
ternal units of the state variables; i. e., mass 
in kilograms, distance in AU, and time in taus 
(one tau is the length of time required for a 
massless particle to travel one radian in a 
circular orblt of radius 1 AU ab<"'ut the sun). 












All input information pertinent to the individual dependent parameters is also 
contained in a single array named BY. 
BY(K, L) 
K=l, ---,5 
L~l --- 34 , , 
For each dependent parameter, corresponding to a specific value of 
L, the iterator requires up to five input quantities corresponding 






Trigger. If off (i. e., equal to zero), the parameter 
is ignored and is not considered a dependent parameter. 
Then the other four inputs pertaining to the Lth para-
meter need not be input. If tr igger is on (i. e., not 
equal to zero), the Lth parameter is cons ide red to 
be a dependent parameter or constraint. Certain of 
the L parameters may have either of two non-zero 
trigger settings. These will be discussed individually 
below. 
Minimum acceptable value of the dependent parameter. 
Maximum acceptable value of the dependent parameter. 
Importance factor for interval constraints. Used only 
if interval constraint is declared on Lth parameter. 
Constraint type indicator, as follows: 
BY(5, L)=1. 
=0. 
Point, or normal, constraint. Iterator 
attempts to drive parameter to the 
center of the tolerance specified. 
Interval constraint. Once within the 
spec ified interval, the constraint is 
ignored unless the boundaries are sub-
sequently violated. 
=-1. Denotes performance index to be used in 
optimize mode. Only one such variable 
permitted in a case. Ma..ximization or 
minimization is achieved by se~ing both 
acceptable upper and lower bounds to 
unattainably high (maximize) or low 
(minimize) values. 
It should be noted that the transversality conditions, 
which comprise some of the L parameters, are 
developed under the assumption that all constraints 
are of the point constraint type. The use of the latter 
two types of constraints in conjunction with constraints 
of any type on transversality conditions is permitted. 
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(cont. ) However, the user should exercise caution in so doing 
to assure that the results are meaningful and consis-
tent with the assumptions filade in deriving the trans-
versality conditions originally. 
, 
The default values of all elerilents of the BY array are zero. Because 
it is frequently desirable to know the value of a function that is avail-
able as a dependent parameter, even though the function may not be 
constrained on a particular case, a complete set dependent parameters 
is evaluated on all trajectories regardless of the trigger setting. That 
is, the trigger setting is used only to indicate to the iterator whether 
a particular dependent parameter is to be constrained, not whether 
it is to be evaluated. If a particular value of L is used for two or 
more mutually exclusive constraints, the function evaluated is tnat 
particular function that would be constrained had the trigger been set 
equal to one 'Nith all other inputs unchanged. The only instance in 
which a full set of 34 dependent parameters is not evaluated is when 
FRWD=. TRUE. for which case all functions pertaining only to the 
pre~wingby leg are ignored. The specific constraint equations asso-
ciated with the several possible values of L are as follows: 
L = 1-3 
L=4-6 
Actual final integrated heliocentric x, y, z 
pos ition components respectively, on pre-
encounter leg, less the desired values, in 
AU (i. e., position error). The desired 
values are computed cons istent with the 
input value of IMPACT. That is, if IMPACT=O, 
the des ired point lies on the sphere of influence 
of the launch planet, while if IMPACT~, the 
des ired point is coincidental with the location 
of the launch planet as obtained from the 
ephemeris. Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. 
Actual final integrated heliocentric velocity 
Cartesian components on pre-encounter lag 
less the desired values, in AU/tau. If IMPACT=O, 
des ired values are those at the sphere of influence 
of the launch planet. If IMPACT=l, the desired 
values are those of the launch planet plus the 
excess velocity directed opposite the primer 
vector. If IMPACT=2, a single condition on 
the velocity is imposed and is associated with 
L=4. L=5 and 6 are not used. The single 
condition is the magnitude of the difference of 
the final integrated heliocentric velocity and 
the velocity of the launch planet less the launch 
excess speed. Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. 
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Note: All of the constraints above, as well as all 
transversality conditions to follow, have been formu-
lated such that under normal circumstances the 
desired value of the constraint is zero. This is 
done to make the inputs as sirnple as possible. 
Constraints on the position, velocity, and/or asso-
ciated transversality conditions upon arrival at the 
target. The form of the constraint depends, in 
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Constraints 7-12 are identical in form 
to constraints 1 .... 6, respectively, above 
except that constraints 7 -12 refer to the 
specified target planet rather than the 
launch planet. Note that the only differ-
ence in inputs for orbiter and flyby missions 
is the flag JR which indicd'!f,s whether a 
retro stage is to be used. 
Constraints 7--9 represent the ecliptic 
Cartesian x, y, and z coordinates, 
respectively, of the desired heliocentric 
final position while constraints 10-12 
represent the corresponding coordinates 
of final heliocentric velocity. If JR=1, 
the latter constraints are of the velocity 
after completion of the retro maneuver. 
Two non-zero trigger settings are avail-
able with each of the six constraints. A 
trigger equal to 1. implies that the 
coordinate itself is constrained whereas 
a trigger equal to 2. implies that the 
coordinate is left open and the constraint 
is on the transversality condition that 
arises because the spatial coordinate 
is left unspecified. Units are consistent 
with distance in AU and velocity in EMOS. 
Constraints 7-12 represent heliocentric 
polar coordinates of the target in the 
following order: radial distance in AU' , 
speed, in EMOS; flight path angle, in 
degrees; inclination to the ecliptic, in 
degrees; longitude of ascending nod~ in 
degrees; and argument of pos ition in the 













node, in degrees. The use of a retro 
stage in conjunction with this MODE 
setting is not available. Again, two 
non-zero trigger settings are available--
a trig~;er equal to one implies the coor-
dinate is constrained while a setting 
equal to two implies the associated trans-
versality condition is constrained. 
Mass ratio at exit from launch planet sphere of influence. 
Under normal circumstances, this should be one of 
the dependent parameters and the des ired value is one. 
Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. 
Mass ratio upon entry into target planet sphere of 
influence (or at the final time for area missions). This 
is the des ired value prior to any retro maneuver and 
before any systems are jettisoned. Two non-zero 
trigger settings are available with this constraint. A 
setting of one implies the mass ratio is constrained; 
a setting of two implies the transversality condition 
arising as a result of not specifying final mass ratio 
is constrained. 
Launch date or date of departure from launch planet 
parking orbit, in days from reference date. Not used 
if FRWD=. TRUE. 
Arrival date, in days from reference date. Date of 
closest approach for planetary missions; date at 
target for area missions. 
First leg flight time, in days. Measured from de-
parture from launch planet parking orbit to point 
of closest approach of swingby planet. Not used if 
FRWD=. TRUE. 
Second leg flight time, in days. Measured from 
date of swingby closest approach to the target 
arrival date. 
Transversality condition associated with launch date. 
Desired value is zero. Not used if FRWD=. TRUE. , 
if the total mission duration is constrained, or if 
both leg flight times are constrained. 
Transversality condition assoc iated with arrival 
date. Also, transversality condition associated with 
open launch and arrival dates with fixed time between. 
Desired value is zero. 























Transversality condition associated with launch 
excess speed. Desired value is zero. Not used if 
FRWD=. TRUE. 
Transversality condition associated with the hyper-
bolic excess speed at target planet jJ MODE=l. 
Also, transversality condition associated with retro 
velocity increment if MODE=2. Not to be used if 
MODE=3. Des ired value is zero. 
Total mission duration, in days. Time between 
launch and arrival dates. If FRWD=. TRUE., use 
second leg flight time rather than miss ion duration 
if constraint is des ired. 
Reference power, in kilowatts. Power at 1 AU for 
solar electric propulsion, otherwise the actual 
constant value of the power. input to the propuls ion 
system. If power is constrained J either the reference 
thrust acceleration or the jet exhaust speed, or both 
must be declared as independent parameters. 
Transversality condition assoc iated with the reference 
thrust acceleration. Des irled value is zero. 
\ 
Transversality condition associated with jet exhaust 
speed. Desired value is zero. Not used if reference 
power is constrained. 
Net spacecraft mass, in kilo~~rams. 
Transversality conditions associated with open passage 
conditions (launch conditions if FRWD=. TRUE.), in the 
following order: distance, speed, inclination, longitude 
of node, argument of position,' mass ratio, and time. 
Desired values are zero. 
The five-element array HDNG is provided to permit the writi.ng of an arbitrary 
alpha-numElric information message at selected points throughout the normal printout. 
Each element provides for eight characters; therefore, the total message may be up to 
40 characters' in length. The input is written as follows: 
HDNG = , - - nlessage - -' 
That is, the message is enclosed within apostrophes. No delineators are required to 
separate the individual elementfjl. The default setting of each element is blank. 
Two parameters, KOUNT and IDATE, which appear in the namelist MINPUT, are not 
used as inputs but are used for output purposes. The two parameters are initialized 
automatically and need not be included in the input data set. 
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OUTPUT 
The printout of the SWINGBY program is controlled through two input integer 
variables, MPRINT and NPRINT. As stated above in the description of inputs, setting 
MPRINT=l results in the printing of a group of trajectory and spacecraft parameters 
at each computed point along the final trajectory. The group of numbers at each point 
is arranged in an array consisting of six lines while the spacecraft is within the swingby 
planet (launch planet if FRWD=. TRUE. ) sphere of influence and five lines in heliocentric 
space. Each line contains eight- parameters. As an aid in locating each parameter in 
the standard printout block, a title block is printed at the top of each page. The titles 
listed and their definitions are given below. The titles in each line are listed in the 
order they appear reading from left to right across the page. The asterisk beside the 
title below implies the parameter is evaluated in the planetocentric system if the space-
craft is within the sphere of influence and in the heliocentric system otherwise. 
Line 1 
Line 2 
TIME Current time, in days, measured from departure of the launch 
planet parking orbit. 
MASS RATIO Ratio of current mass to initial mass. 
*SEMI AXIS Semi-major axis, in kilometers when planetocentric and in 
AU when heliocentric. 
*ECCENTHICITY Instantaneous eccentricity of osculating trajectory. 
*FLT PATH ANGLE Elevation. of velocity vector above local horizontal, 
in degrees 
*INCLINATION Instantaneous inclination of osculating orbit, in degrees. 




Longitude of ascending node of osculating orbit on equatorial 
plane from autumnal equinox when planetocentric and on ecliptic 
from x-axis when heliocentric, in degrees. 
Angula.r pos ition of spacecraft in the osculating plane of motion 
from the ascending node, in degrees. 
LAMBDA T Lagrange multiplier associated with time. 
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Line 2 LAMBDA NU Lagrange multiplier associated with mass ratio. 
(cont. ) LAMBDA A Lagrange multiplier associated with thrust acceleration. 




* ANGULAR MOM 
Switch function which governs the switching of the low 
thrust engine. 
Ratio of power generated at current solar distance to that 
generated at 1 AU. 
Ratio of instantaneous thrust acceleration to instantaneous 
gravitational attraction on the spacecraft. 
Magnitud~ of the angular momentum vector, in m 2/sec 
when planetocentric and AU'EMOS when heliocentric. 
If the angular momentum vector has a negative component 
along the North Pole, the magnitude is expressed as a 
negative number. 
Line 3 (This line of data deleted when in the heliocentric phase, exept at a. sphere of influence.) 
Line 4 












Planetocentric ecliptic Cartesian coordinates of spacecraft 
pos ition relative to the swingby planet, in kilometers. 
Planetocentric ecliptic Cartes ian coord inates of spacecraft 
veloc ity relative to the swingby planet, in m/ sec. 
Magnitude of planetocentric pos ition vector, in kilometers. 
Magnitude of planetocentric veloc ity vector, in m/ sec. 
Heliocentric ecliptic Cartesian coordinates of spacecraft 
position, in AU. 
Heliocentric ecliptic Cartes ian coordinates of spacecraft 
velocity, in EMOS. 
Magnitude of heliocentric pOSition vector, in AU. 
Magnltude of heliocentric velocity vector, in EMOS. 
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Ecliptic Cartesian components of the primer vector (i. e. , 
the Lagrange multipliers adjoint to the x, y, and z components, 
respectively, of the velocity). 
LAMBDA DOT X 
LAMBDA DOT Y 
LAMBDA DOT Z 
Ecliptic Cartes ian components of the time derivative of 
the primer vector (i. e., the negati.ves of the Lagrange 
multipliers adjoint to the x, y, and z components, 
respectively, of the pos ition). 
LAMBDA Magnitude of the primer vector 
LAMBDA DOT Magnitude of the time derivative of the primer vector.. 
LONGITUDE Heliocentric ecliptic longitude of spacecraft, in degrees. 
LATITUDE Heliocentric ecliptic latitude of spacecraft, in degrees. 
PHI Angle between heliocentric position vector and thrust (pri1nex~) 
vector, in degrees. 
THETA OSC Angle between the heliocentric position vector and the projection 
of the thrust (primer)' vector in the instantaneous heliocentric 
osculating plane, in degrees. Measured positive in the direction 
of motion. 
PSIOSC Angle between the thrust (primer)vector and its projection in 
the instantaneous heliocentric osculating plane, in degrees. 
Positive if projection of thrust vector on heliocentric angular 
momentum vector is pos itive. 
THETA I Angle between the projection of the thrust (primer) vector in 
the ecliptic plane and the x-axis (vernal equinox), in degrees. 
PSI I Angle between the thrust (primer)vector and its projection in 
the ecl iptic plane, in degrees. 
HAMILTONIAN The variational Hamiltonian. 
Below the title block, several data blocks are prini'ed to fill the page. The data blocks 
are separated by blank lines, for easier reading, and appropriate comments are in-
cluded to indicate discontinuity points, such as engine switch points or crossing a sphere 
of influence. Since the printing of a point is accomplished at the time it is computed, 
the first leg of a swingby mission is printed backward in time. 
The print control parameter NPRINT provides for the printing of various levels 
of trajectory and case summaries. Selected output is considered minimal for each 
case, i. e., it may not be suppressed. This includes messages originating in the 




iterator stating success or failure and an indication of how hard it worked to come to 
that conclusion, messages from other subroutines if numerical difficulties are en-
countered, and a case summary. The latter is a concise description of the mission, 
the spacecraft and the propulsion system requirements, and includes most of the 
information required by a miss ion analyst for preliminary performance studies. The 
case summary page is divided into a number of sections or groups of numbers reading 
down the page. Each member of each group of numbers is clearly titled and the units 
specified. At the top of the page the case number is printed along with a simple message 
indicating whether the iterator converged in obtaining the data printed. This is followed 
by a mission itinerary naming t}:te launch, swingby (if any) and target planets, and the 
title of the launch vehicle. A mass breakdown giving the initial mass and the seven 
basic components is then printed followed by a description of the propulsion system 
in terms of the reference power, reference thrust, reference thrust acceleration, jet 
exhaust speed, efficiency, and total propulsion time. The next three groups of data 
present the date and several parameters representing the planetocentric state of the 
pericenter points of the launch, swingby, and target planets. In addition to the Julian 
date, the specific parameters include the radial distance, speed, flight path angle, 
inclination, node,position angle, hyperbolic excess speed, and time within the sphere 
of influence. Of course, the group pertaining to the swingby planet is deleted if 
FRWD=. TRUE. Exceptions to the particular parameters printed will occur for the 
target planet if MODE /: 1. For MODE = 2, the heliocentric Cartesian coordinates 
of final position and velocity are printed rather than planetocentric polar coordinates, 
and the time within the sphere of influence ~s deleted. If MODE = 3 heliocentric 
polar rather than planetocentric polar coordinates are printed, and both excess speed 
and time within the sphere of influence are deleted. Next is printed a trajecto:cy 
schedule, in days from launch, of certain events of interest including crossings of 
spheres of influence, swingby planet passage, and arrival at target. Finally, for 
orbiter missions, data are printed to provide information regarding the capture orbit 
and the retro stage. Included are the periapse and apoapse distances, the capture orbit 
speed at the injection point, the incremental velOCity imparted by the retro stage, the 
specific impulse, the inert mass, am the propellant mass of the retro stage. 
If the integer one is summed in NPRINT there results the printing of the namelist 
MINPUT followed by the case setup. The printing of the namelist is done in the same 
general format that it is input. Every name included in the namelist is printed along 
with the value assigned to it. The order of printing is that in which the parameters 
were listed in the namelist. The case set-up breaks out from the total input array 
the information pertaining to the individual independent and dependent parameters that 
are to be used for the case. Only those parameters which have non-zero trigger settings 
are included. The information printed for each parameter is comprised of the appropri-
ate five inputs in the BX or BY array. The independent parameters are printed first 
preceded by the heading "INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS". After the independent parameters 
is printed the heading "DEPENDENT PARAMETERS" followed by the pertinent information. 
By summing the integer two in NPRINT a trajectory summary and a discontinuity 
point summary are printed for the last trajectory computed. The trajectory summary 
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Brief Subroutine Descriptions 
Excluding the IBM System/360 library routines, the SWINGBY program is 
comprised of 53 subroutines and function subprograms, plus a BLOCK DATA sub-
program. The latter is an IBM System/360 feature which permits the assignment of 
values to variables in common arrays through the use of DATA initialization statements. 
Many of the subroutines listed below are actually entry points within other subroutines, 
A brief description of the 53 routines is given below, and each routine that is an entry 











Driver routine of integration package. This is the routi.ne 
called by program when referencing the integrator whether 
initializing or integrating. 
Calls EXECl and RK9CYL. 
Initializes LAUNCH subroutine by ass igning built-in or 
input performance constants for specified launch vehicle. 
Also prints launch vehicle name. Entry point in LAUNCH. 
Monitors trajectory at each computed point to determine 
if final time, .sphere of influence, radius where power 
goes to zero, or engine switching points are passed. If 
so, initiates iteration to isolate the point. Calls AMAINT, 
DPCNV, GETB, INTERP, RESTOR, STORE, VDOT and 
VMAG. 
Generates solution of state and adj oint equations in closed 
form during all coast phases. Solution is obtained through 
the use of f and g series. Calls EPH, GCOMP, VADD, 
VDOT, VMAG and VSCAL. 
Initializes SOLAR subroutine by assigning built-in or input 
values to the coefficients and parameters used in the 
representation of power variation with solar distance. 
Entry point in SOLAR. 
Computes Julian date given calendar date. 
Evaluates the derivatives of the state and adjoint variables 
for use by the integrator. Calls EPH, SOLAR, and VDOT. 
Entry point in DRVINT. 
Converts first time derivatives of position and primer in 
thrust phases to derivatives with respect to universal 
anomaly. Calls VMAG. Entry point in DRVINT. 
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Initializes for forward and backward integration at start 
of planetocentric and heliocentric phases. Calls EPH, 
VADD, VDOT, VMAG, and VSCAL. 
Computes discontinuities in adjoint variables and mass 
at crossings of sphere of influence. Calls EPH, VDOT 
and VMAG. 
Entry point in DRVINT. 
Computes efficiency and derivative of efficiency with 
respect to jet exhaust speed, given the jet exhaust speed. 
Computes the planetocentric passage distance, speed, 
inclination, longitude of ascending node, and position 
angle given the planetocentric ecliptic Cartes ian 
coordinates of the position and velocity at the sphere 
of influence and the direction of the planets North Pole. 
Calls VCROSS, VDOT, VMAG and VSCAL. 
Computes position, velocity, and acceleration of a 
planet in heliocentric ecliptic Cartesian coordinates 
given a specific date and planet number. Uses built-in 
time varying osculating elements for each planetary orbit. 
Initializes EFFIC by assigning either built-in or input 
constants to the coefficients representing the propulsion 
system efficiency. Entry point in EFFIC. 
Interface between the integrator RK9CYL and the deriva-
tive routine DERIV. 
Calls DERrV. 
Computes initial values of certain of the Lagrange multi-
pliers for the first leg of a swi.ngby mission. Values are 
selected to satisfy transversality conditions aris ing 
when the pos ition and veloc ity at swingby are not completely 
speCified. Calls FX, MATINV, VCROSS, VDOT, VMAG, 
and VSUB. 
Function subroutine which evaluates the transversality 
conditions used by FSTLEG. Calls VCROSS and VDOT. 
Computes coefficients for f and g series coast phase 
solution using series expression and recursive formula. 
Evaluates at each computed point, the functions being 














Prints the case setup page which denotes the independent 
and dependent parameters of the case. 
Computes planetocentric ecliptic Cartesian coordinates 
of spacecraft position and velocity at the swingby point 
given the input planetocentric polar coordinates. Calls 
VCROSS and VSCAL. 
Iteratively isolates a point of interest once initiated 
by CHECK. Calls AMAINT, DPCNV, COAST, GETB 
and RESTOR. 
Evaluates the initial spacecraft mass for a given launch 
vehicle and departure speed. Also computes the deriva-
tive of the mass with respect to the departure speed. 
Computes the longitude of ascending node and the argu-
ment of periapse of a planetocentric hyperbola consistent 
with a specified hyperbolic excess velocity vector, passage 
distance, and inclination. 
Driver routine of the SWINGBY program. Reads the 
inputs, initializes for each case, transfers control to 
the iterator, and calls the summary print routines 
after the iterator has completed its work. Calls BOOSTER, 
COEFF, DATE 1, ETAINT, HEADER, MINMX3, PLNVAL, 
PRINT, PRINTT, PROPGT, TJ.\tIESET, TRAJ and TRAJSM. 
Matrix invers ion routine. 
Generalized iterator routine. Basically, all decisions 
regarding the solution of the two point boundary value 
problem are made in this routine, including the calling 
of the trajectory generator routine, the evaluation of the 
partial derivative matrix, the selection of the changes in 
the independent parameters, and the printi;ng of selected 
information on each iteration if requested. Calls MA TINV, 
PAR INC , PMPINT, PMPRNT, SIMEQ, SMQINT, TRAJ 
and TRAJSM. 
Computes desired planetocentric position and velocity 
of spacecraft at sphere of influence of launch or target 
planet which satisfy transversality conditions associated 
with open inclination nodal angle and argument of position. 
Calls VCROSS, VDOT and VSCAL. 
Algorithm for selecting best perturbation step size for 
each independent parameter. Calls TRAJ. 















Determines calendar <.late in terms of year, month, <.lay, 
and hour (GMT) given Julian <.Iato. 
Given a planet number, this routine returns to the cal 1 j ng 
program the built-in values of the gravitational constant, 
the planet radius, the ra<.lius of the sphere of influence, 
and the latitu<.le and longitude of the North Pole of the 
planet. 
Initializes subroutine PMPRNT by assigning dimensions of 
the partial derivative matrix for purposes of printing. 
Prints the partial derivative matrix. Entry point in PMPINT. 
Evaluates and prints the data in the standard block print-
out appearing in the discontinuity point summary and 
trajectory printout resulting from setting MPRINT=l. 
Calls EPH, SOLAR, VCROSS, VDOT, VMAG and VSCAL. 
Prints the case summary page. Calls BOOSTR, ELEM, 
VDOT and VMAG. 
Propagates adjoint and state variables from sphere of 
influence to closest approach point assuming no thrust is 
permitted. Calls INCOND, EPH, VADD, VSUB, VSCAL, 
COEFF, SOLAR VMAG, BOOSTR, LAUNCH, VDOT and 
COAST. 
Sets all parameters required for continuing integration 
to values saved from previously obtained point. RESTOR 
is used after integrating using a non-standard integration 
interval to reset the necessary quantities to their appro-
priate values at the end of the last standard interval. 
Entry point in STORE. 
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration routine. Calls EXEC!. 
Solves for the changes in the independent parameters 
given the partial derivative matrix and the des ired changes 
in the dependent parameters. Entry point in SMQINT. 
Initializes SIMEQ by assigning limits to ranges of DO 
loops. 












Computes the power ratio, y, and its derivative with 
respect to solar distance given the solar distance. 
Temporarily saves all information at each point along 
a trajectory such that, if necessary, the integration 
could proceed from that point after digressing to inte-
grate over a non-standard interval. Also permanently 
stores for all discontinuity points the information necessary 
to compute all the parameters appearing in the standard 
block printout. 
This subroutine controls the computation of one leg of 
the trajectory by making the appropriate calls to the 
integration and analytic coast phase solution routines 
and by instituting such features as checking for discontinuity 
points, printi.ng, and storing for summary prints. Calls 
AMAINT, CHECK, COAST, DPCNV, DRVINT, DSCONT, 
EPH, PRINT, SOLAR, STORE, UPDER, VDOT, and VMAG. 
Carries the input reference date to EPH and defines the 
Julian date of perihelion passage for the oddball planet. 
Entry point in EPH. 
This routine controls the computation of a complete 
swingby trajectory through the appropriate initialization 
and calls to TAP and then computes the appropriate de-
pendent parameters. Calls EFFIC, EPH, FSTLEG, 
INCOND, LAUNCH, OPTPV~ SOLAR, TAP, VADD, 
VCROSS, VDOT, VMAG, VSCAL and VSUB. 
Prints the trajectory summary. 
Updates an array of values of the functions being 
monitored by subroutine CHECK. Entry point in CHECK. 
General vector addition subroutine. Entry point in VSCAL. 
General vector cross product subroutine. Entry point 
in VSCAL. 
General vector dot product function subprogram. Entry 
point in VMAG. 





General function subprogram which evaluates the 
magnitude of an input vector. 
General subroutine which evaluates the product of a 
scalar and a vector. 
General vector subtraction subroutine. Entry point in 
VSCAL. 
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SWINGBY Program Machine Requirelnents 
When compiled by the IBM 360/Model 91 computer at the Goddard Space Flight 
Center under their Fortran H, Level 18 compiler with compi1~r optimization level 
equal to two, the SWINGBY program occupies about 44000 (hexidecimal) bytes in core. 
This includes the core requirements for the following IBM library subroutines which 











The program is written entirely i.n double precision Fortran IV using the non-
standard Fortran statement IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H, O-Z). This results in the 
assignment of an 8-byta word location to each real variable name commencing with 
the letters A-H or O-Z, unless the name is specifically declared to be of another type. 
An 8-byte word contains 15 hexadecimal digits. As in standard Fortran IV, names 
commencing with the letters I-N represent integer variables of 4-byte word length. 
The only peripheral equipment referenced by the SWINGBY program are the 
card reader, assigned to UNIT 5, the high-speed printer, assigned to UNIT 6, the 
card punch assigned to UNIT 7, and two arbitrary output devices, assigned to UNITS 
11 and 12, being used for remote terminal output at GSFC. No magnetic tapes are 
employed by the program for either input or output. Of course, temporary data 
storage assignments a.re made as required on the disk and drum storage areas. The 
linkage editor step space requirements are approximately 160,000 bytes LCS and the 
execution step requirements are about 380,000 bytes LCS. 
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Example Cases 
In this section are presented several sample cases generated with the SWINGBY 
program which illustrate many of its most useful features. A.total of five individual 
cases are presented, the five cases being obtained with two separate job submiss ions. 
The program is currently stored in object module form on a disc pack which is acces-
sible to the IBM 360/91 computer at GSFC. A complete set of control cards required 
to access the program module a?d to execute a job is as follows: 
II JOB CARD 
II EXEC LOADER,RE~ION.GO=400K,PARM=IEP=MAIN,SIZE=400K,LETI 
IIGO.FT07FOOl DD DSNAME=DECK,SYSQUT=B 
I IGO. SYS LIN DD OS~!=H~1LOAD (r'17J LHS\~B), D I SP=SHR~ DCB=RECF~1= 
/IGO.FTIIFOOl DD SYSOUT=R,DCB·(RECF~1=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=SO) 
IIGO.FT12FOOl DO SYSOUT=R,DCB=(RECFM=FR,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80) 
IIGO.DATAS DO * 
The input data for the job follows immediately after the 1:::tst of the control cards. 
The first job includes two cases which were selected to illustrate the operation 
of the program for a swingby mission. The specific mission chosen involves a 1400-
day Earth-Jupiter-Saturn trajectory with orbiter end conditions at Saturn. Although 
swingby trajectories will generally not prove attractive, from a performance standpoint, 
for orbiter missions, the orbiter end conditions were chosen for this example case to 
illustrate the retro stage feature. The example cases involve an August 1977 launch 
from Earth employing the Titan III X(1205)/Centaur launch vehicle. The launch, swingby, 
and arrival dates are all optimized, subject to the total miss ion duration constraint, to 
yield maximum net spacecraft mass. other trajectory and propulsion system parameters 
that are optimized include the Jupiter passage conditions, the launch and target hyper-
bolic excess speeds, the reference thrust acceleration, and the jet exhaust speed. 
Scaling parameters representative of near-term propulsion system technology are 
assumed. A retro stage with specific impulse of 300 seconds is specified for inserting 
the spacecraft into a loose elliptical capture orbit about Saturn with periapse and apo-
apse distances of 2 -alld 38 Saturn radii, respectively. Both the low thrust propulsion 
syster.l1 and the t~lnkage are jettisoned prior to the retro maneuver. 
For the first of the two cases of this job, the option which assumes no thrust 
yvithin the swingby planet sphere of influence and which commences the optimization 
,problem at th/a sphere of influence is imposed (i. e., ISPHER=l). This particular 
; problem results in a two· ... point boundary value problem of order 27. The input values oi 
the independent parameters are those which Yield a nearly converged solution to the same 
problem for a 1410 day mission duration. Using the MUPDAT feature the converged 
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independent variables from this first case are stored for use in the next case. In 
the second case, the ITOP option is invoked which, commencing with the converged 
values of the state and adjoint variables at the entry and exit points of the swingby 
planet sphere of influence, propagates the trajectory and the adjoint variables along 
a coasting path to the passage point. Once this is accomplished, ISPHER is set to 
zero (automatically), and the passage values of the adjoint variables become the independent 
parameters of the new boundary value problem. The flag JC is set to zero to permit 
thrusting within the sphere of influence if thrusting is optimum. If thrusting is not 
optimum, then the solution to the first case will also be a solution for this case. One 
additional feature which permits the reduction of the order of the boundary value problem 
is also invoked for this case by setting IPICK(5) equal to one. This causes the program 
to solve for the seven passage values of the adjoint variables required for the backward 
integration using the seven transversality conditions arising because the passage con-
d itions are left open. As a consequence, the order of the boundary value problem for this 
second case is 20. A listing of the input data set required to run these two cases is 
presented on a subsequent page. For any namelist parameter not included in this data 
set, the default value is used. 
Following the input data set are presented 17 pages of compu.ter printout 
(photographically reduced) which represent the total output obtained for these two cases 
using NPRINT setting of 3. For the first case, the trajectory counters indicate that the 
iterator required four partial derivative matrix evaluations plus nine additional trajec-
tories for convergence. The CPU time required to accomplish this on the IBM 360/91 
computer was 53 seconds. An important input in achieving convergence in this case is 
the specified tolerance on the mission durat ion constraint. This allowable tolerance is 
reflected through the input minimum and maximum allowable values BY (2,23) and 
BY (3,23), respectively. In addition to being an acceptable tolerance on the accuracy to 
which the end condition is to be satisfied, the tolerance is also used internally to generate 
a weight for the end condition. The smaller the value of the tolerance, the more 
importance is given to meeting that end condition relative to other end conditions. For the 
first case, the inputs yielded a trajectory which essentially satisfied all end conditions 
except the mission duration, which was in error by ten days. By specifying a very 
small tolerance for the mission duration, primary emphasis is given to satisfying 
that end condition. The input tolerance of ± 10-7 days is nearly optimum for this case. 
The importance of the inputcanbe observed by specifying a tolerance of ±10-6 days for 
which the iterator fails to converge. 
The second case is seen to require 23 partial derivative matrix evaluations 
plus 65 additional trajectories. Since the ITOP feature in conjunction with starting 
conditions from the first case yields very close initial guesses of all independent 
parameters for the second case, this relatively large number of iterations attests to 
the extreme sensitivity of a problem which commences at the passage point (i. e., with 
ISPHER=O). In addition to the large number of iterations, the use of the ISPHER=O option 
is costly in terms of CPU time. For the second case presented here, the CPU time 
required for convergence was 1081 seconds. This corresponds to approximately 2.06 
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seconds of CPU time per individual trajectory as compared to 0.45 seconds per trajectory 
for the first case. The primary cause for this large time difference is that the computing 
interval required to maintain sufficient accuracy during the thrusting maneuver near the 
pericenter point is extremely small. This integration sensitivity is caused by the large 
fluctuations (several orders of magnitude) in certain of the adjoint variables in the 
vicinity of the passage point. From the discontinuity point summary pages of the second 
case, it is seen that the optimal solution does contain a thrusting period at swingby; 
however, the total duration of the period is only about 1. 6 days and is nearly centered 
about the passage point. This is insufficient time to have any Significant effect on the 
net spaceeraft mass -- the additional thrust period permitting an increase in net mass 
of only 16 grams out of about 470 kilograms (.0034 percent). 
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NAMELIST INPUT DATA FOR SWINGBY TRAJECTORY CASES 




























BYC1, 1)=1.DO,-1.D-8,1.0-8,2*1.DO,BYC1, 2)=1.00,-1.0··8,1.0-8,2*1.DO 
BYCl, 3)=1.DO,-1.0-8,l.D-8,2*1.DO,BYCl, 4)=1.DO,-l.D-8,1.D-8,2*1.nn 
BYC1, 5)=1.OO,-l.D-8,1.D-8,2*l.DO,BY(1, 6)=1.00,-1.0-8,1.0-8,2*1.DO 


















HONG=' SWINGBY - STARTING AT CLOSEST AP~ROACH' 
&END 
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0.0 0.0 0.0 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • o.n 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
.-0.qc~q99~~9~~~qqq90-0A. 0.QQQQqQ9~990Qr~Qqn-0~. 1.000000000000000 
.-o.qcqaq~~~q~Q~~Cqs~-n&. O.~~cqQ~o~ocor~nco~_04. I.QOOOOOJ~OOOOOOO 
.-0.9~~Q~Q99Q~9~QoQOO-04. O.~CQ~cQQQqscOCCQQD-O~. 1.0~~00QOOOOOOOOO 
13~9.QQqq9q900COO 1400.000000100000 l.nOOOOOQOOOOOOOO 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
.-0.o9~Q99QQc~QgQnQgo-o~. 0.=cQQ~qqcQccoo~~9n-06. 1.000000000000000 
.-0.999Q9~9Q9~9~999QD-C6. O.9~Qqq9Q1qq9QQQQ9P-0~. 1.000000000000000 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
.-0.Q9GQQ09~Q~9~9~9QD-04. 0.QQ9~9Cq~qQC~cQ~9r-04. t.Oryooooooooooooo 
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.DRETA ... = O.15~2~OCCCOCOOOOOD-OI.0nrTAP= 0.244140~~~OOO~OOOO-0~.C;Ar~ 
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.• FL""WR= 0.0 
.FLOTPr,= 0.0 





0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
• F.L" TPC;: 
1.000000000000000 
0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 .p~l= 1.0~QOOOOOCoooooo ~RP~lt 
0.0 .RPnl= ~.o .F"'= ?OOoooooooonoooo .rN~~ 1.0onooooooo~0000 ,AI: 
1.000000000000000 .01= ~OOOO.ocooooooooo .EI: 0.0 .C"LP"'~: ~o.oooooooooooooo .FKC::= 
0.0 .~KT= 0.2qQ9~~9~qQq~99qQO-01.0ELWX= 0.0 .EKX'" 0.0 .~KP= 
0.111111(111000000 .SPlqPT= 300.0crcococooooo .RTF: 2.00000000000ryO~0 .RT4= ~~.OOOOOOOOOOOOOO .D7P= 
0.6250000000000000D-O!.D~H= 0.1250000000000000 .IPFM= 1."'I/PDAT= I.NSET= 27. 27. O. 
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I. tDtCK= 
I.Lr.NG:z 
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.r,QAV", 9.~06~50000000000 .EQ= 
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THE AnOVE INDICATE,) oe"ENOENT ANr: INOEPIONOE""T PAQA~FTERS ,.AY F.!E ,A,'- TE:IlEO rNTI':RNALLY TO 
AIITO~ATICALLY SAT1<;FY TPA~SVER,SALITY cnNOITIONS AT THF. .. wINGRY CLnC;ltST APPPOACH POINT. 
THEIQ TRlr;(fFI)S ARE SET TC ZERO. SFE ROxEI'I QUANTITIES ON TRAJECTORY SUIUIAAY PAGE FOA 
DISPLAY OF ACTUAL DF.PENOE~T A~D INOEPFNDENT PARA~ETEAS 
• "'AwE APPLIES TO TRIGGEP SETTING 0'" I 
T~IS C.~E IS CC~V~RG~D. 
~5 T~A.lECTCRIES wtrHouT PARTIAL!> AND 23TRAJECTORrES WIT" PA'HULS. IN"'IAITnA '" o .222044~OO-I!! 
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TRAJECTrRv SUM~.RY CASE 2 3/15/71 
swlNGOiY - ST"~TI"r, AT CLnSF.<;T "ppo""rH 
INOF.~ENOENT PARA~ETER5 
-EAS~15!____ ~~S5_S~~f~___ p,,~S GAMMA 
L~ .... ~Z~H=~2_.2!! , I_Z ... l.c:~Zn~.Q_j):1 , 0 .0 
_~!~~_~£k--__ ~!=~_~Q~~ ___ ~!52_~§~___ ~!SS !!~5____ ~!~~~ 
1_~11~!l~~D QQ'I_l~~~1!l~Ar._~I'_~~~!~!5~2-21"_~£lQQ!1~2~glll~~~~1 
-L!~~_!l~~____ _!!~G Tl~f____ _~!~~2~_____ _!!E~_Y~1_____ -I~~!C£~h____ _lgI-~~fEO____ LEGt PI 




LEGl P3 LEG1 POI LEGI P02 LFGl PO~ LFr.l OMA~C; LEGI PT I"'F _h~g_~l ___ " _ ~F.r.~~ __ 
!5.08030~lD 01 -3.74756370 04 -S.dlS44570 04 4.Z1P32460 03 -e.~7~~?01~ 02 2.A79~29~0 OA '_!~~~~~~"~&!lr6051Q oz, 
_LESZ_EJ______ -L~5Z~£2~___ _L~~l-£Ql_____ _Lf~~_~l_____ _L~~~_£~!~~___ LEG2 pTIMF 
1:5 ... l~2~Q~~D_2~II_J ... !A2~7=_Q!II_!~fj~~~70 n!II=! ... ll!~~!~Q111-!~!t~~Ql2-QlI -2.S7t6Q790 04 
OF.PENOFNT PA~A~ETE~C; (PF~FPFNCFD TC 7ERO' 
_~~~!!_~~_____ _~tbl!_XL_____ _Qf~!!_l~_____ _2[~!!_!Qh____ _nEL!~_X~L-___ _QEL!~_!~L____ _~fL!!_!!_____ -2~L!" IT __ 
l=fi ... 2~2f~~Q=1~11_!~~Q1~;~~n=1~11_!~!S2~!~!Q=1111_2£1fQlQiQQ=lQII~~~Q:~U!~Q=1111~~~!~~Z~£=111I=l,7~~~~!!2=lQII-!!)47Q70~' 
_QfL!!_lI_____ _Qf~l!_~Q!____ _QfL!!_XQ!____ _QLL!~_rQ!____ _L~~~_~!~~__ -I!~~_~!S2____ L.II~ OATF. 
'~~ ... 12~2~11~=~ZII-~~5~f~~1~~=1211~ ... 2zn21~n:1QI'=1 ... ~!~4RElQ=1!11-!~1~1~Ql12=~II~~!~~!r~Qo-o~1 -1.3~12S440 ot 
TAAt; O.TE 
i. "t'la~1!75D 03 
LF:°r. J T I rolE 
6 .6~Ot;l793D 02 
LF'~2 TI"I'= 
7.35<;02070 02 
HL A\lN nATE' 
8.S 3565430 J) 1 
_!l!~~~_Q~![l_ -11L~~~_YQQ1__ _!1!!£~_YQ11__ _!~!!L_!l!~_~ 
1_~!1~~~12=Q~II~ ... ~2Q~!1~2=Q~II_1~'lZ~~LQ__2~'1=2~~!1!1~Q:l!' 
REF POWFP 
2."'9~27!5eO 01 
_III~E-A£~l___ _Ilif!_Y:Ll___ NET ~~ss 
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LA T (TUDE 
DI!;CONTI"'UiTY PCINT SU"".PY 
SW!NG3V - STARTING AT CLQ~F~T APPROACH 
SENlI-'l(IS 









LA "'POA OOT J( 
T~FTA nsc 
!'"LT PTH ANGLE 
swlTC'ioi !'" .... CT 
YP ~OT . 
Y onT 
L A"'AOA Of'lT V 






L A14BOA DOT ., 
Tt1FTA I 
NI)OE 















•• 0222'52:!D 02 
5 .e7~C;29' 10 05 
7.BI3398280-01 
1.00000000D 00 1.731~qA84D 00 4.1510~IA~O-01 -3.A0047JA20-01 1.6679066RD-02 ).1~4JJ9470 02 1.0307'~34D 00 
-4.C~436qIQO O~ -3.~·1770JqOD 03 -1.~95q747~~ 02 ?J~37Q~~JO OJ 9.RJ47274~"-01 ~.7P'6919c9n-02 1.1~~0~nln 00 
·7.17q71;13D O~ 7.Q3b~~1qPO 02 ).6J037343C O~ A.546~71130 OJ 1.02462~ORD 01 Q.~-OlqCoqO O~ !.80~q60070 03 
-6.64A9FIOOO-Ol ~.jOS~5AC70-n~ 7.462A~737D-ol ~.16~67~P'n-OI J.43q3~6310-~4 1.0131055~~ 00 1.1~1~65~qD 00 
-1.1527091210 03 
3.204646650 02 
-2.14475~41~ 01 -~.J27240410 00 1.1'geOJORO 01 -1.'127C~290 Q3 -J.t2~1~17J~ O? 2.e~21J~I?~ 01 1.A7~O-~160 0) 
3.0003~~16D-04. ~.7e.996S2D 01 e.7~6~~~60D 01 -1.~05771~60-01 1.271e~2~80 02 -1.7722737~O-OI -S.SAQQ26SJO 01 
C;WfTCH Tt'RUC;T nFF 
2.ea427778C 02 e.~oo~qoeoo-ol A.145~5~2~O 00 7.271S10R30-0J 4.A~65~1~~0 01 .~.Jq26A2'OO-01 7.~~e1796~O· Ot 3.034~10~~n 01 
1.022235230 0'2 -A.,.,7t;713170 o.~ -1.1,!!~6216"i0-nl -5.25077745D-0~ .... 2'527.,. ... 071"~'~ l.o;9'5~q6"'O-0' 0.0 t.J977'2~~O 00 
.. D __ .. :" _ - - - .. - - - - - - .. _.. (PLAIIi( roCfNlPIC Pllr.AIoIr 'rll~ tINAVAIL'I'l.r:J - - - - - - .... - - - .. - - - - - - .. - .. 
-7.S226267er-Ol 2.c~"'~37560 00 2.2f54377e~-02 -~.5~363426n-Ot ~.2~17~~~~o-01 9.IOQ971040-03 ~.oeI582120 00 6.41~9~"i~70~Ot 
4.81336ge30 02 -5.~R703712n 02 -1.404112560 02 -Q.AA6~726Rn 01 2.ll'7A~7cO 02 1.4~"'453~~O Ot 7.~0926A5'O 02 ~.'2t~~4000 02 
1.0422422QO 02 6.~3q67745D-Ol t.5!~25f~4D O~ 1.~5"~727C 02 -Q.~71026~70 00 5.12Dl~27~O 01 -1.0~5A1560n ot -5.~Aqq2~qqo 01 
JUPI TEP SPH!"AE (IF" ''''F"LliFNc:e (~F.LI()CE""TRfCJ THRuc;;r OFF 
6.044~342fO OZ 8.JOO~~0~0~-01 6.1455~~2~O ~o 7.2YI~10~~r.-Ol 4.~~~A7'lqn 01 R.,q~6A2JO~-Ol 7.3P'8'794~O 01 5.7~?~7JAO 01 
1.022235230 02 -8.~7~71317D 02 -t.t!54?1~~O-01 -5.2507774~O-02 -'.O~?OO~400 02 ~.14~064Q6n-02 0.0 I.JQ77t24qn 00 
1.04027~A40 07 -4;705058!70 07 3.7~9~~~Aeo o! -1.~Q1!02230 01 R.~~77~?QSO 03 -q.063~60QJO 01 A.~t~~3A700 07 8.7n~2~AOAO O~ 
-3.J25220~~D 00 3.7~~Oq~32D 00 ~.2C7~P0030-02 -3.Q~~72A02C-OI ~.~~Aq~'~lD-O? 5.~777p2·~n-03 5.01A~A9~on 00 3.q~~2"'0qOO-OI 
4.465COQ54D 00 2.704~50710 02 -2.Ae51~0110 01 -~.77672177D 01 l.A712 Q 4QQO 02 2.2q772202~ 01 2.7202~3tto 02 1.72-~205'O 02 
1.3150i8880 02 7.0B7 A 1966D-Ol 4.Z~I~103~ 01 4.2~1~47PA~ 01 -6.~0761A~10 00 A.OO~417~OO 01 -~.OP~40p~pn 00 -5.~6qq?~q90 01 
JUPITER !PHE~F nF (r~FLUF."'CE (PLANETOCF.NTRIC' THAU<;T' ~F 
6.04'.f362t'O 02 8.30.0~QO!lOD-Ol -1.7C;6cA42FD Of, 1.~61!7~5AOO OC) -~.A071"0070 Ot ~.tte321210 00 1.463712A20 02 1.5e776~7!0 02 
1.00]3864'40 02 -8.~7571]17n 02 -1.1S5421~50-01 -o;.:'~077745D-OZ -'5.0AClOOo;400 O? 6.14f:064960-02 0.0 I.AI010;00-''' In 
1.040276R40 07 -A.70505~~70 07 3.7:q6~~8EO os -1.5q~'0223~ 03 ~.5~77~29~D 03 -q.06~~AOql0 01 6.~1~~34700 07 ~.705254CftO O~ 
-3.3252205~0 00 3.75~0053?D 00 6.2C7~~001D-C2 -J.~~67lP02D-OI 2.~PAq~'?JD-02 5.~777e~~qO-03 ~.Ol~1~q50n O~ ~.q~62"~900-01 
4.4~SOOe54D 00 2.704~~071D 02 -2.~~51~011Q 01 -Q.o02te44Qn 01 '.5712~qt2n 02 2.?Rq57~~?n Ot 2.720~"3tlO 02 1.~2700A~00 O? 
1.3150288eo 02 7.087Pt96~n-Ol 1.6~'13q4~D 02 t.6"20Rt6~n 02 -4~fi0465769n 00 ~.Q05A17~OD 01 -".OPP40A5~D 00 -5.54qq26~90 01 
6.632854770 02 8.300~qOSOD-~1 -1.7~66842eO Of 
3.5P5726040 OJ -8.f.75711170 02 -1.1~~A2t65D-ol 
1.1e54~911D 06 -4.~~11~34~O 0' -7.5000~7JOO 04 
-3.7214~'720 00 3.7Q19780~O 00 6.767870960-02 
-J.3!422~670 02 7.061'15~eD O~ 7.3~64c~6ED 00 
IQ3A4e2A5~O 02 7.l9~051~!O-Ol 1.J76P2767D 02 
J 
SWITCH THRUST OPr! 
1.'f!1~5600 00 -4.732337430 01 
-~.?'~077745D-O~ -J.l'6A~A3AO"13 
-~.QJ~26~120 03 1.6?JI7?120 04 
-~.50Q76431n-Ol 2., 62A77150-01 
"1. 749057A~O '.'4 7.,71"f>09Q5D 0 1 
1.376e!274!oQO 02 -1.49611!t0t.50-02 














,. Me6 1139"0 04 
'5.~132q71f\D-OI 
I.QOlf'lQI90l) 04 
-5.!54~q26990 01 .. 
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l ..... ROA onT I( 
THf"TA o~c 




L"~'"D" nOT V 
P~I n,>c 
_IIlPI TER C:Ln~F:c;T. APPDnACH 
F.f'0~7;2PO 02 e.~00432€~0-01 -1.79847A410 O~ t.~ft~37~02D 00 5.R27~AqOOI)-lft 
~.~7~~2q2PO 04 -~.~7&3gCl~O 02 0.0 0.0 2.3551~'72D O~ 
~.~~1~~721D 05 5.57~~S77~0 C~ -4.0CQC1~541) 04 -1.7P~~72~QC 04 1.14~~7~ •• n 04 
-~.711349520 00 3.7Q4G12140 O~ 6.a027Q29~-02 -9.1P~10321C-OI 9.7104~a050-02 





























9. 2&1!2 05""1)-01 
-8.~~:C2~~4C 02 S.4~Q~Q574D 02 5.0803061-0~' -3.747~~~7~n OA -~.~'~40S7RD 04 
I.J4~1~1230 O~ 7.!2!2~3!11)-Ct 9.02623~4!O 01 Q.C2~21G4ln 01 1.~loR~~~7D-02 
6.II111J22F1AO 00 




1 ... 7f>0f-0'HO O:? 
t.Olf4~0~~0 03 ".q3132~7~0 o. 
?~64~~~0~0 00 -5.54qA07~~D 01 
JUPtTFP CLn~FC;T ~pPDn"CH T-Pl.IJC; TH~U5T ON 
~.~4UC7~2~0 02 R.3004~26.n-Ol -1.7~A47f410 O~ 1.~~p17502C 00 5.A27~A~OO~-16 ~.tlA'~2qRn 00 t.&f371~"&O ~2 2.9J7575910 02 
-~.~71"07~90 04 ~.~75~9011D C~ 0.0 0.0 Z.~~~1~1720 07 5.4675?26 RD-02 ~.'5111j19~0~10-05 
).~~1~J7270 O~ 5.57~~P77JD O~ -4.009Cl0S ao 04 -1.7P~~72~9r 04 1.14~~7'5440 04 1.0'52247740 O~ ".f2514~lID 05 
-l.~3114~520 00 3.704 0 12140 00 6.A02702qcn-02 -Q.l~~JO~?7r-OJ Q.7704DAO~n-0? ".'~1037Q~D-O' ~.32?4~1IIj200 00 
Q.r.7202Q240 02 -5.4~HE9574D C2 -5.08030Fl~0 01 3.7"7~~~7~D 04 IIIj.Rl~44577~ 04 -4.23A~?4~~n 03 '.01f"50~IIIjO 03 
1.34516123D 02 7.32:293310-01 8.97~760~7D 01 P.Q717fC<;7D 01 -1.510D~~~7n-07 3.~393q0310 01 -?8~4~P50f-'" 00 
SWITC'" T,..RUC;T r)FF 
6 ..... <1(0"3;::0 02 
7. p J~ O~.~9~ O:!! 
-0.o57t'2Q770 05 
~.2Q~~'2.90-01 -1.nC03~41~D O~ 1.1~7g74'?r 00 4.n~~A?q43n 01 ~.lle,?O~'O 00 1 •• 637124,n 02 
e.67?105C21) 02 -1.~2131145n-ol -~.~o;2~Al~~~-O? l.t16~~",qO-t2 
8.S79~IR3~O O~ 5.3172eE3~0 O. -t.~171~'~On 04 -1.p~54'ICqD O~ 
~ .4~1 O"'IQ?"-O? 
1 .2~"7"~"'''I0 In 
2.q"·21~"on..,0& 
, .11~4 27~f'n 06 
-1.7450<;3510 00 
7."'E''5~Q~OS3C 02 
1 .:~46:!eS24n 02 
~.7Q~6493RO 00 6.~7741Q54n-02 -~.~01J4Q5QD-Ol -2.o~87~~77r-~1 . 4.A.~se"1730-n? ~.130~l.q~n 00 
1.~P4~FI10D 01 -S.8750PI37D 01 -1.1214"'~~2n 04 1.171~10q40 04 6.~Q~2n40QO 02 7.~0944t7~1l O~ 
7.3Q?46175D-Ol 1.38115~310 02 1.~~115F.l~n 02 -2.~095P'~QD-0~ 1.1""022~~O 00 -4.~I.465A~~ 00 
. "lIPtTf"P i;P~FRF nF 1"'F'LIIF~Ir.F (PLAM'TOCENTPICI 
7.~~7~2D44n 02 8.2q~e424QO-01 -1.POO!641~O 06 1.3~7974~QD 00 ~.R0721~49r 01 
""".!'9"t'0"'1S6n 01 8.E7710~C2n 02 -1.221:"1"1450-01 -S.'5S?Q~15F,[I-02 -2.09!,,0;;~·';?"'D 02 
-~.I~I~03E~O 07 -1.032~782P.O 07 3.746~OC4CO O~ -p.4~0020740 03 -2.14P7~517D OJ 
-".'l~('l4750CO 00 3.413C1'0141J 00 1.0:1600'500-01 -5.731t:A;?<;..,r.-01 -3.P42070ROO-OI 
5.'77457~p.n 02 1.eS3097S10 02 -J.tHjO;::<;21~0 01 t.117~0<;F>ln 02 6.'<47<;45Q'30 01 
1.Al~41f770 02 1.05104493~ 00 1.71_11S210 02 1.731357J70 02 5.74Aq~2010-01 
"'. tl P3200f-1') 00 
5.0""'155300-02 




JUPITER SPHtRE nF I.lIIrLUFNt:E (HFL I OCF'NTR I C 1 
7.2~7p2"'440 02 a.299A424GO-01 -8.~C4747IfO 00 1.~S2710760 00 I.RI43~3fi40 01 
-1.021~35020 02 e.~77106020 02 -1.221311450-01 -5.5~~9~15ftO-02 -~.OQ~<;35?~0 02 
-4.f~1~036PD 07 -1.032e7"'ZPO 07 3.7.6~0040D 06 -~.4000?oj4n OJ -2.14A7~5370 03 
-4.1ti0475000 00 3.411930140 00 1.016002500-01 -~.73'E8Z5~r-OI -'."42070RO~-01 
'.377457880 02 i.fS30G7S10 C? -J.~~02~21~O 01 1.4~1127:4[\ O~ 7.32~R~~?ID 01 

























I. 5"~1'I 2061 [\ 01 
1.&0911!11'1!'i?80 10 
1."21A07'510 0& 





1."OQ~652"'O 1 0 
'!I.1\9".,70,,1I;0 03 
6. ~O~~ "'99~D-Ol 
1 .4 QOI'l AA '5~0 02 




., ..... C;~970".IIjD 0 .. 




































o;IlIM.RV - !'TA~TJNC; AT c,-nSF"T APP!lOACH CASE 2 
MASS ~ATlo 5EIIII-UIS ECCEN'TRICITV FLT PTH ANGLE INCLINATION ,",OOf 
LAMAOAIIIII LAIII~DA A LA~RnA C SWI TCH FNCT POWEP FACTOR THRUST ACCEL 
VP lP lCP onT VP onT 7P nOT RIO 
Y Z )( DOT ., OfJT 7 DOT R 
LA'-ADA Y LAI\oII eo A "- LA·MOOA onT x LA"'AOA DDT Y L "IIIAOA DOT 1 LAMSDA 
LAT (TilDE PHI THETA fiSC PSf osc THtTA I PSI I 
C;WI1CH T .. RUST ON 
e.2~ge424qD-Ol -8.6047471~0 00 1.~~271076C 00 2.325214P?O 01 2.5.9~~.4CO no 1.176140190 02 
8.677106020 O~ -1.2213134~0-01 -5.55~~Rl~~D-0? 5.~q4141P~0-1' 4.530~6))3D-02 0.0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - (PL"N"TllCFNTRIC PAR/luFTfQC; II~JAV"Il_AP.LF' - - ______ - _____ _ 
2.~114591CD 00 1.3~~827620-01 -5.4rs2t97s0-01 -4.06133~860-01 2.9725~4Q90-0Z ~.846216~2D po 
2.7754~OCln 02 -4.77Z~?5130 01 i.~1567~70n 02 6.714??1?70 01 -6.R.9774Z7QO 00 7.80944.7~O 02 
1.~7105021r. no 1.2~2711~AO 02 1.2r.?77q2~D O? -Q.7170~003n-Ol ?,.OR~p411?n 01 -3.~0.00?'~oo 00 







HA 141 L TCNI AN" 





T .. RUST ON 
-9.0Q7"72.46;>0-01 -1.1 04 '!!~ Z4 70 0 I 1.41"-41!340Qr 00 4.">"17144"1"1) 01. 2.!>3~8Q"QAO 0" 1.17"64~41D 02 6.q9~e37.2D 01 
9. 0~q7e'7f.:3D O~ -2.~~'" 121 020 o? -1.Q4"'lOQOOOr 01 1.711',<102121' 0' 1 .7~""6P4721)-0? 
1. ffl7,;Pl70D 07 -2.52475~AI0 O~ -t.lC4~~~~6~ 04 -'.10~t~A9~n OJ 5.:WO~216R10 02 
-Q.130740""~~ 00 -1.1542~O710 00 3. f\ 2860 0251)-0 1 -1.45<;719220-01 










2.4200337<;0 03 7.4!:71159=O C2 -1.179519«;10 O? ~.1<-'603t 13n Ci2 4.1<)"?"'l/)"I"IC 01 -~.4Q"a4Q3.0 (10 




































CASE 2 (COIWERCEC) C:A~F SUIIIIIIARY 3'I!5'71 
S.IN~HY - ~TAQTlN~ AT CL~~~~r APpqrAcH 
LAUNCH ~WINr.AY TAil t;I=T 
F."APTH .fllPI TFD C;ATIJRN 























































~XHAUST S"FEO EFFICIENCY 
(U'SEC' 
27.67.QA~~ O.~0!502t 
LAU~CH cnNDITlnNS CPL.NFTOC~NTQIC. 






~.INc.nY CONCITln~~ (PlAN~lnrENTD'C' 
FLT PATIi INCLINATION ~IO"E 
, DEt;) « ["rCi) ( 00;:(;) 
0.0 ".ll1n 14F, .·i712 
~PQIVAL CON~ITI~~~ (~.NETnCF.:"'TPI C) 
FLT DAT4 INCL f"lATrnN NI"JOF 
(OF.r., (OEG' ( CEro) 
0.0 2'.3(,',4 17'" .739 1 




























EXIT ~"'~ SPH 
723.7928· 








( RA 0 II' 
3e.oooo 




























1'1 c ~; 
The second job contains a series of three oases which illustrate the use of the 
SWINGBY program for standard, single-leg missions. The mission is idential to that 
of the first job described earlier except the spacecraft proceeds from Earth directly 
to Saturn without an intermediate encounter of Jupiter. The series of three cases are 
intended to show how one can make use of a solution from the two-body, heliocentric 
program HILTOP to assist in obtaining a segmented two-body solution with SWINGBY. 
The first case invokes the HILTOP emulation mode (MULAT=l), which generates 
a converged trajectory identical to one generated by the HILTOP program. This is 
accom.plished by loading into SWINGBY the independent parameters from a converged 
case from HILTOP after scaling all 7 of the initial adjoin.t variables from HILTOP 
by the factor 
where Af) is the final value of the mass ratio multiplier from HILTOP and all other 
parametels are as defined in Part I of this report. Because of slightly different 
conversion constants in the two programs it will generally be necessary to allow the 
SWINGBY program to iterate a few times to satisfy all end conditions to the desired 
tolerances. An option is employed (LOC=l) which computes estimates of the launch 
speed, longitude of ascending node and argument of periapse of an hyperbolic trajectory 
consistent with the launch excess velOCity. These quantities are required for the boundary 
value problem of case 2. 
The second case progresses from case 1 by expliCitly including the Earth sphere 
of influence phase which is achieved by setting MULAT equal to zero and ISPHER equal 
to one. To the initial value of each of the adjoint variables from the converged case 1 is 
added the product of its time derivative at the initial time and an estimate of the time 
within the sphere of influence. These adjusted values then become estimates of the 
adjoint variables at exit from Earth's sphere of influence in case 2. The LOC=l feature 
employed in case 1 makes all the necessary adjustments in the independent parameters 
associated with the launch conditions and the initial adjoint variables. The target con-
ditions for this second case are identical to those of the emulation mode. This is 
achieved by setting IMPACT=1. This, in essence, is equivalent to assuming the radius 
of the target planet sphere of influence is zero. 
The third case is identical to the second except the sphere of influence of Saturn 
is finally taken into account.. This is accomplished by setting IMPACT=O. Also to 
account for the time within the sphere of influence, the estimated time of entry into 
Saturn's sphere of influence is input about 80 days prior to the final time of case 2. 
The input data set required for the three cases follows below. 
The computer output for the three cases that results with NPRINT set to 3 
follows the input data set. The first case, operating in the emulation mode, is seen 
to converge after 2 partial derivative matrix evaluations and 5 additional trajectories. 





--.------------------------~~ -- . ~ ,... 
The CPU time required to achieve the converged trajectory was 15 seconds. Case 2, 
which accounts only for Earth's sphere of int1.uence, required 5 partial derivative 
matrix evaluations plus 12 additional trajectories for convergence while consuming 
40 seconds of CPU time. The third case, accounting for both Earth's and Saturn's 
spheres of influence, required 4 partial derivative matrix evaluations plus 10 additional 
trajectories and used 31 seconds of CPU time. 




NAMELIST INPUT DATA FOR SINGLE LEG TRAJECTORY CASES 



















BY(I, 7)=1.DO,-I.D-8,I.D-8,2*1.DO,B~(I, 8)=1.00,-1.0-8,1.0-8,2*1.00 
BY(1, 9)=1.00,-I.C-8,I.D-8,2*1.DO,BY(1,10)=I.DO,-1.0-8,I.D-8,2*1.00 








D8ETAH= .156 250-1, EKR= .1111111111DO, t--1YEAR= 19 77, MO!-: l: :mO 8, t·10A,Y=O 9 
JR=1,JPS=I,JT=1,JC=I,MOPT2=3,MULAT=1,iPICK(3)=1,I,LOC=I,FRWO=T 
HDt!G =' EARTH-SATURN r:lISSION, Er~ULATiOn i-100f', ISATE=71,D3,15 
~'(END 
&nli'l PUT 
I SPHER=1,t1ULI\T=O, BX (1,5) =1. DO, BX (1,6) =1. DO, BY (1,21) =0. De 
BY(I,29)=1.DO,BY(1,31)=1.00,BY(I,32)=1.00 




HONG=' EARTH-SATURN MISSION, SEGMENTED 2-BOOY , 
&END 
































































































3/15/71 EA~T~-SATUPN MISSION. E~U~ATICN ~ODE CPU - 1/0 TIMES REMAINING (SfC' 9. 
6563 • .'!HOOOOOC,COO 
56e".21S40000GOOO 










• c .9999C;cj9~99CjlC;9999D-03. 1000.000000000000 
• c.c • O~O 
• c.o • c.o 
~.QY9~;~9~q99Y9~990-0.. 20.00000000000000 
• 0.9~99999Y~99C;9~Q9C-O.. 20.00000000000000 
• C.lCCOOOOCOOOCOCOOD-06. O.10000COOOOOOOOOOO 
• O.9Y9999QY~~9999gec-0~. 10.00COOOOOOOOOOO 
• 0.0 • 0.0 
• O.~YCjl9iCjl9Y999999geo-05. 10.00000000000000 




00. 1.00000~000oooooo • 
• 0.10000000000000000 00. 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.10000000000000000 000 
.0.0 .0.0 .0.0 .0.0. • 
7507.0~18e9799999 • C.9~9~9Cjl~~999C;Cjl999t-OJ. 1000.000000000000 • 0.9999999999999~990-0 •• 
• 0.464795481-0999990-03. O.IOOOOO~OOCOO(lOOOC-09. '0.50000000000000000-0". l~OOOOOOOOO.oooOO • 


















































• 0.0 • c.O 
• 0.0 • 0.0 
• 0.6 • 0.0 
• (I.c;aQ0 999'l99999<l998D-0!!. 1000.000000000000 
• C.~9Q99999999Q~9980-0~. 1000.00"000000000 


















• 0.0 0.0 





































• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
• 0'0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 .~0.ICOOQQOOOOOOOCOOO-07. O~IOOCOOOQOOOCOOOOC-07. I~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
.-0.IOOOOOOryOCOOQOOOO-C7. o.lCOOOOOOOOOCOCOOD-07. 1.000000000000000 
.-0.10000000000000030-07. 0.looooooeoooooOOOC-01. 1.000000000000COO 
.-0.10000000000000000-07. O.IOOOOOr.0000000000-01. 1.000000000000000 
.-0.10000000000000000-01. O.1000tioocoooCOOOOO-01. 1.000000000000000 
.-O.1000000000000COOO-01. 0.10000000~OOOOOOOD-01. I.OOOOooOCC~~OgOO 





















• O.IOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOO 00. 
• 0.99999999999999990-02. 
0.0 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• ~.O • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
. .- 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 . • 
• ~.G • 
.' 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• ~.o • 
• 0.0 .8Y. 
• ,0.0 • 
• 0.0 
• 0.0 • 
• 1).0 ' • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• I~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO • 
• 1.000000000000000 • 
• 1.000000000000000 • 
• 1.000000000000000 , 
,1.000000000000000 • 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SETUP FOf: CASE 1 31'15'71 
EAPTH-SATU~~ ~ISSION. E"'ULATICN MODE 
INOf.PE~CENT PAP.AuF.TERS 
NAfE VALUE DELTA MAX STEP WFIGHT 
PASSYELO 5.~94215400~OOOOOC C3 1 .C 0 COO COO 0 Co- 0 3 1 •. 0000000)000 03 t .OOOOQOOOOOO-04 
PASSTI ME 3.963B~067C600COOO 01 I.OOOOC(jI)OOOD-O'5 1.0000000JOOO 01 1.00000000000-01 
TARGTI ME 1.43963F.55~7'OOOCC 03 1.00:)00000000-05 I.QOOOOOOOOoO 0. 1.90000000000-01 
TAI?t; VOO 7.5070~18e97Q9999C 03 1.001)(:00OOOCo-03 1.000000COOOO 03 1.00000000000-0. 
THP ·"CCL 4.~47954~140999Q9C-04 1.ooo"n(l~OOCO-I0 5 .OCOOOOOOOO!>-05 1.00'.)000000(11} 10 
JETSPEEO 2.74172406060COOOO 04 1.0'0:lOCOJOCI)-~2 1.001l0COOOOOO OJ 1.00000000000-04' 
LE;:;~ PI -2.9495~41000~~~00C 02 1.0'1·)CO('·"0000-05 l.eOOoOoOCOOo 03 1.00000000000-0. 
LEG2 P2 •• 054~758COCOOOOOC OJ 1 .OOOOO(,OO~OI)-O'5 1.00000000000 03 1.00000Ct'0000-OJ 
LF.-G2 P3 -8.6560;01000COOOOO 01 1 .00 I') 0(1 OC{, 0 Cll- C 5 1.00000000',)00 OJ 1.10000000000-02 
LEG2 POI -~.7~J95770000COOOO 03 1.0t:'0C'OCOCCC:o-OS 1.00000000000 03 1. 'j\100COOOOOo- 04 
LEG:! P02 8.Z98JO~9000000000 02 1.000000";)000-(,5 '1.00(01)000000 OJ 1.1'J,~OOOO(lI)OOO-04 
LE;G2 P03 3.48J9C91000000000 02 1.00000e'00Co-05 1.00000000000 01 1.00000000000-01 
LEG'2 PMA 7.718362200000000C 02 1 .0~00OCOC:OCO-05 1.00000000700 03 1 .. ()OOOOOO 0000-02 
CEPENOENT P4~ANETERS 
NA~E TIHG Lew HIGIo4 WEIGHT TYPE 
DELTA XT 1 -1.000CCOCOOCO-08 1.000~00OOOOO-C8 1.00000000000 00 1 
OELTA YT 1 -1.OOCOOOCOOCC-OB I.oooooooo~oc-ce 1.00000000000 00 • r.rL TA IT 1 -1.00000000000-08 l.aorC)00~~OC-C8 1.000000COOOO 00 I 
Or:LT XOT 1 -1.ceo~cooOOCr.-08 1. () 0 000 ~OOOOO- C8 1.00000000000 00 1 
DEL T YOT I -1.OO~00OCOOOC-C6 I. OOC(,COOC ::00- C8 1.00000000000 00 1 
OfLT ZI,T I -1.COOOCOOOOCIl-08 I.OCCCC10COOC-Cd 1.00000000000 00 I 
T.~G/04ASS. 2 -1.0000OCOOO~C-08 1.'lOCOOOOOOOO-C8 I.OCOOOoooOOO 00 1 
LEG2T1 '-11: 1 ·1.399~9Q9990C 03 1 •• 0')COOOC10C 03 1.00('000001)00 0:) 1 
T( TG Of) 1 -l.COOCCOQCOCO-n7 1.00 CIlO oocooe,:, 07 1.0000COOOOOO 00 1 
TCLNVOO" 1 
-1.cooeooo'000-04 1.0 IJ co('o ocooc-C" 1.000·00000000 00 • T(TG\lOC) ! -1.00000COOO{,0-04 1.0000C ODoecc-o. 1.00000000000 00 I 
TCTttRAC) 1 -1.000000000CO-04 t.OOQOOOQCOor-04 a.oocOOO~OOOO 00 1 
TIJETVL) 1 -1.00000000000-06 1.00 ~OC C 00{,00-06 1.00000000000 00 I 
THE; ABOVE INDICATED CEPEII.DENT A,",O INCtoPENDENT PAqA"'ETCAS NAY 8£ ALTERF.D INTERNALLY TO 
AUTOMATICALLY SATISFY TRANSVERS_LITY CONOITIONS AT THF SWINr;ay CLOSEST APPROACH POiNT. 
THEIR TRIGG'="S APC SET TC ZERO. SEE HOXCO Il\JANTITIES 'ON TRAJECTORY SU,.. .... A""Y PAGE FOR 
DISPLAY OF ACTUAL DEPENDENT ANC INDEPENDENT PARA~ET~~S 
NA~E APPLIES TO TRIGGER SETTING OF I 
THIS CASE IS CCNVER~·ED. 
5 T~AJeCTORI~S _ITHOUT PARTIALS Aha 2 TRAJECTORIES WIT~ PARTIALS. INHI8ITOR. O.4S.74735D-12 














E.~T~-SATU~N ~ISslnN. EMUL~TICN MODE 
INoer.ENDENT FAR.~ETER~ 
PASS CUT ...e!~S-S£~Q... __ . PASS GA..,"'A p~!"s INCL 
2.85000eOD 01 
PASS hiJOE 






-I~~~_Il~ __ _ 
. 1-!.&~12kJ~~11 
LAUN Voo 













_,"~2_=.!___ -,",,~~_el21.._ _1.J;iSil-~Q~___ ..L~~~-E~J_____ _I.LSiL!:~!S.S-_ LE:G2 PT IME 
I ::,g..t.2:~'!U~.Q11 I ~.&!2.JZ4~jUU.1 1-':.&~2Jlr§~!Q_Q~ I 1-l.d~~~l~>2_Q~ I 1_1AlllUsl~lL~ I 0 .0 
DEPENDE~T PARA~ETE~S (~EFERFNCFO TO ZERO) 
DEL fA xL 
0.0 






, ~"'-l~.,Z1----,I~~LI!_!QI-~TIII-Q~LI!_XQI __ -~I'-U~~!!-'~*----:!,1H~_!~:U . .!i.&::ZU~>!2"~ -!u~l~~ZQ=l_ ::j..!.~~i:~ia.~:l~ I 












-,"E~~Il~~____ T(LAUN O.TE' 
I :J..!.:'!Q.li&a.l2=u I a .0 
_!l!~£~_~Ifl_ _Iil.!~~_X~Ql__ _liI~~~_~~~1-
'-l~~~~24!Q:.ZI 1:!~~~~~~Q:t~II~A~Z1~~~Q:22' 
~I1I~a_!ttl ___ ,,-Il~~I_~~~1 ___ , 
I :4~"';1~2.I2:~ :J...&~~~~2::~ 
TeSlie M"'S'S~ 
C .0 




n!)Wl1 o 1ST) 
o .c 
OISCOhTINUITY PotNTS 








Ar; R IVF 
14IJO.'JO'J 
T( SilO VEL» 
0.0 
SPACFCRAFT PARAWETEAS 
T( 5wn "ole, 
0.0 
NET S,C ~ASS iNI TI AL t.4ASS PROP SYSTE'" PRI)Pf,LL .... T lQETRO SYSTEM S.O 'SCI PKG 




PASS MASS -E~~-Il!£-__ 





..L~SiLe1-__ -A.~~.~~~ 1~~ZI2Q~II-lA2~tS02Ig Q~I 










































CISCOP,TIMtITY P,'INT SU"''''ARY CASE 1 3"5/71 
EAPTH-SATtJRI'Io "'ISS loJN. r:~'UL"TICN MODE 
TI'4E MASS QATIO SEMI-AXIS ECCEflT 1'<1 C lTY FLT PTH "NGLE ( NeLl NA TI Qt' NODE ARG POS 
LA"'eOA T LA!o!BDA NU LA'4UoA A LAMHDA C SwITCH FNCi' POWER FACTOR THRUST ACCEL ANGULAR foilON XP YP 2P XI' COT YP COT 2P O'lT RP VP 
X Y 1 X Dr'lT Y COT ZOOT R Y LA~eoA X LAOotBOA Y LAMBDA 1 LA~~HI)A O)T X LA"'FlDA COT Y' LAUBOA DOT Z LAMBDA LAMOOA DOT 
LJNGIlUDE LATITUDE PHI THETA OSC PSI OSC THETA I PSI I HA"ILTONIAN 
F.ARTH LAUNCH. T-PLUS TH~UST 0 .... 
o.~ 1.000000000 00 1.7017e~600 00 4.111140220-01 -2.22~149~70 00 1.9668177~-Oi 
0.0 7.717798360 02 0.0 0.0 3.2~768~740 03 9.9J96~996D-Ol 1. 7!5! !!~! ~20 02 1.81)0000000· 02 7.864789470-02 1.189184420 00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (PLANETOC~~TRIC PARA"'ETFRS UNAVAILA~LEJ - - - - - -
- - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - -1.OCIC~2geo 00 -8.57~051340-02 0.0 5.51q7.~930-02 1.1A3151C60 CO -4.062824100-03 
-2.94e4Z795D 02 4.05~5C2140 03 -8.63~3~478C 01 -2.793724~10 03 8.29~7R039n 02 3.4e3~38930 02 
3.5~10417'0 C2 0.0 9.905297790 01 9.905444070 01 -1.025631280 00 9.415921930 01 
SWITCH THqU~T OFF 
4.3788421eo 02 7.745506940-01 7.466055990 00 8.J338552eo-Ol 5.~71156600 01 2.923622G~ 00 






- - - - - ("LANETCCENTRIC PARAHETEFS UNAVAILA~LE) - - - __________ _ 
-4.130S4~43D 00 1.536403470 00 
-1.~c18~f839 01 -3.529293010 02 
1.5~5Se~~$D C2 1.221~14J70 00 
9.60006515C-02 -5.40~'02~OD-Ol -1.64C646740-01 ?'.54650971o-0~ 4.40841:300 00 
5.70691108C 02 2.3J312313D 02 -8.e9478~4RO 01 -2.40J736JOO 01 1.393989230 03 
4.21108138C 01 ].7C7124~C~ 01 2.\59151540 01 1.639089JdO 02 Z.416678~20 01 
C;''iITCII T"-C'!I r T O>j 
1.070!42280 0] 7.745506940-01 7.~660~5990 00 ~.33~~5S28n-Ol 5.f2~2~~~5D 01 2.9i~~22·~O GO 
O.~ 1.6!6642520 03 -6.5244A962C OJ -J.oe648J190 ~2 -2.841170~40-13 2.261912U6~-02 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (PLANETGCrNT~IC PAQA"FT[~S UNAVAILAIJLFI - - - __ _ 
-8.1904839]0 00 -6.1 73S5C160-01 3.184835jQC-Ql -2.~99670920-01 -2.037'~236~-01 1.6746~91.0-02 
9.~~7;19€40 O~ -q.7~1~97980 02 1.54827055C 02 2.0~~541H~O 02 -4.21~07~P50 01 -4.4371~A61~ ot 
1.8431Cl~eD C2 2.2Z05C747D 00 i.30J83035D 02 1.]Qb~8~1~0 02 6.~;140~30D 00 4.46l671~OD 01 
SATURN SPH~RE OF INFLU[NCE (IfF:L IOCE NT IH C I 
1.4cocooaoo 03 7.6!:'3224870-01 7.3SJ44t\13D 00 f!.146725110-01 5.25t'~01!9o 01 2.991432410 00 
0.0 1.6P:57331D 03 -6.595332540 OJ -3.?1179]7JO 02 1.10376002003 1.63<;18764'50-02 
-2.11E~121CD-C4 -1.9~lAl~9JO-OJ E.~253b150C-C. -6.6~O24!7~~ 03 3.~2!96~010 OJ J .(,58062480 02 
-9.4l6C2167D 00 -1.7f717~.370 00 4.0643408eD-01 -1.~J40q~~60-01 
-2.00tl854t;-OO-OI 1.41]346~40-0Z 
2. ~O£:O ~c feD 03 -1.176022~50 03 -1.01996300C 02 2.273BeC52o 02 -~~e9C222170 01 -4.607~009AO 01 
1.9CflSfCgO 02 2.426729430 00 1.41374915C 02 1.414007~7o 02 -1.~J7660a60 00 2.804006320 01 





- - - -- "- - -
'''-219891?2o 00 
1 .3939Q92'1' OJ 
6.376P62 l70 00 


















































CASE 1 (CONVERGEC' CAS£ St."'IIrAFlY 3"5'71 
EARTto-SATUI<N "ISS lor ... E""ULATICN "'ODE 
l.AUNC,", TARGET 
EAf;TH SATURN 
LAUNCH VEt-ICLF IS TITA~ III x(1205"CENTAUR 
MASS BPEAKOOWN(KGJ 















































EXHAUST SPEED EFFICIENCY 
(M'SEC' 
27417.0833 0.604542 
LAUNCt1 Cllf,iDITIONS (nLANETOCFNTRIC. 
FLT PATI!- (NeL I ,,"T 10 ... NODE 
(DeG, ( Co:r.t (OCt;, 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
APPIVAL cnhOITION~ (PLANETOCENTRIC. 
FLT PATH INCL • "'AT 10 ... NOOE 
(DEG' (£lEG' (DEG) 
~.O O.C 0.0 







LAIJNCt! LAUNCH SPI1FJOE TARG[T SI"'t-FWE APR I VE 
o. 0.0 140l').00CO 1400.0000 
CA~TU~E o~nlT ANe ~ET~O STAGE 
RAP VOkS INC VEL S;>EC IMP INERT 
(RADII. ( "'/sec, (""SFC) (SEC. (KG. 
3.8.0000 25C 20.6877 1725.1102 300.00' 70.27 
































,:1"'.,,, ,  
i " 











































































";'"'"<.z' ,::":':'-,~' "'--.-: 
J 
3/1!'/71 EARTH-C;ATIlRN MISSlml. '''PACT:l EN!> CrJND. CPU - 1/0 TIMES pe~AINrNG (SECt 84 
6563.3~4999999999 • 0.9?~9~9~999n99~990-02. 20000.00000000000 • 0.9999999 Q 99999999O-12. 









• 0.0 • 0.0 
• 0.0 • 0.0 
• C.<;Q<;'·]99CC;99~CClr,99C-C4. 20.00COJCOOOOOOOO 
• 0.~99Q9Q9991~Q9Q99C-0.. 20.00000000000000 
• 0.1000CCJOOOQC~~~~~-06. 0.10000000000000000 
• O.99Q99qQ~~ -~~99gec-oe. 10.00000000000000 
• o~~ • 0.0 








• 0.10000000000000000 00. 
• 0.0 
0.10000000000000000 00. 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
75 06. c; 0C;4590;::;.?:::' , • 0.Qq99C;C;QC;99999999C-0~. 10CC.000COOCOOOOO • 0.9999999999?999990-0 •• 
• O. 4 646()~ ;:;:...;~·;; .. 2'21:'99C-03. C.l COO ooe CC COCCO Oon-OQ. 0.50,)0001) 0000 000 0 00-04. 10000000000.00000-
























































• 0.0 • 0.0 
• 0.9Q9Q9~QC;QQ~9qY9B~-05. lCOO.OOOOCOOOOOOO 































































• 0.0 • ~.O • 0.0 
.-0.1000COOooooconOOC-07. 0.ICOOOOCOCOOCOCOOC-07. 1.000000000000000 
.-O.1000CQOOCOOOOCOCC-07. 0.10000COoooocorOOO-C7. 1.0000'0000000000 





.-O.1000olCOCOO~00000D-C7, C.l0000COcooOCOOCOC-07. 1.000000000000000 
• n.n • r_n "_n 
• 0.0 



























































































~ r ' 
~, 
i'; ~ .. 





































O ., .~ 
0.) 





0 .. ) 
0.0 




.-0.1000000000000000C-07. ~.lCCOOOOO?'OOOCOOC-C7. 1.000~OOOOOOOOOOO 
• 0.0 • O.~ • 0.0 
• C.O • C ~C • 0.0 
• 0.0 • 0.0 
1399~99~~99000000 • ".0 1400.QOOC~100)000 • 1.000000000000000 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
.-0.1000COOCOOOOOQOOO-06. O.1~CCOCOCOOOCOQOOC-06. 1.000000000000000 
.-0.99999999999999990-04. C.99i~99~q~?9;)~9~C-04. 
.-0.99999999999999990-04. 0.999~~G~9q9~9~q99C-O •• 
t.oooaoocoooOOooo 
1.000~GOOOOOOCOQO 
• 0.0 • (\.0 • o~c 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • o.C 
.-0.9~99999999999999C-C4. r.Qo9Q999~99999999C-O.. 1.000000000000000 
.-O.99999~999999~999D-Ob. C.99999~~999~q9~~9C-C~. 1.000JOocoonooooo 
• 0.0 • c.O • 0.0 
• 0.0 • o~o • 0.0 




.-0.99999999999999990-04. C.999~99~~Q9999999C-O •• 





























• 0.0 • C.o 
• 0.0 • c.o 
• 0.0 • C.O 
• 0.0 • c.o 
.08~TAH= C.156250000CCCOOOOO-OI.CBETAo~ 

















































































































o.e • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 
0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 .P""lz 1.000000000000000 .RPMI-
o.n .FOPOI= 0.0 .F~= 2.0000COOOOGOOOOO .ENN= 1.000000000~00000 .BI= 
1.CJCOaooocooo~oo .01= 2000C.000000000CO .EI= 0.0 .CALPHA: 30.00000000000000 .eKS-
o.~ .EKT= O.29q99999999~q~~90-01.DFL"X= 0.0 .FKX= C.O· .EKRz 
0.1111111111000000 .~PIRETz 301).000000COOOOJC .~Tt= 2.000(\00000000000 .RVA", 38.00000000000000 .DlP= 
O.7f12S00000nCOOCOD-O!.OlH= 0.1250(\001)000000(\0 .tPF14= I.~UPCAT= 1.N~ET2 t3. .13. o. 
O. O."'IPHINT= O.~PF1INT= J.~OPTl= 3.MOPT2s 3.MOPT3- 6.INPFLG-
C. o. o. o. O. o. o. o. O. o. 
C. o. o. o. C.MYEAR= 1~77.~ONTH= 8.NOAYz 9.HOUR-
12.COCCOOOOOOOOOO .NOOUST= 10.~50LAN= O.M~~D= O.~EFFICs O.~R8 I~JPS- I, 
• 
o. 
JT= I.JC: C.MnOE= 1.IPICK= O. O. t. 1. O. O.FA.O-T. 
IP~11~ C.IPP.12= O.ITDP= O.L~NG= O.KPAkT: 0.I~PACT2 1.MULAT- O. 
ISPHE~~ 1.ITF: 5.AUKM= 1.959~00C.OOOOCOO .GPA~2 9.d066~0000000ooo .FR: 6J78.16~000000000· • "PUNCH-
2.IDAT£= 71. 3. 1~. O. O. O.HONGs O.KOUNT: 
-794Cl~.23e4205224 
1 


















































::;i:TuP FO~ CASE 2 3/151'71 
EARTH-SATIJI:~ t.lISC:ICN, I~PACT=1 f~O CO~O. 
I~D[PENCE~T PAqAUETEPS 
NA/IIE VALUE DELT4 "CAl( "TI:P WEIGHT 
PASSVELO 1.Z4C05E422547545C C4 I.G·)"r.I)CJOOOO-03 I.COCOOOOOOOO 03 I .'liJOCC~O{\OOo-O. PASSNLJOE 2.2589259441083200 02 I.C.:I:)0,)COOOOO-04 2.000000000CO 01 1.0,)000000000 00 
PASSARGP 2.614624~543410JJC 02 I.C"OCOCJ'''::1J-1)4 2.0COOC000CCO 01 1.00000000'0(10 00 
PASSn "'E 3.963690177314745C Cl 1."'COO(lC')I)OCO-OS 1.000QOO~CI)00 01 I.OOOOOOOOOOD-Ol 
TAPGTI t.l1O 1.439636QC1778147C OJ I.J~OOOC,)OOr.O-OS I.COOOOCCOOOO 01 1.00000000000-01 
TARG VOO 7.5069~94590J52610 O~ I.OCOO:)CQ')con-o) 1.000I)O~OOOOO 03 1.1)00('('000000-04 THR ACCL 4.64~OA32573228~qC-04 I.O"lOC'Jo')orO')-IO ~.QC~"I),)OOO'lD-O!,) 1.001)00000000 10 
JETSPEEO 2.74170933J466695C 04 1.000C')0:),,,00fl-02 1.00000000000 ~3 1.000~OCOOOOO-04 LE'i2 PI 
-3.856545245319S64C C2 1 .C':>,:ooC)c.,~n-~5 1.)O')ocoooooo 03 1.000('0000000-04 
LCG2 P2 4.061477d3547Zl21C 03 1.('I)OOOCOOO(,(,-05 I.COOJO,OOO:lO 03 1.00000000000-03 L!::G2 PJ 
-7.5240C€6Ce617469D 01 I .0I)OOCCOOO~O-OS 1.00000000000 03 1~000OOOOOOCO-02 
LIOG2 PDI -2.e559169J9634~R5C CJ 1 .0:: 00:: COC-" cn- C5 I.C:lOCOOO')"OO OJ 1.0,)00000000D-04 
LEG2 P['I2 7.0608428~5432168C ~2 I .0'~00CO')(1.0rO-"5' ,1.000"000~0"O 03 1.OOOOO~OOGOD-04 LCG2 P03 3.511379120781269C C2 t '0'~OCvCO,)OCO-05 t .0coo,t::)f)COO 03 1.QnOOOOOO~OO-Ol LEG2 P"-A 7.8207665414380~2C 02 1.0'1000COOC01)-05 1.000000I)~OOO 03 1.00000000000-02 
[[PENDENT rAQA~ETE~S 
NA"'E TRIG LOW HIGH WEI">4T TYPE 
DEL iA XT 1 -l.COCCCCOOO~o-c~ 1.01)0('l(lI)O(,COC-::H 
DELTA YT 1 -l.COOC~;,)OI)OC-~~ I.!) C I'IO"'I~ I'lCCOO- CfI 
CELTA ZT 1 -1.0000c('nOO~C-OH 1.0 C I)(:"OC ~C'C c- c e 
O;:LT XC'T 1 -1~oocr~01')00rD-t)6 I." C J!)(""" (10 C n- CR [;F.:LT yor 1 -1.COCCOcoo')cc-~e I.COC00000(lOC-ca 
DEL T l['lT 1 -l.C~OOCO~~O~D-~~ 1.0 ')('C(' O::J c"cc-'oeo 
TA'<C;MASS* 2 
-1.COOIJC:lnOO(,I>-Ot\ 1.00 CO"'110 o rO!l- C~ 
LEG2TIt.ll:, 1 1.3Q99999';J'<';IC .,3 1.4:1C'=0"0(,100 C~ 
T(TG DT) 1 
-1.000COCOOOOO-07 l.iiCO(lOOO')00C-07 
'T( YCWO") 1 
-1.000CCOCOOCD-14 1 • .:'001l01)0O'OOC-04 
T(THRhC) 1 -1.0.,OOCoooocc-~~ 1.0CCOOOCCOOO-04 
T( JETVL) 1 -1.vOO~[~O~00r.-06 1.Jccorn)C1'.lC-'.l6 
T(SWA V) 1 -l.OOOOCOOOO~D-,)~ 1.t)Cn~('ooooon-n .. 
T(SWNOD) 1 -1.'OCOCOO~~CC-~4 1.00CC~OOCOO~-~4 
T( SWARG) 1 
-1.0000000000.D-04 I.C'lCOCOCOGOC-04 
•• 1)0000000000 00 1 
1 •. ;)0000.,0;)('01) 01) 1 
t.CC'OOOOOI)Oor; 00 1 
1.000IJCOOOOO'l '}O I 
1.000000001')"1) 00 1 
1 .0'.)00000001)0 O~ 1 
1.cno~oo('lO,"/)O 00 I 
1.0')(1000000')0 00 1 
1.COCC·COOJOCIO 00 1 
1.0001:'0001)000 00 1 
1.00000000,)00 00 1 
1.0:)000000000 00 1 
1.000(,0000001) 1)0 1 
1.-00000000000 0') I 
1.00000000000 00 I 
THE ABOVE INDICATED CE~ENOENT A~C INDEPF.~DC~T PA~~M(TER5 ~AY DE ALTL~F.O I~TCPN~LLY TO 
AUTOMATICALLY SATISFY TRANSVERSALITY CCNCITIONS AT THF SWIN~HY CLOSEST APPROACH POINT. 
THEIR T~I~~FF5 A~E SfT TC ZERO. SEE IlnXEC QUANTITIfS ON TRAJECTOHY SU~MAPY PAGE FOR 
DISPLAY OF ACTIIAL DEPENDENT AND INOEPtNCfNT P.~AMETEPS 
• NA~E APPLI~S TO TRIGGER SETTING CF t 
THIS CASE IS CCNVERGEC. 
12 T~A~ECTQF.IES ~ITHOUT PARTIALS ANO 5 TRA~[CTnRICS wIT~ PAnTIALS. INHIHITOR. 0.277555760-16 










































T~AJECTO~Y SU~~4~V (ASE 2 
EA~T~-SATU~N ~ISSIC~. I~P4CT=1 E~O CO~D. 
INP~PENU~NT P4LA~ETF~5 
~'S! CIST -E!~~se~~u--_ PASS GA~.A 
€.SE33E50D 03 '-LL~~~aZl~' 0.0 





-I!~~IL~~____ LAUN YOO 





2.rir,O~jCOO Cl '_Z~~zi~~~~_~"'~L~~l~~~~~' 








-L~Z._EJ______ ~~~~_~l____ _L~~£QZ_____ -L~~~_£Q~____ _L~W4_f~~~ LEG2 PTI~E 
'::1.a§JU~:112-~1' '~~!t~l.nl~~l , '-1~tl,1~~lL2i I I ~.=,~lli2i12_~ I '_l.J.1!~!Hl2-Q~' 0 .0 














PASS ~ASS _e!i~-Il~~ 
I.O"~OOOOO 00 1-J&2§41~4~11 





.JlIaoILXL-__ i .,-I2~~I.!-l:I ___ 1 
:USi2l.!~=ll -i.aJ.z~J..§U:lJ 
1 _[1~l!_lI-__ ~~~I!_Zl.QL__ _Q~ll_l:QL___ _m.LI.!_l.k! __ _ -2 .&2~!~!al!!2::U I 1_.h.~~.H . t!~Q=U , L~~~J.;!n!!g=lll I :l.%.~2~:i.i U~=l!.1 LAUN NASS 0.0 -I~!L~~!i~____ LAU,. OAToE I ~~~UU.UIC1.11 0 .0 TARG DATE 1.43982100 03 
LEGl TI",E 
0.0 
~~~~_IL~~____ T(LAUN OATF.)-IlI~E~_Q~I~1- T(LAU~ YOO) 
':l.Ll1!i.~~l2:l.11 0.0 l_l.ai:..l21.2~k=.;z1 0.0 
_I1I~~_~~~l__ TOTAL TIME 
'~~r~~~l~~=Q2' 1.4000~000 03 
REF PowEA 
3.3814"710 01 
_IiItia_A'u".__ -li.lU-y''f;;;!..l_ IIoET MASS 
12.a~Q.J12~=1l1 i ..!.a.~4!illllQ=111 7.256.aS460 02 
TfSWE! 0 1ST) _1~!!!_~f;L.L-- T(SWf] INC) -I1Sl!IL!jQQ~1_ ..lUIS AqGI 
3.3391~f40 07 '=~.a.k~2~Q~Q:1Q1 -4.58949820-02 '~~~~~~=~lr~~A~~~1 
T(SWB ~AS5) T(SIIIB TIME) 
7.74S4~710 02 -5.56077740 01 














INITIAL ~ASS PROP SYSTE~ P~~PELLAN; REtRO SYST~M 
3.216317240 OJ 1.01444~13D 03 7 •• AJ2J'1~O 02 7.05&695680 02 















































"I.o\<;S ,,1\ TI '1 





1.0e '."1:)00:>0 00 
7.7.-.5 .. <:17110 ')2 
CISCCr-TI"'UITY POINT SU",,,,jll'Y CASE 
FARTH-SATURN ~[SS[CN. IMPACT=I £"0 CONDo 
SE"II-AXIS ECCFNTI<ICITY FLT PT ... ANGLE I NCLI NATI fJN 
LAMBDA A LA""lOA C SW ITC ... FNCT POWER FACTOR 
zp XP CI'JT yo DOT ZP DOT 
Z It OCT Y COT l OfJT 
LAME!DA l L"V"I)~ C.1T X LA"''''OA COT Y LA .. n:>A O'JT l 
PHI H.crA OSC PS I OSC THF;TA I 
EA=<Tt< .3P'"lt=J;!! OF INFLUFP>ce (HFLJOCet-lTRIC) 
1.723::H)r-.6C;C CO 4.1d~235J~D-01 -1.~94~6348D 00 1 .9("7~6~70-01 
0.0 0.0 3 • ::: ~'!' 'iO 51 ":l 0 3 7.955C391RO-Ol 
-5.5:<=41e2~to 04 9.26'::=JC<i:::0 05 -2.43281441C 04 -4.25<:l2C7970 02 5.7554~t~60 03 -le21:>5944CO 02 
l.rC2501310 00 -4.S7157c020-02 -1.62~2J45eO-04 2.1C749S'55D-OZ lelfiB39~160 00 - •• a64401~50-03 
-3.C;e076Et30 02. 4.121CI0230 OJ -7.51009770C n -2.8P.1737:3~0 03 7.C61"3:!29D 02 3 .'530'202050 02 
3.5738~0240 02 -9.284740710~03 
4.412675790 02 7.76,7843QO-Ol 
0.0 1.65c5~1620 O~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-4.1 ~283 E~10 00 1.527()5172DOC 
-1.2"~H6e320 03 -3.505252440 02 
1.5H~!:o~76D 02 1.2271 !:OlaCD co 
<;.60993901)0 01 9.blr027)50 01 -B.462S!A?DO-Ol q. 54 ~'N259D 01 
S~ITCH THRU5T Urr 
7.4666745!l0 CO 8.33;''l2C'1tO-OA 5.,,77"4411:170 01 2.9307491:)0 00 
-6.497330610 03 -~.ccHS~51tO 02 -5.c84341B~D-13 7.840099610-02 
- - - - - (PLANfTLCFNT~tC D4~AVETE~S UNAVAILA"L~' - - - - - -
9.498~1:589C-C2 -'5.37106714"20-01 -1.t:'H E7034D-Ol' 2.5415,11) 00-02 
5.7351531 ~o 0·2 2.:>4~76~'i41) 02 -8.F.l4"?61 ~230 01 ~2 .457648870 :)1 
4.217456340 Ql 3.7i20~19'50 01 2.,6376061D 01 1.6157727S~ 02 



















1.070~~4C40 03 7.765794390-01 7.466674500 00 e.3\~~20]fn-Cl 5.t2.1~~t3D 01 2.930749330 00 1.3!S1209990 ~2 
o.c 1.6~25B16EO OJ -6.497330610 O~ -3.02S5951fO 02 o.c 2.2~15964~-02 0.0 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (CL~NFTCC~NT~iC OAC"~rTf~S UNAVAILAOLEt - - - - - -- - - p - - - -
-8.1~096~lao 00 -6.184481690-01 3.18330'790-01 -2.5~bg~~31n-Ol -2.03aI2C;710-01 1.678238430-'2 8.220449400 CO 
























I.EC317E4C;0 02 2.219287090 00 1.30305992C 02 1.3~el14~2D O~ 6.~9;J21!~D CO 4.47049~050 01 ~.3C;8819130 00 5.929594770 01 
SATU~N SP~E~E OF INFLUENCE (HELIOCENTQICt THRUST ON 
1.4(CCCCOOO 03 7.67:'353350-01 7.394534100 00 e.14614!JO~0-Ol 5.2se~6tt:4D 01 3.0042822eo 00 1.3677149'50 02 !5.36917!!610 01 
0.:> 1.67~73;:57D OJ -6.56fJ15890 03 -3.19624S~4~ 02 1.109~3CH40 03 1 • 63? 85 52 90-02 1.163242'370-01 1.577116')1 0 00 
-2.'5~7elle60-05 3.2 fleS254 50- 05 8.27944413r-Of -E.e21114640 03 J.!2436!Q"O 0] J .0H\<)'3JOID 02 4.23"il'.lOft;\70-0W; 7.~0~?63440 03 
-9.4'5E~44~0 00 -1,768387380 00 4.064463640-01 -1.HceO~22p.n-Ol -2.00Q334700-01 1.416a6C540-~2 9.598951960 00 ~.704090S20-01 
2.21~17~20D 03 -1.1~0164440 03 -1.027692980 02 2.2879077<;0 02 -2.'"9010:;4260 01 -4.6408Q5'5lD 01 2.513614380 03 2.352325100 02 






























CASE 2 (CCNVERGEO) CASE S"""ARY 3/15'71 
··i;; ..... 
! 
EART~-SATU~N MIssrCN. IMPACT=1 e~o CONO. 
LAUNCIi TARGET 
EA~'i,H SATURN 











































EX~AUST SP~ED EFFiCIENCY 
(M/SEe, 
273~~.~~60 0.603797 




INCLI ... ATIO,," NODE 
(@FG) (OEG' 
~B.5000 225;9205 
A~RrVAL CONDIT IONS (PLANEToeENTRIC J 
FLT PAT .. 
(·OEG, 
0.0 



















AwR I YF 
1400.0000 






























































































































3J'l5/71 EARTH-SATU~~ "'Is~IC~. SEG~f~TEO 2-a~DY CPU - I/O TI"'ES oEMAINING (SEC' •• 64 
6~6).3f4999Q99~9S 
1240h.67073252181 
• ~.QQ99~~1~~n~q~q~qO-C2. 2000'.00000000000 
• r.9Q990~9C~,0~~9~~O-0). 10CO.OCOOOCOOOOOO 
• C.~ • ".0 
• 0.0 • C.O 
• 0.~~~~~~~~J~~9~9~OC-04. 20.0C0000CCOOOOOO 
• O.ou9Q~q~9~9?CW9~QC-C4. 20.000)0000000000 
• 0.Q~Q99999999999990-12. 
• 0.99999Q99Q99~99990-04. 
• 0.0 • 














• C.Q9999QQqQQQ9Q9Q~C-~~. 10.00000~OOOOOOO? 
• 0.0 • 0.0 
• O.~Y99~99G~~~Q999~C-0~. 10.00000000000000 
• O~IOOO~OOOOO~OOOOOD 00. 
• 0.0 
• 0.10000COOOOOOOOOOO 00. 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
750~.96343e232433 • 0.q99999~9QQQc099QO-C3. 1000.00000COOOOOO • 0.99999999999999990-04. 
C.4~44067646564.26r.-03. 0.100000JooorOOOOOC-09. 0.50000000000000000-04. 10000000000.00000 























































• 0.0 • 0.0 






























































• 0.0 • 0.0 • C.O 
• 0.0 • 0.0 • 0.0 
.-0.100COOOOOOOOOuOOr.-07. 0.10COOOooOOOCOOOGC-07. 1.000000000003000 
.-0.ICOvOOOOOOOOO~OC(:-07. 0.10000COOoo~co~nOC-(l7. I.COOOCOOOOOOOOOO 










• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 
• 0.0 • 
• 0.0 • 
• {I.O • 
• 0.0 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S~TIJF FO" CASE J 31'15'71 
EAATH-SATI,Qh ""1'SStl)"I. SrGIo4ENTt:O 2-1l00Y 
I~DEPENCE~T PAPA~ETEFS 
NA~E YALUE Df.LTA ""AX STEP WFI(jHT 
PASSYELO 1.2406670732521810 C4 1.0001)')C1)01)(11-0J I.OOCOOOOOOOO OJ 1.O~OOOOOOOOO-04 
PASSNOOE 2.c5020~49J57806~C (,2 1 .OCOOOOCOO ~O-O4 2.COO'COOQOOO 01 1 .. 000001)00000 01) 
PA SSA~ (jP l;~IGle660537419HC 02 l.n~ocaC~?'(()-04 ;>.(,OCOOOOO,)CO 01 1.0Qo~~o600oo 00 
PASSTI ,,:= 3.q~2102647618735C 01 1.COOO')OO':lCQI)-05 I.r.ocoooooooo Ol 1.00000000000-01 
'TAR.GTI ME 1.36~D~aooo~oooocc OJ 1.0li!jO'C':t!"!t)co-o!: 1.~CCOOoooooo 01 I.OCO~OOOOOOD-Ol 
TARG VCO 7.50~9034J523243JO OJ I.COOO")I)(,OCOO-OJ 1 .0COOOOO(lOOO OJ 1.000COOO(,000-0. 
THQ ACCL 4.644067~46564426C-04 I.COOO)coo':'on-IO 5.0COOOOOCOOO-C"5 1.0')00')00001)0 10 
JETSPEFO 2.733d36603733025C C'4 1.0000,)O!lOOC:P-1)2 I.OCOOOOOOOO (I] 1.011)('OO~0000-0. 
LEG2 PI -3.96C7~e~2~79571~n C2 1.000CI)I'"OCOO-05 1.0000000,)000 03 1.000(,000000D-0. 
LEG2 P2 4.121010Z33326219C 03 1.0{,OC1COCOCD-05 1.~0000000000 03 1.00000000000-03 
LEG2 P3 -7.510097697897P~2C 01 1.0(,00"coOOOO-05 1.000COOOOOOO 03 1.00000000000-02 
LE'G2 POI -2.S81737543~447770 03 t.000000COOCO-0~ 1.00000000000 03 1.00000000000-04 
LE:G2 P02 7.0612~3Z~36JI~04C 02 1.0CCO;)0000CO-05 .1.00000000000 03 1.00000000000-04 
LEG2 PO:! 3.5372C20502300040 02 I.OCOC:)000000-05 1.00000000000 03 1.00000000000-01 
LEG2 PMA ;.7454~711034465JO (,2 1.0!.l00CCOCO(,D-0~ 1.00000000COO 03 1.00000000000-02 
C~PENOENT PARAMETE~S 
NAMe TRIG LOw Hlt;H weiGHT TYPE 
DELTA XT 1 -I.OOOOOCOOOJC-OR l.aoco(,OOCOO£:-CA l.OOOOOOOOOOD 00 I DEL TI\ YT 1 -1.CO~OC1000CD-Ob I • Of) (\ ') (' C" COO ~- C 8 1.>'OCOOOOOOCO 00 1 
DEL TA ZT 1 
-1.0000COOOOCO-Od 1.0OCo~oococn-ce 1.0000COOO1)00 00 1 
DEL T XDT I -1.ooooconOOCC-CA i.ooror.ooc~co-ce 1.000(lO')000CO 00 1 CELT YDT 1 -1.00000000occ-ns l.oncor.I)OOI)OC-C8 1.00000COO1)00 00 I £:EL T ZOT 1 -1.0000COOOOCO-OP 1.0"CCCOOCOOo-CH 1.0000000~00o 00 1 
TARGMASS. 2 -1.000000000CO-O~ I.COCOCo.')ccor;:-C'3 I.I)OCOO:COOCI) 0' 1 
LE (i2Tl ~F. 1 I.J99Qr;Q o 9<)':'0 ')3 1.4(10I'rOOCIOC CJ I.CI)I)OO;)(lOOOO 00 1 T(TG OTI I -1.noooC'ooOO~O-07 1.00r.'COOO~CO-C7 l~OOOOOOOOOOD 00 1 
'T(TGVOOI 1 -1.00000000000-04 t.ooc.OOOOCOOC-C4 1.0(lOOCOOOOOO 00 1 T( TW~AC I 1 -1.00000~OOOCC-04 1.0 nv': 00 0000- 04 1.1)(1000000000 00 1 T(JETVLI 1 -l.~Oooccoonl'o-o~ 1.0'CO~0~COCO-06 I.OQOOO;)OCOOO 00 I 
T(SWI'\ VI 1 -1.OOOO(,OOOoco-o. 1.00CCOOOOr.OC-C4 1.0000000cooo 00 I 
T( SWII.OD I 1 -1.00coeClOOOC-(l4 1.00001)000(100-04 1.1)000000CCl)O 1)0 I T(SWARGI 1 -1.0000000COOO-0. 1.000000000Co-04 1.00000~OCOOO 00 1 
'THE ABOVe: INOICATED CEPEf\OENT A"~ l"OlPEt.['CNT PA"A"'(TER~ loIAY DE AL T~AF.:O INT~RNALLY TO 
AUT~MATICALLY SATISFY TRANSVC~S"LITY C~~PITIDNS AT THE SWIN~AY CLOS~.T APPAOACH PUINT. 
TH~IR T~IGG~~S A~E SET TO ZERO. SEE BQKEO QUANTITIES ON T~AJECTO~Y SUM~APY PAGE FOR 
DISPLAY OF lCTUAL DEPENDENT AND I"OEPF.hOCNT P'~AM[TE~S 
NA~E APPLlr.S TO TRIGGER SETTING OF 1 
THIS CISE IS CCNYE~GEo. 
10 TRAJECTORIES .ITHOUT PARTIALS AND • T~AJECTC~I~S WITH PAPTIALS. INHIRITnR. O.8!S178420-1S 
r---,,' -. ' "",_Miiilnl"·i~~"""~:';;_. :,,-, ,T;;:~~ -!:;;;.::;_ .. -* , .- > ~, J" 'i~'f.,~iJ~i'· 1· <'j ~ "~-






















I~ , ~ 










TAAJECTOPY SU~YA~Y CASE ;) 
EAATH-SATU~~ ~IS510Nt SE~~ENTEO 2-HOOY 
PASS DIST ~!~~~~f~Q___ PAS~ GA~Y. 
6.56~36500 03 '-1 ... ~~~2i~11 O.~ 
LAUN TIME -I~~~I1~__ LAU,.,. VOO 








PASS (NCL _eaSL~C~____ -E!2L6e..~!!-_ 
2.S50CCCOO 01 1_£'!'i~12~~i'I-i.l.j12~ll~~1 
-I!~:JL~~ _____ It!::'_!~'~L ____ ~I~e~!i;~_ 
1..z~!i~~i2_~1' 1_!S.!.U2!12.!Q::211I-i.1..!~~i!JD 04 I 
LEGt PO:! 
0.0 




_L~i_E~______ -Ll~~£Q1-____ _L~~~eQ~_____ -L'~l_e~~_____ _~f~l_f~!~~___ LEG2 PTIME 
I ::l,,,UUI,!2Q_ll , I ::l ... :iliillJ.Q_~J. , '-Zui12i~~_2l' '_h2~.!l~:t~11i2_1~ I 1_~~i~Ul~2i' o. ° 














PASS "'ASS -!!!2~-Il!!L __ 





-LJ;liLC1-__ -I.~Z~ 0_ 
t :.J.e.2ll1~~1L2~ II-!u~az~!1:.-Jl~ I 
-R~L1!_3I_____ -U~I!-XI-___ _ 
1:1 ... ~~~!lbQ=1~1,~ ... 2~~:1J' 
, _QfL:H_ZI-__ ..QtLI6~QL__ _~~U_lQL___ _Q~L!!_!kL __ _ ~.IUJ.l£~Q:llll ~ ... ti!.2a~u:u.II-1.~~i~J2~Q=1~ I I =hUl~l.'.ilU=l! I lAUh ~ASS C.O _I!~~~~~S____ LAUN DATE 1=1 ... ~21~Z~~=121 0.0 TAPG DATE 1.4391"0.40 03 
LEGI T ("'E 
0.0 
-L~!i.~_I.1.~~ ___ _ 
I :l.&.lJ.!i~~f!.Q:U I 
-Iuta_aS:S:L_ _Il.L~I_~Q.l __ _ '~~l~'~rtQ:~II~.I.~li~~~Q:lll 
TCs.a "'ASS' T(~wa TIME) 
7.e2~ee13D 02 -5.74776080 01 
T(LAUN D,lTE I 
0.0 
... ET "!ASS 
7.337728!5D 02 
-Il!A2~_~I~1_ T(lAUN YOOI 
1-1 ... U~Hliil=lll 0.0 -lile.aSi_llQ.21 _ TOTAL TIME REF POWER r~uL2!1llQ=UI 1.401)(10000 0:5 '3.3754.,0'0 01 
T(S.R OIST) _li~l~_ll~~l___ T(S.~ INC) -li~Ia_~Qfl __ -I~!~a»l __ _ 
3.37647740 07 ~=~~lll~li~~1 -4.6438~070-02 1-1 ... ~1l1Q=Lltl:2aQ~~~., 
























NET S,C "ASS INITIAL MASS PROP SYSTE" 
7.:!~77284eO C2 3.217612650 03 1.012620150 03 P,"U~ELL.NT PFT~O SYSTE" Swa SCI PKG 7 •• 35~24430 02 7.054123420 02 0.0 POWER EFFICIENCY 3.37~4004eO 01 6.0~129747o-01 
~ 
1 



















O(SCOhTI~UITV FOINT SUM~ARY CASE· ] ]"5'71 
EA~TH-SATIIPfoj MISSI'JN. SCGU(NTEO 2-flOOY 
TIME ,.ASS RATIO SEMI-AXIS ECCENT 10 r C lTV FLT PTH ANGLt: 1 NCLI NA TI.,.. NODE AAG POS 
LAMeOA T LA~BOA NU L"ME!OA A LA"'£!OA C ~.ITCH FNcr POWER FACTOR THRUST ACCEL A~UL.R NON 
XP yp ZF XP (lOT yo DOT ZP DOT RP VP 
X Y Z X OCT 't COT ZOOT p V 
LA"IeOA X LAMODA Y LA..-eOA Z LA"'~()A O')T X LANuDA DOT Y LAaoIAOA DOT Z LAMBDA LAMBDA DOT 
LONGl TUDE L.AT nUDE PHI THF.TA OSC PS I OSC THETA I PSI t HAMILTONIAN 
EAhT~ SPHE~E OF INFLUE~CE (HELIOCFNTRIC) THRUST ON 
1 .7~5~35990 00 1.00000COOO 01) 1.72315629C co 4.18370c4eo-ol -1.59C49S080 00 1.967690290-01 1.74665222D 02 1.827081700 02 
0.0 7.329a81320 02 0.0 0.0 3.33011'»760 03 9 .954948150-01 7.845383360-02 1.1922861 '10 00 
-5.4seC;;C4f70 04 9.260917110 OS -2.436069650 04 -4.Z1661f650 02 5.7~3f710.0 03 -1.212329070 02 9.280190000 05 5.770374990 03 
1.0(2495970 00 -4.59a98d2g0-02 -1.62841058C-04 2.14170,""7<;0-02 1.1ee324710 00 -4.070225780-03 1.003~5a33D 00 1 •. leA526000 00 
-3.97~4Cfeoo 02 4.1~S775350 03 -7.61012593~ 01 -2.Ql;97327~ C3 7.127QZ3A40 02 3.5t.46Q2R50 02 4.11:15311)470 03 ~~0200Z5Q30 03 
3.573733760 C2 -9.297097630-03 0;.13074913420 Cl 9r8C75S75PO 01 -8.485513220-01 9.544187510 01 -lc0418451CO 00 6.0204174.,0 01 
S.ITCH TH~UsT OFF 
4.3~3~~~~40 C2 7.763500740-01 7.431312260 00 8.325763710-01 ~.27C480710 OJ 2.916262?CO 00 1.35018652D 02 2.471886590 01 
0.0 . 1.6(9128780 03 -6e553676f60 OJ -~.0705343fD 02 -3.41C60~13D-13 7.8~~OOJl~~02 1.206584920-01 1.50Q9a3400 00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CPL.N~TOC£NT~IC PARA~ETE~S UNAVAILABLE' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-4.143E6So;I0 00 1.532097220 00 9.401394690-02 -5.3R74J3550-01 -1.f473024fD-01 2.533593350-02 4.419029120 00 5.639347180-01 
-1.2~~12C4~0 03 -3.6~A716990 02 5.7960?26~C 02 2.37~06~:90 02 -9.C4QC875~0 01 -2.452731670 01 1.41~442750 03 2.557141810 02 
1.5~70~J270 02 1.21904dC70 00 4.2217375JC 01 3.719~~lOJO 01 2.1BOf80bCO 01 ~.636519840 02 2.417278420 01 6.02~417200 01 
SWITCH THRUST ON 
I.CfE49~e~o 03 7.7~35007.0-01 7.4JIJ1226ri 00 8.32576371D-Cl 5.~1~!4f3~0 01 2.916Z629CD 00 
0.0 1.6~Q12B780 03 -6.5S367d66C O! -3.07~5J4~En 02 1.7~~JO?~70-1~ 2.2785~0720-02 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - (PLANETGCrNT~IC ~A~AUET[~~ LNAVAILAULCt - - - - - -
-8.1f22B5940 00 -6.045557960-01 3.15707971C-Ol -Z.6C20311eO-Ol =2.04028C400-01 1.672173970-02 
9.9tJ48J700 O~ -9.923677730 02 1.6116S427C 02 2.100g~171D 02 -4.~?~1~19AO 01 -4.50692~580 01 
l.e~235;~CO 02 2.2Ca;S6810 00 1.30190534C 02 1.3050776eD ~2 6.~~4Je4e70 00 4.488531740 01 
SATURN SPME~E OF rNFLUE~CE (HF.L roCE NTRI C) 
1.11<,i~~E44D 03 7.6892731 .. 0-01 7.37645403C 0(1 8.17760)4<;0-01 5.!43450080 01 3.00197j'0 6D 0)0 
0.0 1.6t'~7Z47'60 03 -6.597131940 03 -3.2:t!>3J240 02· P.45738744[) 02 1 .7~9254970-0Z 
•• BclJE:!~~D 07 -2.52638J870 07 -2.39352C02C 06 -6.6~06JI.~O OJ J.!4!;i7:!2!;0 ')3 J .0691311 ZO 02 
-9.1~1~5elEO. 00 -1.4921871eO 00 3.8464~6310-01 -1.96h2BA940-01 -Z.OZ64310~0-01 t .480479550-02 
I.Q4S4350EO 03 -1.159209980 03 -3.872206840 01 2.2e6~~9620 02 -3030162734D 01 -4.~5~618Bl0 01 










•• 'H2fO~41D 02 2.375471670 00 1.399445410 02 1.3994575'»0 02 -3.42!487C50-01 3.0769~A89D 01 -9.79~e9905D-01 
4.92540'5700 01 
1.5099834~O 00 





































CASE ~ ( CONVERGED) CASE SU"""'ARY ]'15"'1 
EA:4Tf1-SATURIN ,..ISS U". SEGMENTED 2-000'1 
LA'} ... C" TAQGET 
:: ~, .. 
EART~ SATURN 






PRCFELLA ... T 
743.51) 








-"~"C •. rlC •• 
DATf 
C .JULI A'I J 
"4606.8;)44 
0.0 705.4. 
P~GPULSI~N SYSTE~ PARA~ETERS 
REF POIIER REF T"'RU~T THF:' ACCEL EJ(~AUST SPEED EFFICIEt.CY 
IKW» U.t 1""5EC/SlC) 'M/SEC) 















26732 •• t,~! 
LAUI'.CH CONDIT IONS (PL ANET-OCEN-TRI C • 
FLT PATI- INCL I .. AT 10 ... NODE 
(OEG. (oEGI (OEG, 
0.0 2R.!5000 2~5.b792 
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